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History Committee of TUNGSRAM Co. Ltd., feeling its responsibility in exploring,
conserving and fostering the Company's past traditions, decided to publish the
Company's history.
The present Volume embraces events since early days until the end of World War II.
Of course, no completeness can be aimed at as no comprehensive authentic social,
historical and industrial background can be represented; this w o u l d go well beyond
our scope.
A preliminary remark seems to be inevitable on the Company's name. For sake of
simplicity, we call us TUNGSRAM, although it was in those times merely the
Company's well-known main trade mark, registered in the year 1909 and assumed as
style but as late as the 1st January 1989.
Our intention is to enable all those to appreciate our achievements, w h o have
witnessed and shared the Company's efforts and successes and continue to
collaborate.
Our firm conviction is, that the present is better understood and the establishment of
the future is confirmed by the revelation of our past.
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TUNGSRAM

THE ROLE OF THE EGGER FAMILY IN ESTABLISHING
THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY IN HUNGARY
On 1 August, 1896 the United Incandescent Lamps and
Electrical Co. (Egyesult Izzolampa es Villamossagi Rt.)
was established as a joint venture of the Hungarian
Commercial Bank of Pest (Pesti Magyar Kereskedelmi
Bank) and the Egger brothers. For decades the company was known home and abroad by and large by this
name with some irrelevant — and temporary — modifications meaning nothing for readers. Therefore we
have chosen from the variation in question the use of
the present new and short name of the company, the
"TUNGSRAM", this initial letter coinage, otherwise
the trademark of the company since 1909. This is the
excuse of the transfer of this name into the past, and
also the title of this study: The History of TUNGSRAM.
In effect, the United Incandescent... or according to
the above the TUNGSRAM secured the financial backing of the bankers for the industry in which members
of the Egger family had been actively involved for
several decades through various enterprises aimed at
founding and developing the electrical industry in
Hungary.
We know very little of the Eggers' background. It
seems certain that they were of Hungarian stock. There
is evidence showing that Bernat Bela Egger, w h o was
the first in the family to get involved in the electrical
industry, had been born in Gyongyos, although other
sources suggest Obuda. In any case, he must have
been still very young when he founded the factory in
Vienna, known as "Telegraphen-Bauanstalt", producing telegraph equipment as early as 1862. (1)
In 1872 Bernat Egger, encouraged both by the success
of his Viennese firm and the spreading use of telegraphs in Hungary, decided to set up a workshop in
Budapest specialized in repairing telegraph equipment. The workshop that was located at 9 Dorottya

Street, 5th District, employed eight workers at first. (2)
The enterprise immediately proved prosperous, and
within a few years its work-force multiplied.
On 31 December, 1874 Bernat Egger, "Viennese industrialist producing telegraph equipment", was given
permission from the 5th District to set up his own
business, (3) and subsequently, on 4September, 1876,
he had his branch of telegraph equipment workshop
listed in the trade registry of Budapest. (4) On 1
January, 1882 Telegraphen-Bauansalt of Vienna was
transformed into a public company under the new
name Austro-Hungarian Electrical Lighting and Power
Transmission Factory, with the engineer Janos Kremenetzky, Bernat Egger, Jakab Egger, Henrik Egger
Vienna-, and David Egger Budapest residents as
founding members. Within a year Janos Krementzky
left the firm and went on to found his own electrical
company. (5)
The Viennese public company gave continuous support to its Budapest branch that, beside carrying out
telegraph repair work, also made pneumatic bells,
telegraph equipment, electrical indicators, and had the
exclusive right to produce the Berliner-type microphone. The first telephone manufactured in the Budapest workshop came out in 1884. (6)
In 1883 the company signed on Jozsef Pinter as
technical director, w h o later proved to be a great asset
when first the Egger factories and then the
TUNGSRAM were on their way to become large
corporations.
In 1895 the company, that was known for short as
Egger B. esTarsa (B. Egger& Co.), had great success in
the national trade exhibition of Budapest with its
pavilon showing electrical appliances.
Egger B. & Co. together with "Ganz" (another factory
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in Budapest, producing electrical appliances) provided
the street lights all over the exhibition area, as well as
inside the buildings and along Stefania Street and
Nagykorond. The Eggers' company delivered 18 arc
lamps, each with a luminous intensity of 800 candela,
and 100 electrical light bulbs, all produced in the
Viennese factory. (7) The jury awarded the Budapest
branch with a medal for " n e w invention, good quality
and progress". (8)
Shortly the workshop in Dorottya Street proved to be
too small and stood in the way of progress. The
^ management of the company began to look for a new
location. In 1887 they purchased the industrial estate
of 7 Huszar Street, 7th District from Hungarian General
Credit Bank for 56,000 Forint. At the same time, the
authorities gave permission to the four Egger brothers
and David Egger's son, Gyula to establish an electrical
company, provided that the running of the firm was
left to the technical director, Jozsef Pinter. (9)
Production in the new factory began on 1 October,
1887. The total cost of the equipment amounted to
40,000 Forints. The introduction of the technology to
produce incandescent lamps was an important
milestone in the history of the company. In the beginning both the Mechanical and the Lamp Manufacturing
Departments were located in the same building. In the
front section of the L-shaped one-storey block were the
offices, the drafting- and showrooms, the warehouse
and the Mechanical Department, while the Lamp
Manufacturing Department was in the back. The machinery was powered by an 18-20 h.p. horizontally
mounted steam-engine with a Mayer-type driving
wheel. The Lamp Manufacturing Department occupied a considerably larger area than the Mechanical
Department did. The first phase of the incandescent
lamp production was the glass-blowing.
The glass-blowers manufactured the bulbs f r o m Thuringian glass tubes. They were also the ones who
soldered on the carbon filaments. There were four
blowing benches for this purpose. From here the
lamps were taken to the pump chamber where 22
mercury pumps were working. The lamps were tested
in a separate room. The carbon filaments were also
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produced by the factory. In order to extract its salt
content, the organic fibre was first soaked in water and
then heated in vacuum. After the evaporation of water
the residue, being rich in carbon, could conduct electricity.
The measurement room completed the Lamp Manufacturing Department. (10) The shape of the carbon
filament lamps resembled a pear; their luminous
efficiency did not reach 1/6th of that of today's average
incandescent lamps or 1/1^h of the I m / W of the
discharge lamps.
In the production of incandescent lamps the Eggers'
company came before Switzerland, France and England. As far as Austria was concerned, Janos Kremenetzky's Viennese factory started producing incandescent lamps using carbon filament in 1884.
In 1888 there were 80-100 incandescent lamps manufactured daily in the Huszar Street. In spite of the low
productivity and the primitive production methods,
the factory soon operated with a satisfactory profit
margin,thanks to the high prices thatthe incandescent
lamps fetched in those days, as the company faced no
competition in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. (12)
Egger B. & Co., mechanical and electrical factory was
run by the technical director Jozsef Pinter. Another
director, Gyula Egger was in charge of marketing. In
addition, the company employed six clerks in technical, commercial and administrative functions. The
total work-force was 41 workers, including six German
glass-blowers. To secure the continuous supply of
skilled workers, the company also employed five
apprentices.
Again, the facilities in the Huszar Street factory soon
proved restrictive. For this reason, on 7 January, 1889
the company bought the neighbouring houses at 12-16
Munkas Street.
Concurrently, the owners of the company decided to
widen the foundations of the incandescent lamp production by purchasing the patents of the Berlin factory
Allgemeine Elektrizitatsgesellschaft. (General Electric
Co. Berlin)
From similar considerations, on 1 February, 1889 the
company converted its Lamp Manufacturing Depart-
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ment into a separate company called Electrical Incandescent Lannps Co. Ltd. (with an initial equity of
400.000 Forint). For the time being, the separation of
the Lamp Manufacturing D e p a r t m e n t w a s o n l y f o r m a l .
The shareholders of the new company came from the
insiders of the First-Austro-Hungarian Electric Lighting
and Power Transmitting Factory. Bela Egger, Gyula
Egger, Antal Deutsch and Hans Roeder were on the
board of directors.
The Eggers wanted to continue with the incandescent
lamp production on a different location, and for this
purpose they purchased a separate property to the
north of the former confines of Budapest, in the vicinity
of the outer Vaci Road of the present district IV. of the
capital. However, they had to abandon their plans to
build up the factory there, because water was not
available in the necessary quantity on the property.
The Incandescent Lamp factory, after reaching an
agreement with the Capital Waterworks in the matter
of water supply, stayed in the Huszar Street, which
went through important alterations and extension.
(13) The Incandescent Lamp factory was housed in a
one-, and a two-storey building. Jozsef Pinter and
Gyula Egger continued to manage the factories. The
factory employed one engineer in the position of
production supervisor, one accountant, one warehouse manager, one trainee, one supervisor w o m a n
for the two unskilled female labourers and one German glass-blower foreman.
The total work-force came to 50 labourers: 12 people
operating the mercury pumps, 8 glass-blowers and 30
unskilled workers. Skilled workers were well-paid in
general. The glass-blowers and the foreman earned
the same as the production supervisor: 1,200 Forints
per annum, while an unskilled labourer took home 240
Forints a year. The working hours were between 7 and
12 a.m. and 1:30 and 6:30 p.m. (14)
The company was soon given government subsidy to
help the industry settle in Hungary.
On 12 March, 1889 the Ministry of Agriculture, Industry
and Commerce — while reserving its right for individual
assessment, awarded The Electric Incandescent Lamp
Factory Ltd. with provisional government privileges.

After much experimentation and substantial investmentthe company succeeded in producing carbon-filament incandescent lamps which stood up to the
competition on the foreign market, and also, one that
showed an appropriate luminous efficiency as well as
an acceptable useful life. The home market was still
very small, therefore export had a high priority on the
company's marketing policy, although the high cust o m duties and the costs of transportation had an
unfavourable effect. The Eggers worked very hard to
appear on the international market. In 1889 they
exported 21,420 electric incandescent lamps 70,210
lamps were exported in 1890; 190,972 lamps in
1891; 220,608 lamps in 1892 and 401,318 lamps in
1893.
The company even had business interests as far as
Asia, America and Australia. It set up warehouses in
Melbourne and Montreal with commissioned goods.
(16) However, newer and newer competitors appeared
on the international market, and the price of incandescent lamps kept falling.
While in the first year of the company's life the
incandescent lamps fetched 1 Forint and 5 krajcars, in
1894 the market price already fluctuated between 36
and 38 krajcars. In order to facilitate the home consumption, the company asked the Ministry of Commerce to instruct the commercial and industrial chambers to advertise the factory's products among the
owners of factories and industrial estates. (17) The
minister, however, refused to comply with the request,
although he admitted that only the Eggers were producing incandescent lamps in Hungary. But he also
pointed out that the firm was selling generators manufactured in Vienna, even though a Hungarian company, Ganz also produced them. The Minister notified
the company that he regarded the Austrian import of
generators, needed for the use of incandescent lamps,
damaging — not only to Ganz, but to the whole of
Hungarian industry. (18) Since the home consumption
of incandescent lamps could only be boosted marginally, the company was forced to increase its export
with a simultaneous increase in the volume of production, so that the falling prices could be offset with a
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reduction in the production costs. This strategy on the
part of the Electric Incandescent Lamp Ltd. can be
illustrated with the following business figures: (19)

fiscal
year

no. of
lamps
produced
(lamps)

1889/90
1890/91
1891/92
1892/93
1893/94
1894/95
1895/96
1896/97

120,000
166,000
309,000
350,000
520,000
752,000
882,000
1163,000

producmarket
daily
tion .
price
produccosts
(krajcar)
tion
(krajcar)*
lamp
(lamps)
lamp
300
350
1000
1150
1700
2500
3000
4000

116
75
60
44
36
28
26
24

105
62
68
44
38
38
36
34.5

*100 krajcar was = 1 korona
While the annual volume of production grew almost
tenfold in eight years, the work-force only tripled
during the same time. The number of skilled workers
hardly changed, but the female work-force increased
from 30 to 140. The total work-force in 1894-1895 was
200. (20)
The First-Austo-Hungarian Electric Lighting and Power
Transmitting Factory continued to produce weak-current electrical appliances parallel with the Electric
incandescent Lamp Factory Ltd. within a narrower
range. The Mechanical Department employed 30—50
workers on a regular basis. Postal and Telegraph
Office (P.T.O) was one of their regular customers. In
1895 the Department specialized in manufacturing
multiplex relay boxes. The P.T.O had previously ordered such machinery from Antwerp.
The Mechanical Department built a multiplex relay
system handling 600 customers on the occasion of the
Milleneum Exhibition. (21)
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THE FLOATING
OF THE UNITED INCANDESCENT LAMP
AND ELECTRICAL CO. LTD AND THE FINANCIAL
BACKING OF THE BANKS
In 1895 the capital resources of the public company
Egger B. & Co. already proved insufficient for maintaining and increasing the standard of production. When
the managing director, Gyula Egger described the
company's financial problems to the director of the
"Hungarian Commercial Bank" of Pest he also pointed
out that "they could not respond to several business
proposals, exactly because they had to ensure that the
absolute mobility of their capital is preserved". (22)
The Egger brothers understood that the only way to
remain competitive in the electrical business was to
have sufficient working capital at their disposal, and to
be able to further invest continuously. For this reason
they drew up an agreement with The Hungarian
Commercial Bank of Pest in July 1896 that they would
merge the Budapest and the Viennese factories of the
First Austro-HungarianElectric Lighting and Power
Transmitting Factory to form a public company. They
did not choose Commercial Bank by chance; they had
been using the services of the Commercial Bank in
connection with every financial transaction of the
public company.
It was always this bank which put up the necessary bail
on behalf of Egger B. & Co. all the transport tenders
towards Postal and Telegraph Office and M A V (Hungarian National Railways). (23)
The United Incandescent Lamp and Electric Co. Ltd.
held its statutory meeting in the conference chamber
of The Commercial Bank on 1 August, 1896. Egger B. &
Co. contributed to the funds of the public company

with their Viennese and Budapest factories, buildings,
machinery, goods, raw materials, debits and claims.
The Electrical Incandescent Factory Ltd. retained its
independence for the time being. For the above assets,
estimated to be worth 600,000 Forints, the Egger
family received 6,000 shares in 100 Forint denominations.
The total equity came to 1,400,000 Forints, and the
Commercial Bank bought up 33 percent of the shares.
They were syndicated by the Egger brothers and by
Commercial Bank. The bank was represented by three
directors on the board, and the Eggers delegated five.
The new company was effectually controlled by the
Commercial Bank, whose representatives had the
right to veto any decision. The company was obliged
to have all the planned investments costing more than
10,000 Forints and all the business deals worth over
60,000 Forints countersigned by the bank, whose
agreement was also needed for the employment of
any new executive with an annual salary over 6,000
Forints.
On the statutory meeting Jeno Szabo, member of the
Hungarian Upper House, Ferenc E. Vas, deputy director of the Commercial Bank, Peter Maishirn, retired
railway superintendent. Dr. Izidor Deutsch, lawyer,
Bela Egger, David Egger, Gyula Egger and Jakab Egger
were elected to the board of directors. (24)
In accordance with the agreement drawn up with the
Commercial Bank, the new public company decided to
respect the five-year contracts signed with Bela Egger,
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Erno Egger, David Egger and Moric Deutsch. Beta
Egger received from the Viennese factory an annual
salary of 12,000 Forints, plus a company flat with
electricity and heating paid for. David Egger drew an
annual sum of 7,000 Forints from the Budapest factory.
The engineer Erno Egger continued to be employed by
the Viennese factory. (25)
Pressed by the rising shortage of capital, on 30 June,
1896 the Electric Incandescent Lamp Factory Ltd.
merged into the United Electric Ltd. In connection with
the fusion the equity of the company was raised to
1,650,000 Forints. The transaction was, again, conducted by Commercial Bank, whose interests this way
reached 37 and a half percent. (26)
The backing of the banks made it possible for the
company to upgrade all its branches, first of all, its
Lamp Manufacturing Department. The demand for
incandescent lamps continuously grew with the
spreading use of electric light. The profitability of its
production also increased, although the competition
drove the prices further d o w n every day.
The company counteracted this phenomenon by increasing the volume of production: it manufactured
5,000 lamps a day in the fiscal year 1897/98; in 1898/99
its daily output already reached 7500. (27)
Since the turnover of the Huszar Street plant went up
by 30 percent on average every year, the structure of
the Lamp Manufacturing Department needed thorough changes in order to facilitate the continuous
upgrading of production. The spreading use of electric
lighting suggested a continuously growing demand.
At the same time, the prices of incandescent lamps
kept falling, so that the incandescent lamp industry
would only yield a profit, if mass-production was
achieved. Those factories that were unable to increase
their output constantly, could not keep up with their
competitors. The demand was primarily met by the
competitive producers, w h o found their market growing. In spiteof all this, new incandescent lamp factories
hardly emerged. The fact that the training of the
workers required a lot of time, patience and money,
must have contributed to this.
By the turn of the century the existing conditions in the
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United Incandescent Lamp and Electrical Co. that is
f r o m here TUNGSRAM did not really allow any further
increase in the volume of production. By squeezing up
the work stations — in the opinion of the technical
director Jozsef Pinter — daily production could have
been pushed up to about 10,000 bulbs. This, however,
would have probably resulted in the slackening of
quality control, and in rising production costs and
breakage.
The useful area of the Lamp Manufacturing Department did not exceed 3,100 m^, and the daily production of 10,000 lamps w o u l d have required at least
5,300m^. Every argument suggested that the upgrading of the Lamp Manufacturing Department would
have to be realized on a new location. (28)
The company also faced difficulties of technological
nature, since the carbon-filament bulbs did not stand
up very well to transportation. The technical management was relentlessly working on improving the quality of the incandescent lamps, perfecting production
technology and economization.
The lack of space affected the Mechanical Department,
too. It could just about fulfil the orders of telegraph
equipment and telephones, but there was not much
scope for improving the Department as a whole. This
caused some concern in the management, since the
weak point of the Mechanical Department was precisely that it very much relied on government orders.
(29)
Beside manufacturing incandescent lamps TUNGSRAM could boost with considerable success in producing telephones and installing telephone exchanges.
The license agreement, which was drawn up between
TUNGSRAM and Western Electric Company of Chicago in 1899, played an important part in this. On the
basis of the licence agreement, the world-famous
American company — a leading force in the telephone
business — made its licenced products available to the
Budapest public. (30)
The " c o m m o n battery"-type telephone equipment
found favour with the Hungarian experts, too.
In 1900, when Postal and Telegraph Office put out to
tender the producing and installing of the equipment
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of its telephone exchange in the Nagymezo Street
(Budapest), on the basisof the jury's recommendation
and out of seven applicants, the job was given to the
joint entry of TUNGSRAM, and Western Electric Company. That was, in fact, the first instance that Hungarian industry took an active part in the construction of
the telephone exchange system in or outside Budapest. Western Electric Company vouched for the work
of its Hungarian partner Central Telephone Exhange
"Terez" Budapest, one of Europe's first commonbattery type telephone exchange, was built as part of
this order. (31)
In 1899 a new section was added to the Mechanic
Department which specialized in producing security
systems for the railway. Again, this work was hindered
by the lack of space, so production, for the time being,
began in the near-by 6voda Street, neighbouring the
Huszar Street plant. When M A V (Hungarian State Railway) decided to change its remote-controlled semaphores, the company was given the lion's share of the work.
The new section working of the Mechanical Department first of all enhanced the company's reputation by
building power-plants. At the turn of the century it
delivered and installed power-stations in Szatmar,
Sopron, Kapronca, Budafok and Losonc.
The power generators in Budafok and Losonc were
built on behalf of Budafoki Villamossagi Rt. (Budafok
Electric Co. Ltd.) and Losonci Klara Villamossagi Rt.
(Klara Losonci Electric Co. Ltd.); in both cases,
however, the majority of the shares was in the hands of
TUNGSRAM.
The Budafok Power Plant was put into operation on
1 May, 1898. By then Budafok, near Budapest with its 30
large and more than 200 smaller wine producers was
considered the centre of the Hungarian wine industry.
The power plant first of all served to deliver electrical
energy to the wine companies. The drawing of wine,
previously done with manpower now was carried out
using electrical energy. (32)
The Losonc power plant began to operate on 6 December, 1899. Both electrical companies were bringing
considerable profit for TUNGSRAM for several years.
(33)
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The heavy-current goods section started to produce
generators and electrical engines in 1899, as the Trade
Ministry promised to grant the company with special
privileges pending on this. Although electrical engine
production also served to alleviate the strain on the
Viennese factory, the company could only manage
that with a great deal of difficulty, since the chosen
location automatically excluded the possibility of a
step-by-step upgrading later.
The Budapest and the Viennese factories of TUNGSRAM played a leading part in the electrical industry of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire at the turn of the century.
The favourable reception of its products on the Milleneum Exhibition, where the company had a separate
pavilion showing telegraph and telephone equipment
and incandescent lamps, further enhanced the company's reputation. (34) TUNGSRAM was represented
on the World Fair of Paris in 1900, too, but here
considerable business deals did not follow the
professional recognition of the industry. (35)
Nevertheless, the company's exports grew significantly in this period. On his business trips, the chief
executive officer of the company, Gyula Egger established sales agencies in London and Paris. He primarily
managed to find market for the light-current products
this way. The company increased the export of its
incandescent lamps year after year, as evidenced by
the dispatch notes: the gross weight of the exported
incandescent lamps was 70 tons in 1897, 88.5 tons in
1898 and 117.7 tons in 1899. The growing export, by
implication, also suggested the good quality of the
products. The 35 tons of incandescent lamps imported
annualy to Hungary gave, however, less cause for
rejoicing. (36)
^ .
The work-force of the Huszar Street plant grew parallel
with the development of the Departments. According
to the report of the District Industry Superintendent of
Budapest, made on 13 April, 1899, the total work-force
of 593 broke down as follows:
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marketing staff
technical staff
other staff
foremen
errand boys
•
adultworkers
day-workers
apprentices on contract

12
male 18
male 12
male 6
male 10
male 5
male214
male 6
male 36

female 10
female 22

female255

By early 1900 the number of female staff employed in
the incandescent lamp production already reached
350. (37) The workers were all members of the Health
Insurance Scheme. The company insured all its workers against accidents with (Nemzeti Balesetbiztosito
Tarsasag) National Insurance Company, nevertheless,
it did not have its own doctor or surgery. The company
did not provide accommodation to its workers, either;
on the other hand, staff with long time of service
received bonuses every year.
Not that the company couldn't afford to put some
money aside for the workers' welfare, either: the
Budapest factory closed the fiscal year of 1896/97 with
a net profit of 155,293 Forints; that grew to 202,622
Forints in 1897/98, 198,493 Forints in 1898/99, 413,490
Koronas in 1899/1900 and dropped back to 326,379
Koronas in 1900/1901. The shareholders received
1.074,000 Koronas. The company did not even have to
pay taxes after its net profits, either, since the governments special privileges exempted it from texation for
a long time. (38)
On 1 June, 1899 the Egger family, on the initiative of its
Viennese members and assisted by Commercial Bank
and Niederosterreichische Escompte-Gesellschaft, agreed to form the Viennese factory into a separate
public company under the new name of Vereinigte
Elektrizitats-AG, (United Electricity Ltd.), with an equity
of 2.000.000 Forints.
The new company, VEAG handed over shares worth
1,000,000 Forints to TUNGSRAM Rt. in return for the
Viennese factory. The engineer Erno Egger acted as
chief executive officer of the Viennese factory. (39)
TUNGSRAM and VEAG continued to maintain a close
association: they signed a contract mutually agreeing

to exchange new inventions and patents, to make use
of each others' stocks in their material acquisitions as
much as possible, and to set up joint sales agencies.
They also agreed that the Viennese factory would
produce heavy-current goods, heavy-power-current
generators, electric engines, transformers, elevators,
machine-tools, electric automobiles and railway security systems —, while the Budapest plant would concentrate on electric light bulbs, telegraph and telephone equipment, telephone exchanges, railway security systems, light-current generators and parts for
electrical appliances. Both companies promised that
they would advise each other on any large business
deals and speculations. (40) To facilitate the smooth
cooperation, top officials of the Commercial Bank were
appointed to the board of directors of the Austrian
company, the same way as top executives of Niederosterreichische Escompte-Gesellschaft were made directors of TUNGSRAM. The Austrian bank's interests
were represented in Budapest by Moric Birkenau and
Miksa Krassny, as directors. Kereskedelmi Bank received a bonus of 259,000 Koronas for restructuring the
Viennese factory into a public company. (41)
•
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THE BUILDING
OF THE UJPEST PLANT AND THE FIRST
FEW YEARS THERE
As we have already pointed out, the Huszar Street
plant did not allowthe expansion of the Mechanical or
the Lamp Manufacturing Department. For this reason,
in the spring of 1899 the company's management
decided to build a new factory. They first notified the
Trade Ministry in July 1899, giving their reasons in that
TUNGSRAM could only complete against the unlimited resources of the German telephone and incandescent lamp industry, if the company increased the
volume of its production. (42) To be able to do that they
would definitely need to build a new plant with three
times the capacity of the present one. Naturally, the
huge investment would bring about a temporary
decline in the company's performance, especially,
since in the beginning production would take place on
two separate locations. The management asked the
Minister to continue with the special government
privileges given to facilitate the production of telephones and electric incandescent lamps until the end of
the term laid down in legislation, and to exempt the
company from taxation for 15 years.
In answering the company's application, the Trade
Ministry suggested that the new factory be built in the
outskirts of Budapest, rather than inside its boundaries, and in that case the government privileges
would be forthcoming for the maximum time period
(43)
Before making its final decision, the management
called on Richard Englander, lecturer of the Viennese
Technical College, to make a careful assessment of the
Huszar Street plant from the viewpoint of fire hazard,
together with a feasibility study on its enlargement.
Mr. Englander completed this task and after surveying

the site he came to the conclusion that the factory
could not stay in Huszar Street. "In the interest of the
economy of production, the building of a new plant is
advised." On 11 October, 1899 — on the basis of
Englander's expert opinion — the board of directors
authorized the executive committee to purchase a site
of about 8—10,000 square-fathoms ( 1 ' fathom' =
= 38.32 square foot). (44)
In order to purchase a site, the executive committee
first looked around within the boundaries of Budapest.
The liquor producer Vilmos Leipziger offered a plot of
land for sale in Obuda, right on the banks of the River
Danube, which seemed suitable for the purpose. After
careful consideration, however, the managing directors decided against purchasing the land, because the
amount of necessary groundwork would have significantly added to the price. (45)
In the meantime, the Trade Ministry's response to the
company's application arrived: TUNGSRAM w o u l d be
given special government privileges for 15 years
beginning on the first day of production, if it was to
build a new plant for producing incandescent lamps
and weak-current products in or around Budapest. The
offer was made, however, on the condition that the
company would abolish the old plant, invest 600,000
Forints in the new factory, provide work for 1,200
workers from the first day of production, and would
make arrangements for the production of 25,000 incandescent lamps a day.
Moreover, the Ministry obliged the company to produce carbon electrodes and set the deadline for the
start of production by the end of 1900. (46)
After hearing the Trade Ministry's favourable decision.
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the board of directors dismissed the idea of buying a
site inside Budapest, and on 28 January, 1900 they
purchased a 13,500 'fathom' (that is: 13.5X13.500
square foot) property in Ujpest from the land magnate
Dr. Sandor Karolyi. Of the 182,250 Korona price
TUNGSRAM paid out 82,250 Koronas at the time of
exchanging the contract, and they were given three
years to pay the remaining 100,000 Koronas. (47)
At the turn of the century Ujpest, with its 41,858
inhabitants, its handicrafts prospering and its industry
shaping up, was considered the most thriving suburb
of Budapest.
When in early 1900 TUNGSRAM bought its present
site, the property was surrounded by the Karolyi
family's entailed estate of Fot, only interrupted at
places by the sites of the Capital Waterworks. The first
Hungarian railway line connecting Budapest and Vac
had been crossing the estate since 1846. Since 1869
there had been a horse-driven omnibus service between Megyer (a part of Ujpest) and Calvin Square (in
the centre of Budapest). (48)
On 3 February, 1900 the management of the company
notified the t o w n officials of Ujpest of the company's
intention to build an electrical factory in the area with
an investment of 2,000,000 Koronas, provided that
adequate conditions could be guaranteed. By moving
to Ujpest from the country's industrial and trade
centre, the company would take on considerable
amount of difficulties.
In return, the management asked the civic authorities
to extend the sewage system, the waterworks, the
bitumen pavement and the street-lights all the way to
the plant, and to deliver, free of charge, the amount of
earth and sand needed to complete the groundwork.
Simultaneously, the management announced that, for
the time being, the company did no intend to build
houses for its employees, hence giving a boost to the
local house market. On the procurement of the Ujpest
leather manufacturer Tivadar Wolfner — w h o was one
of the most enthusiastic supporters and initiators of
the idea to build an electrical factory in Ujpest — the
town officials agreed t o c o m p l y with the request of the
management. They even topped this by waiving the
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company's property taxes and other duties for the
same period that the government privileges ran. (49)
When the board of directors met on 10 February 1900,
they instructed the executive committee to have the
plans of the factory ready by the middle of March. The
chief executive officer Gyula Egger, Peter Maishirn,
member of the board, and the technical director Jozsef
Pinter were delegated to make the necessary arrangements for the construction work and to coordinata the
whole project. As experts the chief executive officer of
the Viennese factory VEAG, Erno Egger, and Professor
Richard Englander were invited. (50)
The plans were discussed by the construction committee on a meeting held in Vienna on 10 April, 1900. On
this occasion the board members Ferenc E. Vas and
Miksa Krassny wanted to know the reasons behind the
proposed increases in capacity, aiming at 25,000 incandescent lamps a day, or, in the case of the Mechanical Department, at doubling the performance.
The technical director, Jozsef Pinter quoted past years'
business figures to illustrate the reality of a production
b o o m : the company received orders for 582,000 incandescent lamps in the fiscal year 1894/1893. This
number grew to 1,224,000 lamps in 1898/1898, to
1,600,000 lamps in 1898/1899, and to 2,300,000 in .^1899/1900. From the constantly growing demand it
could be rightly anticipated that for the fiscal year
1902/1903 there would be orders for 6,000,000 incandescent lamps, which, in turn, would require the
production of 22,000 lamps a day. Mr. Pinter also
pointed out that, while in 1899/1900 the production of
a single incandescent lamp cost 16 krajcars, manufacturing 25,000 lamps a day would reduce this figure to
13,5 krajcars. It became apparent that the drop in the
price of the lamps could only be offset by the continuous increase of the volume of production. Bela Egger
was against the plans that had been put forward.
Professor Englander adopted them. Finally, the construction committee accepted the proposed plans. (51)
Since purchasing the land as well as completing and
accepting the plans took longer than expected, the
Trade Ministry extended the previously set deadline
for completion of the Ujpest plant until the end of 1900,
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while the date set for the start of production was
postponed until the spring of 1901. The Ministry,
lobbied by the company's influential supporters, also
agreed to nnodify its initial conditions, and to give time
to the company until the third year of operation before
reaching the originally fixed works-force. (52)
After receiving the building permitted on 30 June,
1900, the board of appointed directors signed a deal
with the building contractors Sandor and Gyula Wellisch. The executive committee instructed Gyula
Egger, Jozsef Pinter and Richard Englander to order
the necessary machinery and sign the relevant agreements. (53)
By late September, 1900 the construction work advanced to the point that first cost analysis could be
drawn.
On an extraordinary general meeting held on 5 October, 1900 the shareholders raised the company's
equity from 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 Koronas to cover
the building and equipment costs of the new factory.
(54)
In the course of the construction work several alterations were necessitated on the plans, and even some
new requirements emerged. Hence, it was decided
following the request of Postal- and Telegraph Office,
that there would be a post and telegraph office within
the area of the new factory, and that the post master
would get free accommodation in the building. (55)
The Mechanical Department received an additional
wing which had not been in the original plan, in order
to be able to build telephone exchange systems according to schedule. By the way, the anticipated
increase in the export of weak-current goods also
necessitated the enlargement of the building. (56)
The construction work on the new factory was finished
in the Summer of 1901. By mid-July the installation of
the machinery advanced to such a stage that Lang
Machine Works, which delivered the machinery f o r t h e
power plant, was able to hold its first trial runs. The
question of water supply was also resolved favourable: no pressure drops were registered at the wells.
The gasworks were put into operation by the end of
August, and the incandescent lamp production could
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commence. A few weeks later the Mechanical Department moved into its new premises. (57) The building
and equipment costs exceeded the planned sum by
half a million Koronas and the total amount reached
2,563,719 Koronas. The building contractors received
1,006,480 Koronas. The mechanical machinery costed
141,000 Koronas, the electric equipment 97,000 the
vacuum device 23,000 the boiler 60,000 the gasworks
74,000, the pavement 16,000 and the various fittings
174,000 Koronas. (58)
By the end of 1901 the new factory was working with
full capacity and the board of directors, therefore,
missed the deadline set by the Ministry of Trade only
by one year. The start of production of the carbon
electrodes necessary for the arc lamps ran into problems, and the company asked the Ministry to extend
the deadline. The Ministry agreed to put off the
deadline until the end of 1902. The board of directors,
however, wanted to rid themselves of this obligation
altogether, and finally achieved that the Trade Ministry, lobbied by the directors of Kereskedelmi Bank,
changed the terms of the previous agreement. Instead
of carbon electrodes, now the company was committed to produce railway security systems. (59)
The Mechanical and the Lamp Manufacturing Department were separeted very definitely in the Ujpest
plant. Structurally the Mechanical Department consisted of a production hall, a production office, a
telephone construction hall, a railway security system
construction hall, a warehouse, an accounting office, a
statistical office and a marketing office. The Lamp
Manufacturing Department was made up of a glass
blowing section, a photometric section, a vacuum
section, a fitting room, a sealing section (where the
stems were inserted into the bulbs), a warehouse and
a marketing office. Seven engineers, six draughtsmen
and nine supervisors constituted the technical staff of
the Mechanical Department, while the Lamp Manufacturing Department was managed by one production
manager, one chemist and ten supervisors. (60) The
managerial talent of Lipot Aschner was beginning to
show itself in the new factory. He was the chief clerk of
the Lamp Manufacturing Department first, and deputy
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director from 1 July, 1904. The annual salary of the
chief executive officer, Gyula Egger was, 16,800
Koronas then; Jozsef Pinter, technical director received 15,000 Koronas and Lipot Aschner, 8,000
Koronas.
Jozsef Pinter's assessment proved correct when at the
time of planning the LJjpest plant he predicted that the
demand for electric light bulbs would dramatically
increase. It soon turned out that the Huszar Street plant
could not have possibly satisfied the rapidly growing
demand. On the other hand, the increased capacity of
the new Lamp Manufacturing Department permitted
the marketing of 3,896,538 incandescent lamps in the
fiscal year of 1902/1903, and 4,519,257 lamps in the
fiscalyearof 1903/1904. (62)
The market price of electric light bulbs very markedly
dropped as a result of the strong competition in the
fiscal year of 1902/1903. This moved the factory owners to set up a cartel in order to end the further fall in
the prices. One of its organizers, Philipp Westphal
notified TUNGSRAM in April, 1903: "The continuous
drop in the price of electric light bulbs brought about
the possibility of the leading European light bulb
factories coming to an agreement". (63) The incandescent lamp cartel was founded as a limited company
with an equity of 1,000,000 German Marks under the
name of Verkaufsstelle der Vereinigten Gluhlampenfabriker (Central Sales Office of United Incandescent
Lamp Factories) in Berlin on 16 September, 1903. The
cartel members contributed to the equity according to
the quotas allocated to them which, in turn, was
determined on the basis of a turnover of 27.7 million
Marks. AEG and Siemens und Halske AG. received
22.633 percent each, while TUNGSRAM was given
11.316 percent and Philips received 11.307 percent.
The remaining 29.761 percent was shared between the
other eight companies. The Limited Company was
represented by a board of seven directors, elected by
the cartel members.
According to the cartel agreement, the marketing of
incandescent lamps was the responsibility of the
cartel, although in the countries where no cartel members were operating TUNGSRAM had the right to sell
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light bulbs up to eighty percent of its quota, either
directly to users or to retailers.
The incandescent lamp cartel founded in Berlin undoubtedly eased the marketing problems of the
TUNGSRAM. It took over the goods up to the amount
corresponding to the company's quota for the price
fixed in the cartel agreement, marked it, and then paid
out the profit. Not having to worry about marketing
gave a boost to the company and allowed the radical
reorganization of its Lamp Manufacturing Department. This, in turn, led to considerable savings in the
production costs and the establishing of new work
methods. (64)
Joining the electric light bulb cartel made some of the
company's sale offices redundant. Since the sales
representatives had proved their excellence in the
profession, the management continued to rely on their
services in the interest of the other manufacturing
branches. The planned expansion in the production of
the weak-current goods justified to keep them on the
pay-roll. (65)
While the question of the profitable marketing of the
carbon-filament incandescent lamps had been resolved, the quality, the luminous efficiency and the
life-time of the lamps remained to be a burning
problem.
Wide-ranging research began that was aimed at raising the temperature of the filament. In the course of
these researches, the lamp designed by the Nobel
Prize winner chemist, Walter Nertz, generated some
interest. He designed a mixture of metal-oxides to be
used as filament.
While he managed to raise the temperature of the
filament up to 2,350 C, the luminous intensity of the
lamp exceeded that of an ordinary carbonfilament
light bulb only by 50 percent. (66)
Nertz's light bulb immediately aroused the attention of
TUNGSRAM'S technical staff. Af their suggestion the
company, jointly with Ganz es Tarsa (Ganz and Associate), bought the license for the production of such
lamps within Austria-Hungary. (67) The company, with
the license in its possession, immediately ran some
experiments. In the course of these experiments it
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soon turned out that the Nertz-lamp would not render
obsolete the carbon-filament lamps, instead, the prospects of its application seemed promising in special
areas, in respect of the relation between incandescent
lamps and arc-lamps. Nevertheless, the technical experts of TUNGSRAM and Ganz & Co. continued to run
experiments on the license. (68) When in the spring of
1901 the Berlin factory of AEG brought out the Nerztlamp, the license holders in Austria-Hungary decided
that they would start the production of Nertz-lamps
pending on the success of AEG, even though their
research showed that these lamps had no commercial
value. (69)
Responding to a request from AEG, the t w o Hungarian
companies permitted the Berlin factory to sell its
specially marked Nertz-lamps within the Monarchy in
return of a ten percent license fee.
This, however, did not mean that TUNGSRAM or Ganz
& Co. would forsake the right to produce Nertz-lamps.
(70) And indeed, the two companies started producing
and marketing such lamps in a limited quantity in
1903; their mass-production, however, was never
realized — partly for lack of interest, and partly for
successes scored in other type of experiments that
gave a different direction to the future developments.
(71)
The application of tungsten-filaments opened a new
chapter in the evolution of incandescent lamps. The
first people ever to produce incandescent lamps using
tungsten filament were Dr. Sandor Just and Ferenc
Hanaman, both lecturers at the Technical College of
Vienna. Their lamp had a luminous efficiency of 7.85
ImAA/, which hardly dropped during its useful life of
800 hours. (72) Just and Hanaman registered their
invention on 13 December, 1904. The implications of
the invention were unfathomable. Although in the
description carbon filaments were still needed for the
production of tungsten filaments, at the end the filament was tungsten entirely free of carbon. (73)
It was probably Professor Englander, also lecturing at
the Technical College of Vienna and once acting as
technical expert in the construction of the Ujpest plant,
who drew the attention of the management of
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TUNGSRAM to the new invention. The company's
managing directors quickly wrapped up the deal on
the priceless licence. They drew up an agreement with
Dr. Sandor Just and Ferenc Hanaman on 13 December,
1904, according to which the inventors sold the sole
right to TUNGSRAM to produce and sell tungsten-filament lamps within Hungary and Austria. The agreed
license fee was ten percent of the billed sales.
TUNGSRAM accepted a ten percent interest in the
further marketing of the license and also, committed
itself to the mass-production of the tungsten-filament
lamps. (74)
Several-year-long experimentation preceded the
massproduction of tungsten-filament lamps. The carbon-filament light bulbs preserved their hegemony
during these years: the volume of production reached
25—30,000 pieces a day in the fiscal year of 1905/1906.
The capacity of the Mechanical Department was also
significantly expanded in the new factory. The spacious work halls allowed the company to complete the
installation work on the new telephone exchange
system of Budapest by the end of 1903. The new
telephone exchange system was put into operation in
January, 1904. They managed to connect the more
than 6,000 existing lines to the centre in Nagymezo
Street (:in the centre of Budapest:) by 15 April, and so
the former telephone exchanges in Baross Street and
Szerecsen Street could be closed d o w n . Since by
mid-August, 1904 all the cross-bar lines had been
connected to this centre, the whole telephone service
of Budapest was concentrated in one exchange. Between 1904 and 1906 the company received orders
from a whole list of provincial telephone exchanges to
expand their systems. They completed the telephone
exchange of Zagreb (:today Yugoslavia:) and handed
it over to Postal and Telegraph Office in 1905. (75)
Beside the good business done by the telephone and
telegraph section on the home front, the export of the
light-current products also increased significantly.
The section manufacturing railway security systems
showed an even more impressie expansion in capacity. The management bought up a whole list of patents
in order to secure its prospering and to be able to stay
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competitive. The patents of the Kolban-type electric
railway block system, the heavy-current railway security systems and the security equipment of the
Southern Railway Company of Vienna were among
•; these licenses. The latter was especially important,
since this way the company did not have to face
competition from Southern Railway in doing business
with M A V (Hung. State Railway). (76)
The Hungarian factories manufacturing railway security systems set up a cartel in 1905 and divided
between themselves the production quotas. Ganz and
'^ Co. received 37 percent, Roessemann and Kiihne, 33
percent and United Electric Co., 30 percent. Later
Telephone Factory Ltd. also joined the cartel, which
necessitated the revision of the quotas. According to
the new cartel agreement, Ganz and Co. was given
28.49 percent, Roessemann and Kuhne, 25.41 percent
. TUNGSRAM, 23.1 percent and Telephone Factory Ltd.
23 percent share of the market. (77)
The company management paid great attention to
every patents and inventions in the electrical industry.
Their interest was especially aroused by the PollakVirag type of telegraph, so much so that they bought
the licence already at the turn of the century. The
inventors further improved the telegraph and added a
perforator to it. This maschine differed from the ordinary telegraphs in that it punched letters into the
paper-roll and this way the message appeared on the
receiving end as a written text. All that the telegraphists had to do was to put the telegraph into an envelop
and mail it. (78) The company spent 8,000 Koronas on
the design of the improved machine and founded a
public company with an equity of 500.000 Koronas to
market the licence in 1903. The first successful test of
the new telegraphic equipment was between Budapest and Fiume, and also, between Berlin and Cologne.
Prolonged negotiations took place about the introduction of the Pollak-Virag-type telegraph in England,
France and the United States, although this machine
failed, at the end, to live up to the expectations, since
other, more sophisticated telegraph systems were
developed in the meantime. (79) The company, engrossed in the problems of developing a new incan-
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descent lamp and enlarging its circle of weak-current
products, could not pay as much attention to its
power-current machinery production. On 25 November, 1902 TUNGSRAM managed to draw up an agreement with its Viennese sister-company, according to
which the whole power-current industry section of the
Ojpest plant, complete with its stocks and orders, was
transferred to VEAG. The transaction, however, only
meant a partial solution to the problem, since the
power current industry section continued to be operated within the Ujpest factory. VEAG created a branch
in Budapest factory, although it was solely operated by
the Viennese, for the Viennese. In effect, the power
current industry section was run on behalf of the
Ujpest plant, but on the risk of VEAG; TUNGSRAM
wanted to share neither the profits, nor the losses. (80)
The Ojpest factory paid out 100,000 Koronas to VEAG
for the honouring of the existing deals, as well as for
the commercial services done abroad in the interest of
the company.
The half-measures aiming to solve the problems of the
power industry section were closely linked to the
question of government privileges. The factory was
committed to the production of generators and electric
motors by a deal made with the Trade Ministry. VEAG,
however, bought the parts for these goods in Vienna.
A sacked employee filed a report and the Ministry
launched an inquiry in October, 1904. After the inquiry
the Ministry notified the company that if the conditions
were violated, they w o u l d take retaliatory measures by
reconsidering both the government privileges and the
government orders. On the meeting of the executive
committee held on 31 October, 1904 the chief executive officer, Gyula Egger and the technical director,
Jozsef Pinter strongly urged the Viennese sister company to establish a branch for the production of
power-current machinery in Budapest, since neither
the work space nor the work force were available in the
Ujpest plant. (81) Opposing the view held by the Ojpest
management, the chief executive officer of the Viennese factory, Erno Egger insisted that TUNGSRAM
should not change its previous practice. Since the
latter view was endorsed by the Viennese board of
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directors, the executive committee postponed the
decision. (82)
As VEAG continued to ignore the development of the
power current industry section, the executive committee put the question bacl< on the agenda in its meeting
held on 29 March, 1905. The power current industry
section could not be simply closed d o w n , since that
would have meant the loss of considerable government privileges and orders. (The company was
exempt from taxes until the 1st November, 1916, and
in 1915 it received orders from the government worth
more than 1 million Koronas which amounted to 60
percent of the total business done by the Mechanical
Department in that year.) The abandoning of the
power current industry market also threatened with
the possibility that the company's biggest clients
would go elsewhere even to buy incandescent lamps
and light-current products. (83)
After taking all this into consideration, Erno Egger
informed the executive committee that VEAG would
build a current industry factory within the Ujpest plant
by the end of 1905, and the manufacturing of generators
and electrical motors should begin there by the end of
June, 1906, at the latest.
The new factory had, indeed, been completed by early
1906, and by the end of April it had been put into
service. (84)
The company's direct involvement in selling incandescent lamps did not come to a close with the setting up
of the cartel, as it had the right, in certain countries, to
market the carbon-filament lamps produced over its
quota. Primarily, TUNGSRAM could build up its export
market in Russia, Spain, Japan, Canada and South
America. The company established sales offices in the
cities of Yokohama, Kobe, St. Petersburg, Moscow,
Madrid, Montreal and Buenos Aires. Lipot Aschner
organized the Russian market. (85) In 1905 the company also set up permanent sales agencies in Paris and
Vienna. The running of the agency in Paris was entrusted with the office manager Rudolf Loranti, while
Ignac Salzmann was put in charge of the Viennese
office. (86) The British market received the lamps and
the light-current goods of theTUNGSRAM through the
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sales organization set up jointly with the Schwechat
company Schiff & Co.(87)^
Naturally, the construction of the current machine
section, the relocation and the gradual realization of
full production all had an unfavourable effect on the
company's business figures between 1901 and 1903.
In spite of the initial difficulties of the new section, the
company closed the year with a net profit of 145,000
Koronas. Of course, this was not enough to pay out
dividends. The profit grew to 269,000 Koronas between 1903 and 1905, and in the fiscal year of 1905/1906
it exceeded 488,000 Koronas. There was such a boom
in the electrical industry that f r o m time to time the
company could only fulfil its orders by working overtime. The shareholders received a dividend of 540,000
Koronas in the three years beginning with the fiscal
year of 1903/1904. The company's financial state became stable: in the fiscal year of 1905/1906 the Ojpest
plant and its machinery was evaluated to be worth 3.3
million Koronas, and its stocks held finished goods
and raw material w o r t h 1,6 million Koronas. Against
the company's entire debt of 1.5 million Koronas its
claims totalled 1.6 million Koronas. (88)
In 1901 the work-force did not exceed 700; therefore,
during the previous t w o years it only grew with about
a 100 employees. As the Trade Ministry had granted
the factory's tax-free status on the condition that by 1
November, 1904 it w o u l d employ 1,200 workers, and
since the management was unable to comply with this
condition, it fell on Jeno Szabo, president of the board,
to procure the repeal of this particular point. (89)
In order to achieve a gradual reduction in the production costs and thus increase the profits, the management primarily tried to employ cheap female
labour. At the same time, and as a result of the
constant widening of the production profile, it also had
to increase its skilled work-force. The majority of the
female workers came f r o m the districts around Ojpest.
They still did not have any connections with the trade
union movement for a long time to come. Most of the
skilled workers, however, were already union members.
The first stoppage in the Ujpest plant took place in
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1905. The technical director Jozsef Pinter told the
executive committee on 4 March, 1905 that the carpenters had threatened with strikes in case the following of
their demands were not met.
1. The company should employ a foreman, w h o is
competent enough to run the carpentry workshop
independently.
2. The piecework system should be abolished.
3. The bottom hourly wage for carpenters, machine
workers and turners should be fixed in 40 fillers, and in
24 fillers for female workers.
4. Male and female workers should both receive a 25
percent bonus every fortnight.
5 Overtime work should be abolished. The hourly
wage in case of overtime work called in exceptional
circumstances should be raised by 50 percent if it is
within the factory, and by 100 percent if it is outside the
factory.
6. Wage penalties should be abolished.
7. It is desirable that the mutual respect between
workers and foremen be observed.
8. The company should recognize the workers' elected
shop steward.
, -'
"•" -.
9. Workers participating in a wage dispute can only be
laid off in the next 6 months, if it can be proved that
they did not report for work on their own accord.
10. The labour exchange should take place through
employment agencies.
11. The work instructions should be given out by the
foreman.
12. The work regulations should be displayed in the
workshop in an accessible spot. (90)
The technical director, Jozsef Pinter told the workers'
delegates that the management would discuss and
remedy their complaints. The answer, however, did
not placate the workers. They called a meeting that
night and decided that the 65 carpentry journeymen
would lay down the tools next morning, on 5 March.
The strike ended on 17 April.
The management conceded to the workers on several
points, and so the stoppage was not without any
results:
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1. Although the piecework system stayed, the piecerate was raised.
2. The minimal hourly wage was fixed in 34 fillers.
3. The management made a promise that it would pay
25 percent overtime bonus in case the work ends
before 8 o'clock p.m. in case of overtime work afterthis
time, the management promised to pay a 50 percent
bonus both to those working in piecework and to the
day-workers.
4. The management recognized the shop-steward
system.
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THE INTRODUCTION OF TUNGSTEN TECHNOLOGY
IN THE PRODUCTION OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS
TUNGSRAM'S TRANSFORMATION
INTO A LARGE CORPORATION (1906-1914)
On the extraordinary general meeting held on 23 May,
1906 the official designation of the Ujpest factory was
modified to EgyesiJlt Izzolampa es Villamossagi Rt.
"United Incandescent Lamp and Electric Company".
This is the original registered style together with its
antecedents were named, "abbreviated" for simplicity, TUNGSRAM. After buying up the patent of Just
and Hanaman's invention, the company spent more
than a year trying to perfect the production technology
of tungsten lamps. (91) The two inventors themselves
participated in the experiments, in the course of which
several problems arose. In essence, tungsten was
extracted in glowing gas from tungsten-hexachloride
onto the surface of a carbon filament. The carbon was
then removed by heating the filament in moist hydrogen gas. Unfortunately, the resulting tungsten filament proved to be very fragile. The company wished
to rectify this problem by employing special-purpose
support wires. (92)
In March, 1906 the succes of the experiments already
suggested that the mass-production of tungsten
lamps could soon commence. To be able to do that,
however, the company would have had to invest
substantial sums which it did not have. On short notice
TUNGSRAM could have sold its power plants in
Losonc and Budafok or its factory in the Huszar Street
only at a great loss. The only course of action seemed
to be the raising of the company's equity, to which the
general meeting eventually gave its consent on 23
March, 1906. The shares issued in the nominal value of

1 million Koronas were bought up by the Commercial
Bank and Niederosterreichische Escompte Gesellschaft at a rate of 115 percent. (93)
The hopes of an early start in the mass-production of
tungsten lamps, however, proved a little too optimistic. Steady work and perseverance was needed to
overcome the difficulties. Nevertheless, the company
swiftly made the necessary preparations for production: in September, 1906 it put its new (second)
power plant into operation and by then it has also
completed the work sites. (94)
By late September the difficulties of mass-production
had been largely overcome and hence the preparations for a trial run producing 600 lamps a day could
commence. The company made the start of massproduction pending on the results of this test. (95)
Since at the beginning of the trial run certain disagreements emerged between the inventors and the manager of the Lamp Manufacturing Department, the
executive committee decided that:
- the trial run currently being performed as well as
the mass-production under preparation must, without
fail, involve the participation of Dr. Sandor Just and
Ferenc Hanaman;
- as soon as mass-production replaces the trial run,
the inventors must be given laboratory where they can
continue with their research aimed at further developing the tungsten lamp;
- t h e executive committee must invest the necessary amount for mass-production as soon as possible;
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- t h e production of tungsten lamps must be
evaluated every fortnight. (96)
In late November, 1906 the trial run started on four
production lines, producing 700 light bulbs a day.
Initially there were many faulty bulbs due to the high
breakage by the inexperienced female work-force w h o
had been recruited from the vicinity of Ojpest. More
worrying than was the fact that the filament of the
lamps did not stand up very well to transportation.
While the cargo to St. Petersburg, Madrid and Milan
arrived relatively safety, the tungsten lamps exported
^ to Vienna and Prague, despite the careful packaging,
often ended up broken.
The tungsten lamps generated such a great interest
that in 1907, after seeing the promising results of the
trial runs, the start of mass-production could no longer
be delayed. The company management invested
986,000 Koronas in this project. (98) Since the manager
of the Lamp Manufacturing Department was entirely
engrossed in the problems of tungsten lamp production, Simon Just, w h o had earlier been working for
Fluorescent Light Company of Berlin and Bergmann
' • Electrical Company, was called in to act as deputy
., manager. That was also the time when the chemist Dr.
Ferenc Salzer signed his contract. Later he became the
manager of the Lamp Manufacturing Department. (99)
By early 1908 the production volume reached 2,500
pieces a day, while the capacity approached 3.500
pieces a day. In order to strengthen the technical staff
of the Tungsten Lamp Unit, in April 1908 the management signed another two-year contract with Ferenc
Hanaman. In this contract Hanaman committed himself to participating in the work of the Tungsten Lamp
Unit as technical expert and staff member until 31
December, 1909. To secure his cooperation, TUNGSRAM doubled the salary which had been determined in
his first contract signed in 1906. On top of that, he
w o u l d have been given the annual sum of 1,200
Koronas to cover his accommodation expenses, had
he been willing to move to Ujpest. (100) In spite of all
this, Hanaman did not take part in the work of the
Tungsten Lamp Unit for long. Without seeking the
management's approval, he left for the United States
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in January 1909.
As Hanaman had failed to return by 1910, the
TUNGSRAM terminated his contract as of 1 September, 1910. In any case, he had not received his
salary for the previous t w o years. The management
notified Hanaman that his cooperation would only be
required in the future, if he submitted himself to the
company's disciplinary procedures. Simultaneously,
Dr. Just's contract of employment was also terminated, as he-allegedly-had spent all his time lately on
the legal aspects of patents (101), instead of leaving it
to the official in charge of the matter. Dr. Just's
dismissal, however, could be traced back to his insistence on certain licence fees. The departure of two
such eminent scientists meant serious losses to the
tungsten lamp manufacturing of TUNGSRAM.
The mass-production of tungsten lamps required further and further investments. As the factory's Gas
Supply Unit could not meet the ever-increasing demands of the Tungsten Lamp Unit, and since the
problem of storage could not be resolved, either, in
1908 the Gas Supply Unit was expanded. (102) In the
following year the work area and the storage space of
the Tungsten Lamp Unit was enlarged and a new
building was added. The Gas Supply Unit, where the
necessary hydrogen was produced, also received further installations. (103)
Beside the latest investments and the developing of
new support wires for the tungsten filament, the
managing directors were concerned with other problems of light bulb manufacturing. In this respect
several of their projects were crowned with success.
For example, f r o m AEG of Berlin they bought the
licence for producing vitrit glass and from 1907 onwards vitrit glass replaced the porcelain insert of the
lamp base. (104) In 1908 the company produced a
metal lead-in wire which was a great deal less expensive than the platinum wire used earlier in incandescent lamps. (105) At the same time, the company
bought the license for producing a kind of chromiumplated metal wire suitable for supporting the tungsten
filament. (106)
After overcoming the numerous obstacles, the daily
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output of the Tungsten Lamp Unit grew to 5,000 pieces
in 1909. On the initiative of the technical manager,
Jozsef Pinter, the company introduced the production
of paste in the manufacturing of tungsten filaments
still in the same year. For this purpose Pinter also
asked permission to enlarge the building; however,
the executive committee did not agree to any additional construction work, as the investment in
tungsten lamp production had already totalled over
1.4 million Koronas. As a temporary solution, the
executive committee suggested the introduction of
night shift. (107)
The company, the inventors and t w o Viennese investors founded the International Tungsten Co. Ltd. for
marketing the patent of Dr. Just and Hanaman on 19
November, 1906. (108) The company, which hence
became the sole proprietor of the patent, licensed it in
thirteen different countries. Gyula Egger was named
as the chairman of the public company, Ferenc Hanaman was his deputy and Dr. Sandor Just became the
chief executive. The board of directors of the International Tungsten Co. Ltd. unanimously endorsed the
contracts which TUNGSRAM had signed with Dr.
Sandor Just and Ferenc Hanaman in Ujpest on 15
February, 1905 in the matter of the t w o inventors'
employment. (109) TUNGSRAM had sold the licence
to produce tungsten lamps in Germany for 800,000
German Marks even before International Tungsten Co.
Ltd. was formed; in England the license was marketed
in 1907. The deal concluded with General Electric Co.
was worth $75,000. (110)
The intense competition in the export market and the
recurring drops in the price of tungsten lamps urged
the company to further investments and greater production. In order to remain competitive, the executive
committee issued the directive to make arrangements
for the production of 10,000 lamps a day. Immediately
after the resolution preparationswere made to enlarge
the factory. Three wings were given second floors and
the construction and fitting of the new work halls
began. In the spring of 1910 further two wings received
second floors. The useful area of the Tungsten Lamp
Unit grew to 8,250 m' from 4,100 m' within one year.
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The cost of investment totalled 1,845,000 Koronas.
(Ill)
In spite of all this, the company was only able to meet
60 percent of the existing demands in the countries
where it held the license, which amounted to 5 million
tungsten lamps. There was a real danger of new
competitors' emergering. The continuing reduction in
the price of the light bulbs further pressed the company in the direction of greater production. In 1910
AEG of Berlin reduced the price of tungsten lamps by
33 percent and, of course, TUNGSRAM had to follow
suit. The forecast further fall in the prices could only
partially be balanced by the reduction of production
costs, hence leaving no alternative for the company
but to increase the volume of production intensely in
order to eliminate the competition and prevent the
further shrinking of its profit margin. (112)
Bythe end of 1910 the technical manager, Jozsef Pinter
already recommended to make preparations for the
production of 22,000 lamps a day.
Without the slightest hesitation, the executive committee authorized the managing directors to expand the
Tungsten Lamp Unit, investing further 1.5 million
Koronas. The construction work and establishing was
completed by the end of 1911. The work halls of the
Lamp Manufacturing Department were not yet available for the Tungsten Lamp Unit, as the former department, with its business waning, could still bring in an
annual profit of over 200,000 Koronas. (113)
With the expansion of the Tungsten Lamp Unit an
increase could be anticipated in the factory's hydrogen
consumption. This caused serious problems, since the
Gas Supply Unit was, in many respects, objectionable:
first of all, it was not safe from explosion and, secondly, the customers buying the oxygen (the by-product sold to reduce production costs) often complained
about the purity of the gas. For this reason, in the
spring of 1911, Linde Company founded a factory
producing hydrogen on the premises in accordance
with an agreement drawn up between the parties. The
Munich company paid 8 Koronas for every squarefathom of the land its business took up. The hydrogen
produced here was led into the main container of
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TUNGSRAM through a pipe system. TUNGSRAM
even handed its own Gas Supply Unit over to Linde
Company. The transaction did not require any investment and guaranteed the factory's hydrogen demand
at a fabourable price. (114)
While the management of TUNGSRAM was constantly
occupied with the upgrading of its Tungsten Lamp
Unit, a revolutionary invention was developed in the
research laboratories of General Electric Co. in the
United States. In 1908 William D. Coolidge discovered
that tungsten powder sintered and pressed into rods at
a temperature of 1,500 C became so ductile that the
rods were suitable for wire-drawing. The Coolidge
procedure became the basis of economical tungsten
lamp production very soon and, after Siemens and
Halske of Berlin had bought the patent in 1911, the
procedure also became widely used in Europe.
In the autumn of 1911 TUNGSRAM suffered a setback
in the competition against the German tungsten lamp
manufacturers. In six months it was only able to sell
one and a quarter million tungsten lamps on the
foreign market, because the Coolidge technology enabled its competitors to flood the market with cheaper
and better-quality tungsten lamps. For this reason, the
board of directors of TUNGSRAM ordered the management to employ experts for developing the wiredrawing procedure immediately. (116) Beside the
technical problems, however, difficulties concerning
the patent rights also emerged. Hence, in May, 1912,
TUNGSRAM decided to contact Auer Company, the
German licence holder of the American patent, and
proposed to set up a body representing joint interests.
The Berlin company wanted the Lamp Manufacturing
Department of TUNGSRAM to from a separate public
company and hand the majority of the shares over to
Auer Company. Although this was thecompany which
manufactured and distributed the Osram lamp, the
best coil lamp at the time, the transaction did not take
place, because handing overthe majority of the shares
would have meant the foregoing of the company's
independence. (117)
After this unsuccessful attempt the management renewed its efforts to lay hands on the production
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license. In autumn, 1912 it began negotiations with the
German license holders of General Electric Co.'s patent, Siemens und Halske and Auer A.G. Initially the
Berlin manufacturers asked for 8 percent of the selling
price of the lamps as the license fee. Basing the
calculations on the marketing of 5 million lamps in one
year, this would have meant for TUNGSRAM an
expenditure of 400,000 Koronas. (118) After prolonged
negotiations the licence agreement was finally concluded on 1 December, 1912. According to this
TUNGSRAM had the right to manufacture tungsten
lamps with the Coolidge technology; in return it was to
pay 3 percent license fee after the first 6 million lamps,
and 15 percent afterthe lamps produced on top of this.
In addition, TUNGSRAM undertook not to sell lamps
produced with the Coolidge procedure in England and
France. The agreement prohibited the Austrian license
holders of the Coolidge technology from setting up
tungsten lamp factories in Hungary. This, however, did
not stop the Viennese lamp manufacturer Janos Kremenetzky from founding a factory producing tungsten
lamps in Budapest in 1913, even though the Hungarian
market was inundated with tungsten lamps. This
action prompted the management of TUNGSRAM to
call upon the Berlin lamp manufacturers and ask them
to start patent law proceedings against Janos Kremenetzky for breaching the agreement. (119)
By 1913 the Tungsten Lamp Unit was entirely converted to the application of the modern Coolidge
technology in its production of tungsten lamps. These
were already marketed with the Tungsram trade-mark
mentioned before registered in 1909. (120) In the Lamp
Manufacturing Department, the company continuously invested in the up-to-date technology after 1908,
this way securing the profitability of production on the
long run. The machine lines would have allowed the
manufacturing of 22,000 lamps a day, even though
production was increased only by 45 percent, as all the
efforts to boost the production volume were frustrated
by the extremely large fluctuations in the labourforce.
Every spring and autunm twenty-five percent of the
workers left the company and undertook agricultural
work. At the same time, the training of new workers
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took very long, greatly adding to the production. The
fact that the old filament workshop was far from being
adequate also hindered the efforts to increase production.
The wire-drawing technology changed the manufacturing of filaments beyond belief. Three hundred and
fifty workers lost their jobs as a consequence of the
new technology, allowing the company to save
300,000 Koronas in labour costs.
With the introduction of the new technology the
company once again became competitive on the world
market, both in price and in quality. (121)
The daily output of the Tungsten Lamp Unit reached
27,000 lamps in October, 1913. The executive committee of the company, influenced by the successes
scored both on the foreign and the home market,
ordered the management to raise the annual production volume of the GSL-s (:General Service Lamp:)
to 7 million pieces; to begin the manufacturing of
torch- and battery-operated miniature lamps; and to
make preparations for the production of the so-called
'half-Watt' lamps: the gas-filled lamps, but using half
the power. In addition, the company decided to set up
a research laboratory. (122)
Just as TUNGSRAM once again reached the world
standard, Irwing Langmuir developed the gas-filled
incandescent lamp in the research laboratory of
General Electric Co. and submitted the patent on 19
April, 1913.
The invention opened up a new phase in the manufacture of incandescent lamps. The inventor discovered
that by filling the bulbs with gas he could greatly
enhance the light efficiency of incandescent lamps,
and this applied especially to lamps using coiled
filament. Nitrogen gas, when filled into the bulb,
reduced the evaporation of tungsten, allowing the
glowing of the filament at a higher temperature without affecting the length of its useful life. (123)
The management of TUNGSRAM
immediately
realized the potentials of gas-filled lamps and began
the experiments under the direction of Aladar Perczel
already in 1913. With this a new phase began in the
production of incandescent lamps which brought
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several new technical problems into focus, including
questions concerning the purification of the filling gas
and the manufacture of coiled filaments.
At the end of 1913 TUNGSRAM closed an eventful
period in the production of incandescent lamps. The
Ujpest factory became a large enterprise. The executive committee duly acknowledged the results of the
technical staff shown in the field of tungsten lamp
production on the eve of the Great War. Seeing these
results the Viennese board director Miksa Krasny
expressed his joy which was all the more notable since
earlier he had held a pessimisticviewof thecompany's
future prospects. The acknowledgement wasfirst of all
due to the technical manager Jozsef Pinter and his
colleagues w h o had done their utmost to raise the
standard of lamp production. (124)
The Hungarian government also appreciated the successful work done by the company. The Trade Ministry
awarded the Tungsten Lamp Unit with fifteen years of
tax-free status beginning on 17 May, 1907 on the
condition that it w o u l d employ at least 450 workers
and invest a m i n i m u m of 1.1 million Koronas.
TUNGSRAM improved on both counts, as the Tungsten Lamp Unit employed over one thousand workers
and the company invested more than 1.4 million
Koronas. (125) As of 1 December, 1912 the Coolidge
type lamps were enjoying tax-free status for fifteen
years. (126)
The relationship between Sandor Just and TUNGSRAM further deteriorated after 1910. In 1911 the management repeatedly informed the executive committee that the chief executive officer of International
Tungsten Co. Ltd. was posing difficulties to
TUNGSRAM in an "offensive manner". Hence the
executive committee authorized the management to
buy up the majority of the International Tungsten Co.
Ltd. shares. Once Commercial Bank, acting on behalf
of TUNGSRAM, had bought the 6.500 shares owned by
Sandor Just for 65 Koronas each, and this way had
acquired 97 percent of the International Tungsten Co.
Ltd. shares, all forms of cooperation were ended
between the inventor of tungsten lamps and
TUNGSRAM. (127)
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The incandescent lamps using carbon filament continued to feature on the market for quite some time yet,
even though the demands for them were rapidly
dropping. In the fiscal year of 1909/1910 TUNGSRAM
quota totalled 3,540,000 lamps. (128) Business, however, was so limited after the triumph of the tungsten
lamps that the cartel formed to market the carbon-filament lamps broke u p o n 31 March, 1914and the cartel
members regained their independence. TUNGSRAM
was given its 35,000 Mark capital and its share of the
reserve fund, further 10,000 German Marks, back by
the cartel (129)
At the time of the triumph of tungsten lamps the
company's Mechanical Department also w e n t t h r o u g h
substantial changes. The Department was doing more
and more business each year. Government orders
were worth an annual 4-6 million Koronas. The available work space and machinery of the Department grew
accordingly.
The professional reputation of TUNGSRAM was also
significantly enhanced by the successes of the units
producing telegraphs and telephones. After completing the telephone exchange in Terezvaros Postal and
Telegraph Office decided to build another telephone
exchange at the address of 17 Maria Terezia Square in
order to provide service for thousands of new subscribers. As the completion of thetelephone exchange
handling 15,000 lines was delayed, TUNGSRAM assembled a temporary exchange capable of handling
4,000 lines, which was put into operation in November,
1912. When in 1909 the modernizing of the provincial
telephone exchanges became warranted, the Postaland Telegraph Office, with the consent of TUNGSRAM
invited the competition — the Deckert-Homolka Company and the Telephone Factory — to participate in the
project. According to the resulting agreement, half of
all the orders in connection with the new Budapest
telephone exchange and the modernizing of the provincial exchanges w o u l d go to TUNGSRAM, and the
rest, to the competition. The license fees were shared
equally between Western Electric Co. and TUNGSRAM. (130)
After receiving the second large order to build a
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telephone exchange in Budapest, TUNGSRAM felt the
need to establish closer links with the American company. The president of Western Electric Co. himself
wished to widen the cooperation. By 1912, when the *
idea of closer cooperation emerged, TUNGSRAM had
already been in business contact with Western Electric
Co. for 12 years in connection with various license
agreements. The telephones and the exchange systems assembled by the Ujpest plant in Hungary had all
been patented by Western Electric Co. of Chicago. As
there were t w o other companies in Hungary which
produced telephones and exchange systems, TUNGSRAM wanted to modify the license agreements with
Western Electric Co. — the leading force in the weakcurrent goods market at the time — in such a way that
the license fees of 10 and 12.5 percent would not
reduce its competitiveness.
As a result of the negotiations that had lasted a whole
year, an agreement was signed by the two companies
in the autumn of 1912, according to which TUNGSRAM was not to pay license fees after the orders
coming in on or beyond 1 May, 1912. On the other
hand. Western Electric Co. took over shares in the face
value of 1 million Koronas and hence assumed an
active interest in the Ujpest factory. Western Electric ^^Co. purchased the shares in cash at 150 percent. The
American company was committed to give technical
and economical support to TUNGSRAM. (131) The
presence of Western Electric Co. in TUNGSRAM as
well as its readiness to cooperate with TUNGSRAM,
significantly strengthened TUNGSRAM position in the
telephone industry. In 1913, when the installation of
automatic telephone exchange systems was considered, the system designed by Western Electric Co. was
chosen by the expert body of Postal- and Telegraph
Office, as the most advanced. On the basis of this
opinion, the Trade Ministry ordered Postal- and Telegraph Office to start negotiations with TUNGSRAM
about replacing the t w o Budapest telephone exchanges with semi-automatic systems. The price offer
of 5 million Koronas submitted by the TUNGSRAM
management was accepted and work began right
away, even if World War One temporarily halted it.
•
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The company's Mechanical Department first of all
relied on government orders between 1906 and 1914
and, as a result, neglected the weak-current goods end
of the market. Lipot Aschner, w h o had been appointed
to the post of marketing manager on Gyula Egger's
recommendation in 1908, laid the responsibility for
this on the Mechanical Department. The relations
between Pinter and Aschner rapidly deteriorated following the accusations. Aschner questioned the technical competence of the Weak-Current Goods Department, claiming that without the patents of Western
Electric Co. the Department would never have survived in the market. Aschner ultimately wanted
TUNGSRAM to stop producing weak-current goods.
(133) In response to Aschner's accusations, Pinter
prepared a memorandum. In early 1908 the executive
committee asked the board member Erno Egger, w h o
was also the chief executive of the Viennese branch, to
settle the dispute by giving his expert opinion.
Erno Egger placed the production and the marketing of
weak-current goods in the Ojpest factory under close
scrutiny. He concluded that the activities had brought
the company 12-15 percent net profit (134) and hence
recommended to continue with them. He pointed out
that by eliminating the Weak-Current Goods Department, the Mechanical Department would have had to
rely solely on government orders. In the interest of
rationalizing the production he recommended that:
- only first class goods should be produced in large
quantities
- t h e less marketable goods should be purchased
rather than produced
- a production and marketing strategy adjusting to
the realities should be developed
- t h r o u g h the training of the marketing staff, production and marketing should be brought into harmony. (135)
On the basis of Erno Egger's expert opinion the
executive committee decided to continue with the
production and development of weak-current goods.
The problems concerning the production of powercurrent machinery were also resolved permanently in
this period. The Viennese company "Vereinigte Elek-
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trizitats-AG" built up its plant manufacturing powercurrent machinery on the 856 square-fathom land
within the Ujpest factory and, on 26 November, 1907,
turned it into a separate company under the name of
EgyesiJlt Villamossagi es Gepgyar (United Electrical
and Machine Factory). (136) TUNGSRAM completely
dissociated itself f r o m the power machinery industry
in 1910 when it sold the shares of its power plants in
Budafok and Losoncfor 692,000 Koronas to a company
called "Reszvenytarsasag Villamos es Kozlekedesi Vallalatok Szamara" (Share Company for Electric and
Transport Businesses). In the same year TUNGSRAM
also sold its Huszar Street plant for 546,000 Koronas to
Haggenmacher Sorgyar (Haggenmacher Bier Factory). (137) These deals allowed the company to settle
its long-standing debts, as well as to buy further land
around the Ujpest factory. After prolonged negotiations, the management purchased 14,510 squarefathom's from Count Laszio Karoiyi on 10 June, 1911.
This was done more as a precaution, since there were
still undeveloped areas within the Ujpest factory. (138)
The company thoroughly restructured its export policy
between 1906 and 1914. It kept the old sales agencies,
while also establishing several new trade organizations. The company appointed Gyula Egger and Lipot
Aschner as founding members of the Viennese firm,
Tungsram Incandescent Lamp and Electrical Company
Limited. TUNGSRAM being a member of the cartel
established to market the carbon filament lamps,
wanted to avoid to appear as the owner of the limited
company. (139)
TUNGSRAM founded a company called Tungsram
Fabbrica di Lampade ad Incandescenza ed Impresa
Elettrica
in
Milan, and another
one
called
Obschchestvo Electrosviet in St. Petersburg. As the
Tungsram companies both in Vienna and in Milan
proved extremely successful, similar sales agencies
were also established in Madrid and Prague in 1913. By
organizing the export market, TUNGSRAM managed
to dispose five-sixth of its increased production volume in the foreign market without any difficulties.
(140)
In spite of the problems of production and the large
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investments, the company paid out 6,5 million Koronas-in dividends between 1906 and 1914. In the same
period it raised its equity to 6.5 million Koronas, while
its capital reserves reached 5.8 million Koronas. The
Ujpest plant, complete with machinery, was valued at
8.7 million Koronas in the fiscal year of 1913/1914. The
company's liquidity is best shown by the fact that it
had 5.1 million Koronas in outstanding debts as opposed to its 4.3 million Koronas liability, while also
being in possession of supplies and goods worth 4
million Koronas.
The following figures can also demonstrate the triumph
of tungsten lamps:

Fiscal year

Profit (Koronas)
Carbon-filament
lamps

Profit
Tungsten
lamps

1908/1909
1909/1910
1910/1911
1911/1912
1913/1914

373,372
346,088
194,715
100,304
15,000

17,599
320,093
630,820
376,784
641,000

Chief executive officer, Gyula Egger, technical manager Jozsef Pinter and marketing manager Lipot Aschner were all instrumental in turning TUNGSRAM into a
large corporation. Gyula Egger acted as administrateur delegue after 1 May, 1906. His duties consisted
of checking the business management and representing the company abroad. With the passing of the years
he became gradually less active and the running of the
company was left with the managerial and business
wizard, Lipot Aschner, w h o held the complete confidence of the two major share-holders, the t w o banks.
(141) Jozsef Pinter continued to act as the technical
manager of both departments, although he was getting more and more tied up with the running of the
Mechanical Department. The t w o distinguished managers were elected to the board of directors on the
general meetings held in 1912 and 1913.
The heads of departments running the Lamp Manufac-

turing Department were Dr. Ferenc Salzer, Simon Just
and Armin Helfgott. (142) The chemical engineer,
Aladar Peczel joined TUNGSRAM on 1 March, 1912.
Earlier he had worked for Westinghouse, the Viennese
incandescent lamp manufacturer. His services to the
company proved invaluable when the company's
tungsten lamp production went through a critical
phase. (143) Developing the production technology of
the tungsten-coil lamps in the TUNGSRAM was associated with Perczel's name.
The company's work-force was 2,300 in 1910, which
grew to 3,600 by 1913. At the same time, the
TUNGSRAM Hungarian Wagon and Machine Factory
employed 2,500 workers, while Mannfred Weiss Steel
and Metal Works had 6,000 employees. (144)
TUNGSRAM introduced certain regulations in 1913,
which uniformly applied to the work-force as a whole,
requiring "every worker to show, both in his conduct
and work, loyalty, honesty, diligence, as well as obedience and respect towards his superiors". No one
was allowed to leave the factory during working hours,
unless one had permission in the form of an exit ticket
signed by one's superior. People could only have
medical examination in the factory's surgery with an
appointment card issued in the workshop office. "The
workers were allowed to consume food brought from
home on the premises only when that did not interfere
with the continuous work". (145)
The adverse housing situation in the locality greatly
hindered the company's efforts to expand the workforce, and did that especially in the case of the skilled
workers. This problem affected the Lamp Manufacturing Department more than it did the rest of the factory.
The management of the company first wanted to
improve the situation by building roughly 200 flats for
its workers in 1907. Several suggestion had been
submitted in connection with the Tungsram Housing
Estate. The executive committee finally instructed the
technical manager, Jozsef Pinter to work out the
details of the proposal. (146)
The workers' cultural advancement was not helped by
the slowly progressing construction work. Minor in-
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itiatives in the cultural field already emerged inthefirst
years of the century.
A club fighting against alcoholism was formed,
headed by the chief mechanic, Ferenc Horvath. The
club held lectures in order to get its message through
to the members.
The club also had a football team for years. The choir,
which numbered forty members, was, again, organized by Ferenc Horvath in 1903. They enjoyed great
popularity around 1910, and from time to time gave
concerts to the workers. In the cultural field the workers had no more organized activities within the
framework of the factory. Otherwise it was the growing trade union movement, and the Ujpesti Munkasotthon (Workers' Home of Ujpest) within this, which was
primarily involved in the cultural advancement of the
working class. (147)
The technical, marketing and administrative employees of the company concentrated first of all on
founding and developing the factory's sport activities.
The Ampere Sport Club was established in 1911. It had
sections specializing in gymnastics, fencing, hiking,
tennis, ice-skating and rowing. The club built tennis
courts and an ice-ring from its own resources. The
gymnasts worked out in a school-gym quite a distance
from the factory, therefore very few people could
attend the training regularly. For this reason the executive committee, on the initiative of the management,
lent 14,000 Koronas to the sport club to built its own
gym in the place where today the surgery (deception
room:) is found. The construction work came to 17,000
Koronas, of which the members of the sport club put
up 3,000 Koronas. (148)
With the overall work-force rising, the number of
organized labourers also went up. This stood in the
way of all efforts to reduce production costs through
cutting the workers' wages right from the start. When
in 1905, following the carpenters' strikes, attempts
were made to cut the wages, the workers resorted to
stoppages of work. On 13 August, 1907 seventy-two
blacksmiths and locksmiths laid down the tools, demanding that the minimal hourly wage of blacksmiths
and mechanics starting out should be fixed in 36 fillers.
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In addition, they called on the management to raise the
wages by twenty-five percent, to settle the questions
of the piece-work system and the overtime pay and to
instruct the foremen to treat the workers with humanity.
The strike ended on 31 August, after the management
had complied with the majority of the demands: the
minimal wage was determined in 36fillers, there wasa
10—20 percent pay-rise and the company promised to
see to the complaints in connection with the piecework system. (149)
On 3 July, 1908 sixty male and thirty-five female
workers of the Tungsten Lamp Unit went on strike after
the management had witheld 25 and 8 percent of the
wages of the men and w o m e n respectively, for the
extremely high percentage of rejects. The strike was
called off on 8 July without achieving anything, and 27
workers left the company as a result, while the rest of
the work-force had to accept the decision of the
management. (150) Forty-five workers in the pressworks laid down the tools on 20 January, 1912 to force
the management to take back a union representative
called Janos Varga w h o had been dismissed for alleged incompetence, and to fire the foreman Robert
Vajda for being rude to the workers. As the management very firmly rejected the demands, the Hungarian
Trade Union of Steel and Metal Workers boycotted the
Ujpest factory. Finally the management and the workers settled the dispute through negotiations: the
mechanic Janos Varga was taken back and the workers
dropped their demand concerning Robert Vajda's dismissal in return. The Trade Union of Steel and Metal
Workers promptly called off the boycott and the strike
was ended on 10 February. (151)
'^
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THE COMPANY DURING WORLD WAR I
The outbreak of the First World War greatly hurt
the company: its export market shrunk and the future of its outstanding debts in the Entente countries, totalling about 1.5 million Koronas, became uncertain.
The management, however, soon overcame the
difficulties: it succeeded in maintaining the high standard of production, introduced new products, and balanced the lost revenues by restructuring its export
market.
In the fiscal year of 1915 TUNGSRAM marketed 5.7
million lamps. Forty-two percent of this was sold in
Austria-Hungary, twenty-five percent was exported to
Italy, eleven percent to Rumania and four percent to
Spain. The company exported to the Entente powers
through neutral countries. A new Tungsram firm was
established in Switzerland in order to increase the
company's share in the Italian market. Surprisingly,
the demand for carbon filament lamps reached 2.5
times the annual sales of the previous years. (152)
The invention of the so-called 'half-Watt lamps'
forecasted the possibility of a new boom in the production of the Lamp Manufacturing Department. However, the mass-production of lamps required a cheap
filling gas. As the nitrogen-extracting process developed by the departmental head Armin Helfgott was
complicated, unmanageable and highly explosive, in
late 1914 the technical manager instructed the engineer, Gyula Hevesi to construct a device which was
both safe and productive. Hevesi solved the problem
in a comparatively short time: he developed a completely operational, safe and nearly automatic
machine. (153)
The production of the 'half-Watt lamps' could start in
1915. Initially production was limited to a thousand
lamps a day, but the demand for these lamps was so

great that in the summer of 1915 the executive committee ordered the management to increase the volume of production to 3,500 lamps a day. The committee allocated 65,700 Koronas to the project. (154) The
planned increase in the production could only be
realized in January, 1916, due to problems in purchasing the necessary equipment. (155)
With the introduction of gas-filled lamps it became
increasingly obvious that termination of the agreement signed with Linde Company in 1911 was in the
company's interest, as the subsidiary of the firm,
Hydroxigen Co., was unable to deliver hydrogen to
TUNGSRAM in the desired quality. After long and
tedious negotiations TUNGSRAM cancelled the agreement and bought back f r o m Hydroxigen Rt. the land
handed over to it, together with the accompanying
buildings. (156)
Although the company had basic materials and lamp
bases in large quantities at the outbreak of the war, its
supplies soon required a fill-up. As by 1915 copper was
not available, the company purchased bases made of
iron, which were plated with zinc and copper in order
to protect them from staining. As the purchasing of
these iron lamp bases also became impossible very
soon, the board of directors decided to buy the modern
machinery which had been acquired by Ganz Electric
Co. just before the war and TUNGSRAM started to
produce its own lamp bases. (157)
The Tungsten Lamp Unit alone showed a net profit of
1.5 million Koronas in the fiscal year of 1915/1916.
Such a respectable performance was made possible
by the company's marketing of 2,864,000 lamps more
than in the previous year. The profit margin was
especially high on the 'half-Watt lamps', of which
669,000 were sold in that year. The Austrian-Hungarian-German cartel founded on 1 August, 1915 for the
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marketing of light bulbs greatly contributed to achieving such a high profit margin. In repeatedly raised the
prices during its short existence. (158) According to the
cartel agreement, TUNGSRAM was allowed to sell
7,986,000 lamps. The sale of carbon-filament lamps
slightly rose again to 500,000 pieces in 1916. (159)
The great demand for tungsten lamps, both the halfWatt (gas-filled) and the one-Watt (vacuum) versions,
encouraged the management to increase the production capacity of its Lamp Manufacturing Department further. The executive committee accepted the
"^ management's proposal and instructed it to run up the
capacity of the Tungsten Lamp Unit with a 2 million
Korona investment to the production of 15,000 'halfWatt lamps' a day. To secure the necessary capital, the
extraordinary general meeting held on 26 October,
1916 raised the equity by 1.5 million Koronas. (160)
The full capacity of the Lamp Manufacturing Department was utilized even in the last years of the war. As
the running of the Mechanical Department's war production required Jozsef Pinter's full attention, in late
1917 the management temporarily entrusted Lipot
Aschner with the technical management of the Lamp
Manufacturing Department. Aschner was allowed to
make technical and structural changes only after consulting with Pinter.
The management's decision turned out to be a successful one. In a short time Aschner was able to
increase the production volume considerably. The
Lamp Manufacturing Department was always provided with the necessary basic materials and tools well
in advance. Although production was continuously
increasing, finished goods hardly ever piled up in
stock. (161)
In the third year of the war important experimental
work began in the Ujpest factory of TUNGSRAM. It so
happened that the military command ordered the
company to produce electronic vacuum tubes for the
army's telephone amplifiers. The somewhat rudimentary tubes were promptly taken to the front. (162)
A piece of tungsten wire made up the cathode of the
thermionic valve, which was encompassed in a cylindrical grid made of a piece of perforated nickel foil and
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was surrounded by the anode which was also cylindrical. (163) The quality of the thermionic valves rapidly
improved. This was partly due to the fact that a
successful theoretical explanation was found for the
phenomenon, and partly to considerable advances in
production technology, first of all in vacuum technology. (164) The thermionic valves used by Telephone
Factory Corp. for the army field radios code-named
KLERA had been produced by the Ujpest factory. The
Tungsram electronic vacum tube, which was for years
the irreplaceable part of the wireless technology in
Hungary, originated in research aimed at developing
incandescent lamps. (164)
While the Lamp Manufacturing Department was allowed to keep and develop its original production
profile during the war, three-quarter of the Mechanical
Department's production was taken up by the war
industry. The military command ordered grenadecases, ignition devices and, later, even hand-grenades
from the Ujpest factory. The war production demanded heavy investment and a lot of new machinery; their amortization, however, was also very
fast. (166)
In any case, the manufacturing of railway security
systems and telephone exchanges had to be cut down
quite substantially due to shortages of supply materials. The production of telephones barely reached
one-third of the peace-time production. The company
was able to install the Jozsef Telephone Exchange in
Maria Terezia square on 15 July, 1917 only after
making concerted efforts. As the manufacturing and
the laying of the cables proceeded very slowly, all the
lines in the area could not be opened immediately:
even so, the temporarily installed system which had
been handling 4,000 lines became redundant.
The financial status of TUNGSRAM was extremely
good, partly due to the success of tungsten lamps, and
partly, as a consequence of the very profitable war
industry. In the four years of war the company made a
net profit of 6.1 million Koronas, of which the shareholders received 4 million Koronas in dividends. The
company's equity was raised from 6.5 million Koronas
to 10 million Koronas to meet the cost of the continu-
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ous investments and to preserve the company's liquidity. In just four years the assets of the company grew in
value from 15 million Koronas to 30 million Koronas.
The good business figures made it possible, for example, that the company was able to stash away fund of
2.6 million Koronas in the fiscal year of 1917/1918. in
contrast with the officially stated figure of 1.8 million
Koronas, the profit reached 3.83 million Koronas in
that year, of which the t w o major shareholders — the
two banks — received a bonus of 400,000 Koronas.
In the form of internal tantieme 330,000 Koronas were
paid out. In the last fiscal year of the war business
increased from the previous year's figure of 15,5
million Koronas to 27 million Koronas, while labour
costs only grew from 6 million Koronas to 9.3 million
Koronas. (167)
The substantial internal savings allowed TUNGSRAM
to buy up considerable businesses and holdings. From
the viewpoint of the incandescent lamp industry the
purchase of the majority of the shares in Hungarian
Glass Factory Jozsef Inwald Company Ltd. was the
most outstanding, as this was the company which had
supplied TUNGSRAM with glass for years. The entire
glass factory went into the possession of TUNGSRAM
in 1917. (168)
TUNGSRAM bought the paper-mill of the Nemenyi
brothers in Erzsebet (a satellite town of Budapest) in
1917 to secure the paper supply necessary for the
packaging of incandescent lamps. The company had
been purchasing its paper supply from the Nemenyi
brothers since 1907. When in 1917 the cartel formed to
represent the Austrian corrugated cardboard industry
tried to persuade the owner of the Erzsebetfalva
factory, Jozsef Nemenyi to sell his business, he offered
it for sale to TUNGSRAM instead, out of respect for the
long-standing business relations. As the proposal
seemed promising from TUNGSRAM'S point of view,
the board of directors decided to buy the factory in
Erzsebetfalva for 300,000 Koronas and, together with
Jozsef Nemenyi, established a public company to
continue the work. The management allowed an investment of 400,000 Koronas for modernizing the
factory's equipment, but in the last years of the war
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they were already unable to get hold of the machinery.
(169)
A four-year-long dispute and animosity ended on 16
May, 1917, when the Viennese lamp manufacturer,
Janos Kremenetzky and TUNGSRAM agreed to turn
Kremenetzky's Budapest light bulb factory into a public company under the name of Hungarian Tungsten
Lamp Factory Janos Kremenetzky Co. Ltd. Fifty percent of the total shares, Worth 700,000 Koronas, were
taken over by TUNGSRAM. At the same time, the two
parties signed an agreement on marketing and production quotas, in which the Ujpest factory also secured for itself the option of taking overall the shares of
the new company. (170)
TUNGSRAM assigned an even greater importance to
the acquiring of Elektrische GliJhlampenfabrik Watt
A.G. The company paid out 700,000 Koronas to the
Austrian Landerbank for the shares of the Viennese
lamp factory, in addition to taking over its bank debts
of 2 million Korona. (171). From 1 January, 1918 Watt
was controlled by TUNGSRAM. It produced 7,000
lamps a day and its quota in the Austrian-HungarianGerman incandescent lamp cartel was 4.5 million
lamps. Within a short time TUNGSRAM completely
restructured the factory. Its wiredrawing unit was
closed d o w n , as tungsten wire was provided by the
Ojpest factory. The newly available work space was
used to increase production. Since only Watt had
manufactured X-ray tubes in the
Monarchy,
TUNGSRAM did not abolished this branch. (172)
Now the management decided to establish a research
laboratory for developing new products. The board of
directors offered the job of running the laboratory to
Ferenc Hanaman, w h o signed the contract in Vienna
on 19 April, 1918. Hanaman willingly accepted the job,
as he had already worked for the company at the time
of developing the tungsten lamp. The board of directors put the breaking off of relations down to the
"harmful influence" of Dr. Sandor Just. Beside developing new basic materials and improving the final
products, Hanaman also made a commitment to explore the possible ways of perfecting existing production methods and machinery. As the board as-
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signed high priority to the setting up of the laboratory,
it took steps towards exempting Hanaman from military service. (173)
By establishing a research laboratory the management of TUNGSRAM hoped to create an advanced
research centre, rather than simply give assistance to
the production of incandescent lamps. TUNGSRAM'S
long-term goal was to be listed (once the hostilities
were over) among the companies which exchanged
inventions and licenses w i t h General Electric Co. free
of charge.
As Hanaman could not be exempted f r o m doing
military service, the setting up of the research laboratory had to wait until after 1918.
The war took a great toll in the work-force of
TUNGSRAM: 286 of its workers did military service in
1914/1915, and their number grew to 349 in 1915/1916.
The work-force needed to maintain and improve production could only be increased by taking on female
staff. Still, the permanent fluctuation continued to
pose severe problems in the factory's running: more
and more female workers chose to work in ammunition factories, wherethe work was easier to master and
the employees were able to quit for the spring and the
summer to do agricultural work. As their training in
TUNGSRAM took weeks — or even months in some
cases—, it was very difficult to replace them. In certain
departments ninety percent of the female workers
taken on during the Summer of 1917 left the factory
before completing theirtraining. The company wanted
to make up for the shortage of workers by raising the
production norms, but in fact achieved just the opposite: even the experienced female workers slacked off.
In the question of labour shortage the board of directors could see only one solution: they proposed the
management full automatization, as well as the modernization of the existing machinery, to the management in order to switch from manual labour to
machine power in as many work phases as possible.
(175)
The huge labourturnover, however, could be assigned
not in the least to the fact that during the first years of
the war the company did not care much to raise the
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workers' pay. With their pay frozen, the workers were
unable to keep up with the rapidly growing prices, in
spite of putting in longer and longer hours. At the same
time, the profitability of the company, as we have
already pointed out earlier, rocketed to new heights
every day.
Beside low pay, the working conditions were also
deplorable. The female staff working next to the
vacuum stoves operated at 400 C often had to put up
with an almost unbeareble heat. The position and the
circumstances of the skilled workers also rapidly deteriorated as a result of the war effort. (176)
In 1917 a number of engineers and shift leaders,
headed by Gyula Hevesi and Armin Helfgott, joined the
National Trade Union of Private and Commercial
Employees. On the initiative of the organized technical
and administrative staff the organized technical and
administrative staff the Trade Union Council called
together the female workers to discuss the situation
and the future. On the meeting the w o m e n decided to
join the Trade Union with great enthusiasm. The
management looked suspiciously on the spreading of
the union movement, even though they were unableto
stop it. The marketing manager, Lipot Aschner was the
only one who, in the case of the staff working in the
administration, attempted to put an end to the organizing: he called the staff in his office and informed them
that all those joining the Union would be immediately
sacked.
The administrators could not be scared off: they
notified Aschner in a letter that the entire workforce
and the administration, supported by the Union,
w o u l d go on strike, unless he withdrew his threat. At
the end there was no need for industrial action, as the
management, seeing the united front put up by the
workers, with held from making further steps. (177)
The organized movement of the workers and employees was not without effect. On the Trade Union's
initiative the workers were given pay rises twice in
1917, and three times in 1918. The gradual increase in
the hourly wages did not burden the company, as it
could easily pass the extra costs on to the customers.
(178) At the same time, rising wages and salaries
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hardly eased the problems of the workers and the
employees, as the food prices, with the exception of
that of flour, bread and beans, cost five times more in
the last year of the war. The situation was further
aggravated as the industry mainly catered for the
military, while goods meeting the public's needs were
produced in less and quantities and in inferior quality.
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THE COMPANY DURING
THE TWO HUNGARIAN REVOLUTIONS
IN 1918 AND 1919
After the obvious loss of the World War I and the total
collapse of the former Habsburg Monarchy a
bourgeois democratic revolution known as Aster-Revoulion was aroused in Hungary by the general despair. Hungary became a republic with the president
count Michael Karoiyi, a democratic politician known
abroad too.
The atmosphere in the Ujpest factory was very tense
during the weeks prior to the bourgeois democratic
revolution of October. The workers' latest demand for
a new wage settlement was turned down by the
management who gave their grounds in that only a
brief spell had passed since the last pay-rise. The
workers went to a committee specially set up by the
government to examine public grievances. After prolonged negotiations the company finally agreed to a 25
percent pay-rise. Consequently, the administrators
also managed to procure a substantial raise for themselves. (179)
After the triumphant October revolution, in early
November, war production in the Ujpest factory was
production in the Ujpest factory was cancelled with
immediate effect by a government order. The Ministry
of Defense was owing 3.8 million Koronas to the
company. (180)
The shortage of raw materia Is — due to the long war —
posed grave difficulties for TUNGSRAM in running its
various departments. While the management succeeded in piling up enough coal for the production of
gas for its Lamp Manufacturing Department to last
until the end of January, 1919, the coal to be burnt in
boilers was only enough for a few weeks. As the Ujpest

power plant of PHOEBUS was able to supply electrical
power to the factory for the time being, the coal
reserves for boilers were stashed away for leaner
years. In order to save coal the Trade Ministry limited
the working hours in the Lamp Manufacturing Department to the interval between 7.30 a.m. and 2.30 p.m. as
of 1 December, 1918. The workers were allowed
compensation for the lost t w o hours, which was paid
by the Trade Ministry. Special departments, such as
the Gas and Hydrogen Unit, continued to operate
round the clock.
During the bourgeois democratic revolution of October TUNGSRAM did not export goods in order to be
able to meet the demands of the completely exhausted
home market. The company had considerable stocks
of raw materials necessary for incandescent lamp
production. (181)
In early December, 1918 the executive committee
thoroughly restructered its business management.
Lipot Aschner was entrusted with the position of
managing director, so Gyula Egger's term was ended.
After acting for 24 years as chief executive officer and
managing director, Egger retired from active management, only retaining his seat on the board of directors.
Jozsef Pinter remained the technical director and
became vicepresident of the board. Dr. Ferenc Salzer,
head of the Lamp Manufacturing Department was
transferred to Watt as director, while Frigyes Baumann
moved from Vienna to Ujpest as head of the department. Bela Friedmann was appointed to the post of
technical director, the manager, David Aschner became deputy director, and the chief engineer, Bela
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Balazs, the head of the Mechanical Department. (182)
The board meeting held on 28 December, 1918 gave
permission for another pay-rise, inflation adjustment
and clothing allowance. The board ordered the transfer of 30,000 Koronas to the Mayor as a contribution to
the expenses of the expenses of the Ujpest " m i l i t i a " .
(183)
The shortage of coal in the first few months of 1919
began to give cause for concern. In the Lamp Manufacturing Department, where 1683 employees were working, only 30 percent of the production capacity was
•^i, utilized. Only 81,000 lamps were produced weekly,
which meant that the overhead costs of 235,000
Koronas had to be compared with the total sales value
of 110,000 Koronas. The Lamp Manufacturing Department paid out a weekly 15,600 Koronas in benefits to
179 unemployed workers. (184) The situation was
even worse in the Mechanical Department. The utilized
production capacity did not exceed 25 percent, so the
960 employees of the Department only produced
goods worth 90,000 Koronas. This figure had to be
compared with production costs of 139,000 Koronas.
The Mechanical Department handed out benefits to
125 unemployed people. (185) Because of the political
intolerable international conditions, the government
Karoiyi was no more able to hold themselves after a
time and left the odium of wielding power to a
socialist-communist political group. These procalimed
the Hungarian Soviet Republic modeled on Soviet
pattern as a propetarian dictatorship. Until afterword it
came out, that only for a period of some month.
The proclamation of the Soviet Republic brought
about a major turn in the life of TUNGSRAM too: the
company was nationalized. The Commissariat of
Nationalized Industry put Janos Molnar in charge of
the whole company as production commissar, Marcell
Ambrus became the head of the telephone and telegraph production, and Laszio Havas, the head of the
Lamp Manufacturing Department. (186) At the same
time, the Controlling Work Council was formed. The
duty of the production commissars, as the agents of
the Nationalized Industry Commissariat, was to keep
up the work moral, guarantee the continuous prod-
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uction and the best possible technical management of
the factory. The Controlling Work Council supervised
the activities of the production commissars. The Soviet Republic assigned great significance to the incandescent lamp industry Department of the Nationalized
Industry Commissariat held talks with the leaders of
the Ujpest factory on several occasions and worked
out a plan to improve the running of the Lamp
Manufacturing Department, as well as to survey the
company's demand for raw materials and the public's
demand f o r t h e finished products. (187)
In spite of these TUNGSRAM soon made a recovery:
the Lamp Manufacturing Department was working
with 40 percent of its capacity, the telephone and
telegraph equipment production reached 60 percent of
its capacity. Unemployment was ended, the Lamp
Manufacturing Department had 1540 workers, the
Mechanical Department, 1506 employees. Later there
was another great drop in production as approximately 900 men were called up to do service in the
Hungarian Red Army. (188)
During this Council Republic the nationalized company's expenses were covered by the nationalized
Commercial Bank. Financing posed no problems,
since TUNGSRAM'S shares worth 3.7 million Koronas,
10,000 Italian Lirasand 9.9 million German Marks were
sufficient to serve as a guarantee. (189)
During the brief existence of the Council Republic the
administration was unable to carry out the restructuring of the Ujpest factory. In spite of the difficulties
however, it could still maintain the standard of production.
i^'
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TUNGSRAM IN THE FIRST DECADE OF THE
HORTHY REGIME
'X
Modifications in the company's structure during the
Early 1920's Admiral Horthy, the later Governor taking
up the place of the former kingdom and his supporters
including certain quarters of the Entente Powers and
local allies defeated the improvised fighting forces of
the Hungarian Soviet Government and subverted the
so called proletarian dictatorship. These few months
were not sufficient for this system to establish radical
and steady economic changes.
On 1 August the Rumanian Royal A r m y marched into
Ujpest, arresting the local leaders of the Commune in
Hungary and the members of the workers' councils.
The Rumanian interventionists, together with the
Horthy militia, destroyed the revolutionary organizations of the Council Republic one by one. In the wake of
the interventionists and the militia came the landowners and the industrialists to restore the old order.
The capitalists' rule was swiftly reinstated in the Ujpest
plant of TUNGSRAM. As a retaliatory measure, 778
workers and 138 office employees were sacked, as of 1
August, 1919, for "improper conduct towards the
company".
Those who were able to keep their job did not have an
enviable position, either. The Horthy regime halved
the wages fixed by the Council Republic and raised the
working hours from 48 to 52 hours a week after 1
August. In spite of the lower pay and the longer
working hours the workers, who had become impoverished after the war, were forced to take the jobs
in order to support themselves and their families.
From the surviving — fragmented — sources it is clear
that TUNGSRAM was not an exception to the rule in
this respect: by 1921 the work-force of the Ujpest
factory exceeded that of the pre-war years. (1914:

2,795 employees — 1 9 2 1 : 2,834 employees)
Continuous production was temporarily hindered by
the invading Rumanian Royal Army, w h o took along
1.5 million Koronas worth of equipment and supplies,
when they finally withdrew from Ujpest. TUNGSRAM
however, was soon able to recover its losses through
its foreign branches, and could supply the Ujpest
factory with the essential basic materials, as well as the
coal, glass and metal necessary for the production of
incandescent lamps.
As a consequence of the Trianon Peace Treaty, Hungary's internal market was substantially reduced,
which adversely affected a great number of Hungarian
companies. The loss of territory did not hurt
TUNGSRAM as much as it hurt others, since the
company had been disposing much of its products
abroad already before the war, and it could continue
with its export activities after the war. In 1921 roughly
22 percent of its incandescent lamp production was
sold at home and the rest was realized on the foreign
markets.
The industry based on vacuum technology was going
through rapid development in the early 20th century.
The tungsten coil and the use of the various filling
gases substantially improved the luminous intensity
and the useful life of incandescent lamps. As a result of
this development, electric light replaced gas light
nearly everywhere and by the 1920s incandescent
lamps had become exclusively used in a very large
part of the w o r l d . The expanding market was accompanied by a sudden development in the electronic and
the telecommunication industry, to which — especially in the latter case — the war provided a great
boost. The technical and the technological develop-
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merits guaranteed that only those companies could
survive on the market which had been thoroughly
prepared: companies that could not keep up with the
international competition were doomed to failure.
The management of TUNGSRAM — which had been
headed by Lipot Aschner since December, 1918 —
assessed its position realistically in the given situation.
It responded to the challenge partly by selecting a
narrower production profile and, partly, by carrying
out a substantial modernization program in the
branches which survived the selection. It took almost a
decade to carry out these t w o — basically simultaneously implemented — strategic goals. The successful attainment of these goals largely contributed to the
fact by the second half of the period TUNGSRAM had
achieved international recognition as one of the leading companies in the industry. To give an idea of the
company's standing in Hungary's economy, we only
have to point out that the 'hard' currency resulting
from TUNGSRAM'S export sales at the end of 1930
exceeded that of Hungary's total agricultural export in
that year.
In the first few decades of TUNGSRAM'S history — as
it has already been mentioned — the company was
actively involved in the various branches of the electrical industry. By the early 1920s, however, the Ujpest
factory only consisted of t w o units: the Lamp Manufacturing Department and the Mechanical Department, otherwise known as Telephone and Telegraph
Department.
-. .
Next to the Mechanical Department, but not subordinated to it, was the Railway Security Systems Department, which designed such systems in close co-operation with Hungarian State Railways. The equipment
was partly — manufactured by the Mechanical Department. In 1922 the production profile was widened with
the new Radio Tubes Department which was called the
"Audion Department". Later it became rapidly developing unit and stayed in importance not far behind
the Lamp Manufacturing Department.
During the early 1920s the Telephone Department was
the company's healthy, prosperous and fully exploited
branch. It was from here that the — since then much
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expanded — branch of the telecommunication industry was launched in Hungary, which later was going to
be associated with the name of today's Beloianisz
Telecommunications Factory and its predecessor.
Standard Electrical Co. Ltd. The government was the
principal customer of the Telephone Department. The
complete modernization and automatization of the
telephone exchange system in Budapest had already
been decided before the First World War. The war, the
revolutions and the change in the government all
caused delays in the installation of the automatic
telephone exchanges.
In the very beginning of the 1920s the Trade Ministry,
on the recommendation of the Executive Board of
Hungarian Mail, found Western Electric Company's
rotary system to be the most suitable. In 1922 the
Post-Office-Administration was instructed to give the
earlier mentioned modernization programme to
TUNGSRAM, the owner of the rotary system's production license in Hungary. (TUNGSRAM had signed an
agreement with the American company about
cooperating in the field of telephone manufacturing
already in 1912, at the time of building the Jozsef
Telephone Exchange. The company renewed this
agreement in 1922.)
There was a fierce competition going on for the
Hungarian postal contracts between the three interested companies: TUNGSRAM, Telephone Factory
and Ericson Hungarian Electrical Co. Ltd. The latter
was the Hungarian branch of the indentically named
world-famous Swedish company. In the agreement
signed on 9 January, 1923 the three companies divided between themselves the postal contracts. As a
matter of fact, the chief executive of Telephone Factory, Kornel Neuhold was the driving force behind the
agreement. He wanted TUNGSRAM to hand over to
the other t w o companies some of its contracts to build
automatic telephone exchange systems in Budapest.
According to the preliminary agreement of 1922, the
contracts to build exchange systems in or around
Budapest w o u l d go to TUNGSRAM, while the other
t w o companies were to share the contracts in the rest
of the country, together with certain telephone ex-
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changes around Budapest. But the fierce battle between the three companies continued. It was Ericson
which was the most dissatisfied with its quota, although Telephone Factory also complained: so much
so that it even considered to fight a price war.
The Telephone Factory went through a very difficult
phase at the time: it did not have enough orders and,
as a consequence, faced financial problems. TUNGSRAM, as the strongest of the three, responded with a
bold maneuver. After long preliminary talks, in early
March, 1925 Lipot Aschner bought the majority of the
Telephone Factory shares for TUNGSRAM. At the
same time, TUNGSRAM handed over its orders to
produce railway security systems to Telephone Factory. Then in April, 1925 TUNGSRAM bought f r o m
Wiener Bankverein more Telephone Factory shares,
this way eliminating one of its competitors. Lipot
Aschner also negotiated about buying Ericson, but a
deal did not follow. The Trade Ministry compensated
Ericson with orders to build smaller provincial telephone exchanges.
In 1923 the Trade Minister gave the preliminary order
of building the Krisztina Telephone Exchange (16,000
customers) to TUNGSRAM, together with its ancillary
exchanges and the Central District Telephone Exchange (10,000 customers). The contracts were
finalized and extended in 1925. That was also the time,
when TUNGSRAM won the contract to automatize the
Terez Telephone Exchange (10,000 customers). According to the contract, written in several parts,
TUNGSRAM was to build a network consisting of
70,000 lines. This number w o u l d have been sufficient
to accommodate the villages in the vicinity of Pest
(Rakospalota, Pestujhely, Kispest, Albertfalva, Budafok). The capital telephone exchanges had to be automatized in a way which would allow the manual
exchanges to operate continuously and would result in
no holdups whatsoever in the telephone service.
The building of the telephone exchanges posed new
engineering and technological problems to TUNGSRAM. The construction and ]the technology of the
telephpne exchanges had to be adapted to the local
circumstances and the whole work had to be designed
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f r o m the technological and structural documentation
provided by the Antwerp (Hoboken) factory of Bell
Electric Company on the basis of an agreement with
Western Electric Company. The management of
TUNGSRAM put the chief engineer, Mr. Decsi in
charge of manufacturing the automatic telephone
exchanges, while the production and the technical
documentation was left with the manager, Miklos
Hegedus.
Miklos Hegedus began his career in the Mechanical
Department as an office worker. He gained very wideranging experiences in the administration. Next he
closely studied the organizational structure of the
partner companies. He was an autodidact, in the best
possible sense. He spoke German fluently, and later
also mastered English and French. He realized that the
building of automatic telephone exchanges required
the employment of young mechanical engineers, technicians, machine-tool makers, skilled mechanics and
engine fitters with the appropriate qualifications and at
least a minimal proficiency in foreign languages.
There were plenty of engineers and technicians available, as it was then that Technical University and Higher
Technical College released their first graduates after
the war, and the Hungarian industry was hard put to
employ these trained people. Miklos Hegedus recognized the paramount importance of the introduction of
the compatibility of the parts in machine-tool making.
He organized the machine-tool makers' workshop of
the Mechanical Department, which was at that time
among the first in the country, both as far as size and
quality were concerned.
,<.
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Despite the difficulties caused by the new technical
challenges, the Mechanical Department vigorously embarked on fulfilling the postal order which was worth
nearly 20 million gold Koronas. To have an idea of the
growth of the Mechanical Department, it is worth noting
that (in contrast with its work-force of 1,023 in 1914) by
1923 — the year of launching the telephone project —
the Mechanical Department already employed 1,242
workers and by 1926 it had 2,625 workers. (In the same
year there were only 1,066 employees working in the
Lamp Manufacturing Department!)
.. , . . - .
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The staff of TUNGSRAM successfully introduced the
mass-production of precision instruments and completed the on-site assembling of the telephone exchanges within four years. The automatic telephone
exchanges were swiftly put into operation one after
the other:
Krisztina
Krisztina
Central District
Central District
"^Terez

28 April, 1928
12 May, 1928
9 June, 1928
21 July, 1928
21 July, 1928

2,440
2,550
1,090
4,980
9,400

lines
lines
lines
lines

In fact, the construction of the first exchanges took five
years and altogether resulted 20,460 lines. The
Mechanical Department also participated in the construction of the Hungarian cable network. The required
Pupin cables were also manufactured by TUNGSRAM.
Between 1926 and 1928 the company, together with
other firms, helped laying the long-distance cable
between Vienna and Budapest and also received large
orders from the army. These army orders, however,
had a price: in 1927 TUNGSRAM agreed to buy Elektromos es Finommechanikai Gyar Rt. (Electrical and
Precision Instrument Factory Co. Ltd. — EFIME) or,
more precisely, its Reiter Ferenc Street plant. After the
. - war EFIME was the cover business of the Hungarian
army people, who carried out secret rearmamentthere
and — hidden from the eyes of the Entente powers —
hoped to produce aircraft and parts. As a result of
incompetent management, however, the factory went
bankrupt. There were plans to restructure the factory
for incandescent lamp production using foreign capital, which prompted TUNGSRAM (who was afraid of
the competition) to buy the factory. TUNGSRAM did
not make a bad deal after all, considering that the
Ministry of Defense, in connection with the deal,
committed itself to buying equipment worth 10 million
Pengos within the next six years in order to meet the
Army's needs of telecommunication gear: telephones,
telegraphs, wireless radios and the rest.
In 1927 the Mechanical Department received orders

worth 25 million Pengos to build telephone exchanges
in Budapest. (The conversion from Korona to Pengo
took place between 1924 and 1926.) On top of this,
TUNGSRAM w o n another, approximately 1.5 million
Pengo contract to build a telephone exchange in
Bucharest.
' ,.' .
Therefore, the Mechanical Department was doing
satisfactory business and the manufacture of automatic telephone exchanges also had a favourable influence on the production of luminous sources and
electronic vacuum tubes. The high mechanical and
technological standard resulting from the production
of automatic telephone exchanges greatly contributed
to the development of TUNGSRAM'S own mass-production of parts, machine-tool production and vacuum
technology.
While the construction of automatic telephone exchanges continued at a remarkable pace and newer
and newer orders came in from the telephone industry,
the management of TUNGSRAM decided to change its
profile.
The telephone licence agreement which had been
signed in 1921 expired in 1926. In October 1926 Lipot
Aschner started negotiations with the representatives
of International Electric Company (ISTEC) in Paris. In
the course of these talks Lipot Aschner asked for the
American company's help in purchasing the rival firm,
Ericson. The representatives of ISTEC turned down
this request. In their counter-proposal they suggested
that the Mechanical Department be separated from
TUNGSRAM and form a public company. They were
willing to take over half of the shares of the new public
company, to transfer the right of the telephone licences to the new company and promised to extend its
area of operation to the neighbouring countries. The
negotiations which had lasted nearly two years ended
with success: on 1 January, 1928 Standard Electrical
Co. Ltd. was established with an equity of 15 million
Pengos and with Lipot Aschner as president.
The position of the new company was regulated by a
separate agreement between the two parent companies. According to this, the new company would
stay within TUNGSRAM'S plant, and continue to build
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telephone exchanges using equipment, basic materials and personnel taken over from TUNGSRAM. In
return, TUNGSRAM would get fifty percent of the
profits originating from the postal orders not yet
completed, while in the long run. Standard SC. would
prepare for the production of radio equipment and
commit itself to purchasing the necessary electronic
vacuum tubes from TUNGSRAM. In addition to the
telephone licenses, ISTEC were to pay 3 million Pengos to TUNGSRAM for the assets handed over to
Standard S C , and to provide other benefits to
TUNGSRAM. (Later the relations between the t w o
companies deteriorated and Standard completely
parted with TUNGSRAM in 1938, even moving to a
separate location.)
Following the complicated business transactions,
TUNGSRAM'S production profile was modified. It
seems that, after considering the rapidly growing
demand for electric light sources all over the w o r l d ,
TUNGSRAM'S management saw in the production of
incandescent lamps a more reliable business than in
the manufacturing of equipment necessary for the
occasional postal orders. They also saw greater business in the radio industry which was getting very
popular at the time, and preferred to establish the
production of radio valves in Ujpest as a new branch.
Beside everything else, the company's difficult financial situation must also have contributed to TUNGSRAM'S decision. As part of the Standard deal, the
American company bought TUNGSRAM'S Telefongyar (:Telephone Factory:) shares and the resulting
money allowed TUNGSRAM to reduce its bank debts
and to realize its planned investments, most of which
were connected with modernizing the production of
incandescent lamps.

The Incandescent Lamp
Industry Home and Abroad
in the previous chapter we saw that after the First
World Warthe management of TUNGSRAM had committed itself to produce incandescent lamps. They
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should have also realized that the company had to
employ the latest technology, if it wanted to remain
competitive on the international market. During the
war, and even in the years that immediately followed,
the Hungarian companies had been cut off from the
Western, and above all, the American technologic
advances.
Already in 1920, in order to end the technologic
isolation forced on the company by the war, Lipot
Aschner started negotiations with certain representatives of International General Electric Co. (IGEC) of
New York about the exchange of licenses, as well as
technologies, in connection with the production of
incandescent lamps. An agreement was reached only
after an extremely tedious series of discussions which
had taken one and a half years long, as Lipot Aschner's
report to the company management revealed it on 31
October, 1921. The agreement allowed TUNGSRAM to
use the IGEC licenses in return for a license fee. At the
same time, the American company took an active
interst in TUNGSRAM, and had representatives on
TUNGSRAM'S board of directors.
As part of the deal with IGEC, t w o people from
TUNGSRAM'S management, the director. Dr. Frigyes
Baumann and the chief engineer. Dr. Ferenc Salzer
were sent to America to study the incandescent lamp
factories of IGEC in the autumn of 1922. The t w o
executives made an account of their experiences on a
two-day conference held in the factory in early February. The factory's modernization programme was
outlined on the basis of their reports and the ensuing
debate.
• .r'>
From the reports of the t w o executives it became
apparent that the American incandescent lamp production made considerable progress in the field of
automatization. Before automatization the separate
work phases were executed in different departments,
the system of component acquisition was complicated, etc. All this required much manual labour and a
complicated production planning. With the introduction of automatization the amount of manual labour
was considerably reduced and productivity went up
very markedly.
-.. - - - -,
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The acquisition of the automatic machine lines would
have required a large investment from TUNGSRAM.
The projected cost of automatization reached
$120,000. At that time the company did not have so
much money available, so, instead of buying the
equipment from the U.S.A., the management decided
that TUNGSRAM itself w o u l d manufacture the automatic machine lines according to the documentation
provided by IGEC.
This decision caused serious problems for the management of TUNGSRAM, since its own machine tool
' V making was still at an early stage. Also, the documentation provided by IGEC had to be converted to the
metric system and had to be adapted to the European
standards, as the American lamps often differed from
their European counterparts both in size and in construction. The fact that the production of automatic
telephone exchanges — an even greater engineering
and technological task was under development in
TUNGSRAM concurrently, only added to the management's difficulties.
With the odd exception, TUNGSRAM bought its machinery from abroad before the 1920s. The mechanics'
worshop simply serviced the existing machinery most
of the time, and it still had no modern machine tools,
whatsoever. It had no suitable gear milling machine,
measuring instruments, not even a tool-making workshop. Only the Lamp Manufacturing Department had a
modest tool-making workshop, the job of which was
limited almost exclusively to servicing punching-,
blanking-, drawing- and thread rolling tools as well as
machines.
There was the added difficulty that up till then
chemists and physicists had made up the technical
management: Dr. Frigyes Bauman, Dr. Ferenc Salzer,
Dr. Salpeter. (Thesame could be said initiallyaboutthe
department manufacturing electronic vacuum tubes,
and the research laboratory also had a similar makeup.)
The relatively small number of engineers indicated
that their role in the technical management was also
less substantial.
The eminent engineers and technicians, w h o were
working in the Lamp Manufacturing Department —
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Ferenc Berenyi, who organized the programming and
the dispatching service, Miklos Hrabcsak and Arpad
Telegdy, w h o were the managers of the large-size and
the special — lamp production — were completely tied
up with developing new products and overcoming
technical problems.
At that time the management of TUNGSRAM did not
encourage the technical documentation of the parts
production and the assembling; in fact, it looked upon
any such proposal with some degree of distrust. The
management was concerned that the technical documents, if passed into unauthorized hands, could easily
give away information about the company's production technology (they were first of all worried about
the 'outsiders'). Their concern was not entirely unfounded, since at that time the companies, in general,
had no legal protection against industrial espionage,
except in cases explicitly connected to military
technology. As a result, the production processes and
the work phases were, most of the time, based on the
notes of departmental heads and managers (or on
words of mouth even, in some cases!), and the alteration of these procedures had not been formally regulated at all.
The technical manager of TUNGSRAM, Frigyes Baumann realized the contrast between the objective —
automatization, application of modern technology —
and the available capacity. In the matter of building
American-type mechinery for producing incandescent
lamps he approached the Mechanical Department.
Miklos HegediJs and Jeno Pinter, the manager and the
constructor of the mechanics workshop of the so-called 'K' department readily responded. Jeno Pinter was
the other 'great' autodidact of TUNGSRAM. Overcoming a physical handicap — the legacy of the First World
War — Pinter educated himself with great enthusiasm
and determination. He learned to speak German and
English and, for an extended period, he was the sole
expert of TUNGSRAM on the documentation of IGEC
machines. In 1927, in the interest of further developing
the production technology, the rapid expansion of the
so-called 'K' department was launched, when its management was strengthened with Jeno Pinter and Ja-
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nos Levai. (Jeno Pinter, together with IVlil<l6s Hegedus,
fell victim to the fascist destruction.
The augmented Machine Works of the 'K' department
started to produce machine tools. Here, almost in a
spontaneous fashion, a g r o u p o f engineers and technicians was formed, whose work greatly contributed to
boosting the capacity and to improving certain designs. They paid special attention to the automatization of work phases which posed a health hazard.
Laszio Banki, Bela Reisz and Zoltan Kover developed
press machine safety systems which were unique in
the whole country. Bela Kiraly and Bela Kertesz produced a semi-automatic bulb-inside-frosting machine;
Erno Shiffer, the shift leader Jozsef Rajna and the
engine fitter Andras Druszil achieved, in a commendable cooperation, full automatization in the production
of the insulating glass insets, essentially following the
basic ideas of Janos Levai's patent. They were also the
ones who found a way to replace the chemical procedure with a mechanical method — grinding — in
turning the colour of the lamp caps yellow. This
procedure meant considerable savings in cost and
work area, made the heat-treatment of the lamp caps
unnecessary, and resulted in the increased strength of
the products. And again, they were the ones, together
with shift leader KobI, who modernized the production
of lamp bases by replacing the individual press
machines
with
automatic
multi-stage-drawing
machines, and developed the necessary tools.
The modernization of the production of incandescent
lamps necessitated the modernization of the utility
system (electricity, water, hydrogen, compressed air,
etc.), not even documented accurately on a map
previously. Very often only the staff of the utility
services knew namely from memory where to find a
power line or a gas pipe. The decade-long work of
surveying and mapping these — mostly underground
— pipes and power lines was initiated and supervised by
the engineer Gyula Viola. At the end, the production of
automatic machines was achieved within the framework
of the company. At the same time TUNGSRAM'S —
since then internationally recognized — vacuumtechnological machine manufacturing was established.
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In the course of modernizing the production of
incandescent lamps — during the mid-1920sapproximately 170 different machines were put into
service.
The
introduction
of
automatization
simplified the w o r k phases as compared to the
earlier methods, and split the w h o l e production
sequence into three parts. B y t h e e n d o f t h e modernization period the daily capacity of TUNGSRAM
reached 120 thousands lamps — w i t h o u t an accompanying increase in the work-force. It must also be
pointed out that TUNGSRAM carried out the whole
project during the worst years of inflation, with
cheap labour and inflated prices.
While the modernization of the production of incandescent lamps continued with great energy within the
factory, the expected growth in the company's output urged TUNGSRAM to be as independent from its
suppliers as possible. The acquisition and the production of glass bulbs necessary for incandescent lamps
was a recurring problem of the company. In the aftermath of the Trianon Peace Treaty the glass factory of
Ujantalvolgy bought by TUNGSRAM during the First
World War went over to the Czechs and, as a result, there
were daily transport difficulties. To end these difficulties,
on 5 April, 1921 TUNGSRAM bought the shares of Glass
Factory of Tokod and gradually changed the factory's
profile from the earlier, mostly industrial glass ware to
the production of glass bulbs. Glass Factory of Tokod,
which had to rely on imported sand, started to produce
glass bulbs in 1922. TUNGSRAM made substantial
investments in Glass Factory of Tokod. The company
decided to build a new blast furnace tub and pot, pottery
and warehouse. As the workers earlier had commuted to
Tokod from Felvidek, the annexed Northern part of
Hungary, annexed by Czechoslovakia in the interest of
maintaining a regular work-force the company now
decided to establish a housing estate for its workers in
this provincial town. Already in 1923 one hundred and
thirteen flats were handed over to the factory workers.
The glass factory had four to five hundred workers after
the investment and was able to produce 20—25,000
bulbs a day. It formally retained its independence,
although actually it was controlled by TUNGSRAM.
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The necessary, quite large amount of packaging material meant an equally severe problem forTUNGSRAM.
For this reason the talks that had earlier been initiated
about buying the shares of the Nemenyi Paper Mill of
Csepel were renewed in 1920. TUNGSRAM secured an
option to buy these shares, although it never purchased them. Business considerations moved the
company to choose another soution. The shares of the
paper mill nominally went into the possession of
TUNGSRAM, and the Ujpest factory's interests were
represented in the Nemenyi Paper Mill's board of
^kdirectors by Lipot Aschner and one of his sons. Pal
Aschner. In return, members of the Nemenyi family
also had a say in the running of TUNGSRAM; for
example. Dr. Bela Nemenyi ran the Law Department as
company director.
•^•.:
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As we have already pointed out, the domestic market
only had a secondary importance to TUNGSRAM, at
least as far as quantity was concerned. Nevertheless,
the company management could not ignore what
was taking place on the home front of incandescent
lamp production. Understandably, they were concerned to hear the news in 1922 that a new incandescent lamp factory was in the making in Budapest.
The fact that one of the inventors of the tungsten
lamp, Sandor Just was a m o n g the founders of the
new factory, made the emergence of the competitor
all the more alarming to the management of
TUNGSRAM.
The Just factory held its statutory meeting on 9 January, 1921, and the construction of the new incandescent lamp factory in Ujpest, on the site of an old liquor
factory was immediately decided. The factory was
designed to produce 30,000 lamps a day. The first
lamps were produced still in the same year and were
marketed in 1922. Since the factory was able to
produce most of its basic materials — for example,
glass bulbs which were produced in blast furnace pots
within the factory — it was a potential threat to
TUNGSRAM'S sumpremacy on the domestic market.
Also, the name 'Just' must have had a good ring,
because the new company was soon given substantial
domestic and foreign orders.
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The first period in the history of the Just factory proved
to be a success. For a while the share-buying fever,
brought about by the high inflation rate, even guaranteed the capital necessary for the factory to purchase
equipments. The majority of the shares were in the
hands of six private investors, w h o had increasing
difficulties in raising the money for the newer and
newer investments. The main share-holders already
offered the shares of the Just factory for sale to
TUNGSRAM in 1922, but Izzo declined the offer at that
time. In 1924, when the setting up of the international
incandescent lamp cartel was already under way, the
syndicate of the four leading companies (IGEC, Osram,
Philips and TUNGSRAM) decided that the time was
ripe for getting rid of their competitor: they did not
want to give to Just factory its quota, or rather, they
wanted to lay their hands on that quota. In the Summer
of 1924 the syndicate, through various agents including one of the directors of the Just factory, quietly
bought the shares from the previously mentioned six
inventors and one large bank, MOKTAR, as well as
from other share-holders. On 16 October, 1924 the
leaders of TUNGSRAM suddenly appeared on the
board meeting of Just factory and announced that they
held the majority of the shares and they were unwilling
to put any more money into the company which was
already operating with a loss. The board of directors
had no choice but to close d o w n the factory and lay off
the employees and the workers. Some stormy scenes
took place in the general meeting of the Just factory,
held in December, 1924, when the small share-holders,
together with the sacked employees and workers,
voiced their grievances. But every show of temper was
wasted. The Just company went into liquidation, the
factory was dismantled, the machines were moved to
the Ujpest plant of TUNGSRAM and the old factory
building was used as a storage space, carpentry
workshop, etc. Since the factory's liquidation was
prolonged by the small share-holders' resistance (until
1948, in fact), the syndicate tried to profit from the
formal existence of the Just factory even during the
years of the liquidation procedure. Sandor Just's
silence was bought for the yearly sum of a thousand
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dollars, the ex-director of the factory was fomally
employed by TUNGSRAM, while the quota allocated
to the Just factory within the international cartel was
divided between the four large connpanies.
The campaign launched against the Just company
coincided with a major event in the incandescent lamp
industry, the forming of the international incandescent lamp cartel.
The intense industrial developments following the
First World War, together with the growing competition on the markets and the dynamic channelling of
capital towards the incandescent lamp production and
other branches of the electrical industry, moved the
leading factories of the world to establish an international cartel. The idea of a cartel was brought up by
the Dutch company. Philips, and the German Osram
Group. With the exception of the French, Belgian and
the Spanish companies, almost every European factory joined the cartel. After holding long preliminary
talks, the signing of the agreement, known as the
'General Patent and Business Development Agreement', took place on 14 December, 1924. The cartel's
legal body was incorporated underthe name of PHOEBUS S. A. PHOEBUS, which resided in Geneva, managed the cartel's affairs as an independent body. The
cartel agreement very strictly regulated the operation
of the member companies. It worked almost as a separate international company with elected boards, appointed executives, independent inspectors. At the
end, 90—95 percent of the world's incandescent lamp
producers joined the cartel. At the same time, the
cartel consisted of several groups, the most significant
being IGEC (which, however, only joined the cartel
with its European branches on account of the American antitrust laws), the German Osram group, the Philips concern, English Electric Company and TUNGSRAM'S concerns. These five groups made up the core
of the cartel, as evidenced in the fact that they held ten
of the sixteen seats — and therefore, the majority — on
the board of directors. Since TUNGSRAM was a founding member, it, too, had a place on the board of
directors, allocated to Lipot Aschner, w h o was at one
point the vice-chairman of the board. In addition, he
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was actively involved in other organizations and committees of the cartel. TUNGSRAM'S participation and
its leading position hence secured had the added
advantage that its employees — primarily researchers
— had a chance to study the work of other cartel
companies.
Beside and on top of the already listed groups, there
were the so-called 'pools' formed in order to secure
stronger positions within the cartel. These 'pools'
developed closer, direct cooperation between each
other. An example of such 'pools' was the one constituted by Philips, the Osram Group and TUNGSRAM.
These associations, however, failed to eliminate the
constant disputes — and in some cases litigation,
even-between the members.
PHOEBUS $. A. was formed with the high-minded
objective of improving the standard and the economy
of electrical light sources all over the w o r l d . In fact, the
real aim behind this slogan was to drive the nonmember companies out of the market. There is some
written evidence in the PHOEBUS documents showing
that in the most important areas PHOEBUS was only
prepared to give 5 percent of the market to the
non-member companies.
Improving the quality of the lamps was only one way
of getting rid of the competition, rather than being its
ultimate goal. At the same time and as a by-product,
this ruthless competition between the companies, and
the attempt to destroy the weaker contestants and take
over their shares of the market, resulted some very
significant technological advances.
It was PHOEBUS, for example, which for the first time
carried out a complete rentability study concerning
lighting. The cost of electrical energy, the initial investment, the cost of replacing the light bulbs and servicing the light system featured in this calculation. The
calculation aimed to show that, even when the higher
electricity rates of the 1930s were considered, it was
worth trading off the increased luminous efficiency of
the lamps with a shorter useful life. This was how the
1,000 hour useful life of the general service lamps
arose and became standard. This is still an accepted
figure in Europe today. The companies not joining the
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cartel made a big show of the fact that their lamps
lasted longer than 1,000 hours. Only they forgot to
mention that the luminous efficiency of their lamps
was inferior.
PHOEBUS, too, had to propound the scientific foundation of its stance in the question of the useful life of the
lamps. The general benefits of this research were felt
throughout the entire industry for decades to come.
The joint scientific capacity of the cartel members was
needed to come up with a mathematical relationship
between luminous efficiency, energy consumption
and useful life for the various types of lamps.
The cartel agreement specified compulsory standards
for incandescent lamps. It formulated the concept of
SCE (Standard Corporation Efficiency) for checking
whether the products of the member companies met
the specification. SCE expressed all the qualitative
paremeters of an incandescent lamp in a single
paremeter, making the comparison between various
products possible. PHOEBUS established its own research laboratory, where the products of all the cartel
members — as well as those of the non-member
companies — were regularly tested. This way PHOEBUS became the pioneer of the practice of statistical
quality control, which has been widely used in several
branches of the industry ever since.
One of the major functions of PHOEBUS was the
division of the market between the members by way of
defining their quotas. The quotas were determined on
the basis of the member companies' sales figures in
1921 or 1922. The quotas were expressed in 'units', this
way dealing with lamps of various types and outputs.
Prices were calculated in the currency of 'Phoebus S'
which was linked to the value of the gold dollar. At the
time of founding the cartel, TUNGSRAM'S quota
amounted to 5.655 percent of the world's total production: 22,199,121 units or 17 million lamps annually.
With this figure TUNGSRAM came third in the cartel
after Philips and Osram.
By the way, at the time of founding the cartel a certain
'reserve fund' was set aside for TUNGSRAM with
reference to the fact that it still could not recover from
the damages of the First World War.
•..'>
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The cartel agreement permitted each member company to 'trade' with each other in their quotas according to the members' special business interests or any
other considerations. Naturally, these transactions
were rigorously checked and this option was only
allowed if strict financial conditions were met.
In the first three years TUNGSRAM'S share in the
cartel's sales was as follows:

Fiscal period

The cartel's
total
sales

TUNGSRAM'S
sales

Over
orunder
achievement

inthousar id units
First period.
01/01/192531/05/1926

592,000

30,710

—2,288

Second period.
01/06/192630/06/1927

448,000

26,593

+ 1,187

493,000

29,460

—3,841

Third period.
01/07/1927-

The figures show that in the first period TUNGSRAM
was unable to meet its quota as defined by the cartel
and received a refund of 490,000 Pengos in return. In
the second period it overshot the target and hence was
obliged to pay compensation to its partners in the sum
of 230,000 Pengos. In the third period its sales, again,
fell short of its quota, and the sales figures of the
following years showed similar variations. The quotas
were subject to changes, as the companies which paid
compensation after their excess production in one
year, asked for the raising of their quotas next year. For
example, at the end of the 1920s TUNGSRAM agreed
to hand over its quotas in China and Brazil to IGEC on
account of the high cost of transportation.
We must point out that in cases where larger quotas
changed hands, the companies actually delivering the
goods were obliged to use the trademarks of the
companies which originally owned the quotas, and
their products had to meet very strict specifications.
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There were ceaseless manipulations around the
quotas by the member companies, often resulting in
acrimonious disputes about the way of rendering the
accounts. In such disputes — or, in fact, in any
disagreement between the member companies — a
separate jury, elected by the cartel's general meeting,
was to mediate. In disputes between cartel members
and outsider companies or government bodies the
cartel's interests were represented by PHOEBUS S. A.
or its attorneys.
Perhaps the most important part of the cartel agreement was the section laying down the extremely harsh
regulations in dealing with the non-member companies. Cartel members were forbidden to sell basic
materials and parts to the outsider companies so that
they would not become more competitive. In order to
remain competitive at all, the outsider companies
responded to this by lowering their prices below that
of the cartel members.
The cartel launched a ruthless price war against the
outsider companies. They produced second-line
lamps — "Nebenmarke Kampf-Lampe", in German —
and sold them considerably below the price of the outsider companies' products. (The second-line lamps
were produced using reject tungsten filaments of
uneven thickness.)

also provided a certain technical advantage to its
members, since — according to the cartel agreement
— the members were free to use each others' patents,
and were only obliged to settle the finances later. The
guaranteed market and the technological advantages,
therefore, had great advantages for the cartel members, w h o — expecially in the first period — made quite
a profit. They were able to finance their research and
development and the initially loss-making electronic
vacuum tube production f r o m this money.
When the Germans occupied The Netherlands first
and then France, the Dutch Philips and the French
incandescent lamp factories went into their possession. This w o u l d have meant the German control of the
cartel. The war gradually rendered the operation of
PHOEBUS impossible. The international incandescent
lamp cartel practically ended its operation after the
outbreak of the Second World War. In January, 1941
TU NGSRAM notified L.J. Van der Valk, the chief executive officer of PHOEBUS of its intention to leave the
cartel as of 1 March, 1941, and with that its membership was formally terminated.

The purpose of the price war was to subdue the
outsider companies. These could only choose between two possibilities: either they joined the cartel or
withdrew from the incandescent lamp business.
The cartel quite often bought a company and either ran
it under the name of one of its member companies, or
closed it down. The latterhappened to the Just factory.
In fact, the interests of the strongly centralized international incandescent lamp cartel ran counter to the
interests of the consumers. With its strict business
policy and monopolistic prices and quality, the cartel
was able to fill the shops and the customers' homes
and factories with lamps which suited the interests of
its own membership. At the same time, the cartel
secured a market for its members, w h o pocketed an
extra profit from the monopolistic prices. The cartel

After the First World War an important new section
was added to the electrical industry: electronics. The
traditional products of the electrical business were
generators, electric motors, transformers, indicating
device etc.
. «. .
y .
The widespread use of incandescent lamps served the
development of electronic vacuum tubes. Then the
radios became popular, and with that the production
of radio valves took off in a big way. The broadcasting
business launched in America gave a great boost to
the radio industry. Following the example, the standardized and closely interconnected development of
radio transmitters and receivers began all over the
world.
The constant drive to perfect the existing tubes was the
major task o f t h e electronic vacuum tube industry. This

The First Years of Electron
Tube Production

• . • ^ ^ .
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was aimed at t w o major objectives: on the one side,
there was the economy, the safety and the durability of
the tubes, as well as the cheaper and better production
technology. The technical development aiming to
serve these t w o goals brought about changes, first of
all, in the basic material and the structure of the
cathodes, beginning with the tungsten cathodes right
to the modern oxide cathodes.
The other main objective was to increase the number
of applications of electronic vacuum tubes, as well as
their wattage. The satisfactory technical solution of the
problem meant by heating the thermionic valves from
the mains posed a great deal of difficulties.
By the end of the 1920s the elctronic vacuum tubes
powered by batteries had been more or less phased
out. The development of electronic vacuum tubes
designed to run on the mains had greater prospective
and helped to increase the wattage and the sensitivity
of the tubes. At the same time, solutions had to be
found to the special technical problems accompanying
operation from the mains, such as the occasional
power surges, for example, which could damage the
extremely sensitive tubes.
The boom in the production of electronic vacuum
tubes in Hungary took place between the t w o world
wars. The work-force was there, and the Hungarian
experts acquired a good reputation in the electrical
industry. The necessary basic materials were available
in Hungary, and the industry only had to rely on
foreign export for smaller quantities. There was an
almost unlimited market for the products. The country
was still in a backward state as far as electrification was
concerned and this way the further growth of the
market with the advance of electrification could rightly
be expected. The relatively low cost of production and
the renowned reputation of the Hungarian technical
staff had a favourable influence on the export. For the
above reasons, the introduction of electronic vacuum
tube production in Hungary seemed attractive to the
investors. Between the t w o world wars we can distinguish two periods in the Hungarian electron tube
production. The first period lasted until the early
1930s, when broadcasting started in Hungary, which
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resulted in a growing number of radio sets in the
country. In 1927 there were only 82,000 people who
owned radio licenses in the whole country, as opposed
to the 300,000 licence owners in 1930. This period saw
the founding of the radio valve industry.
TUNGSRAM produced electronic vacuum tubes forthe
field radios of the Austro-Hungarian army already in
1917, but those were, more or less, custom-built. The
real mass production began in 1922. That was the time
when the Audion Department was established
within the factory. Beside producing electronic vacuum tubes, some research and development was also
part of the work of the department. (The Research
Laboratory was also involved in producing radio valves.) Only a limited number of documents have survived to tell about the first years of operation in the life
of the Audion Department. Jeno Pinterwas most likely
to be in charge of the technological development and
the start of production in the early days, while Karoly
Czukor and his group handled the construction of the
tubes as well as the electronic problems in general.
The cathodes of the first electronic vacuum tubes of
TUNGSRAM were still made of tungsten and were
marketed with the designation H2 and H3. The MR
series—MR2 and MRS—came out in 1925; they had
tungsten cathodes, containing a small amount of
thorium. This type helped spreading the radios' popularity, since it operated at a lower temperature—1600
C—which, in turn, allowed the extended use of batteries as power supplies. Therefore, it is hardly surprising that the first TUNGSRAM electronic vacuum tubes
were advertised in the newspapers in early 1925. The
construction of the surviving H2, H3, MR2 and MR3
tubes shows that these tubes followed the American
and the French design, rather than that of the Germans.
During the mid-1920sthe production technology went
through changes, too. At that time the machinery, was
the same as in the production of incandescent lamps.
To achieve the appropriate vacuum level, diffusion
pumps replaced the earlier used rotational oil pumps.
Later on magnesium getter was used to maintain a
good vacuum throughout the useful life of the tubes.
•
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The extremely rapid development of radio technology
started a fierce competition in the international market
all over the world, which resulted in newer an newer
tube designs. In the mid-1920s the barium tubes
appeared on the European markets and, since the
older Tungsram tube designs could not compete
against these valves, the Audion Department was
facing the prospects of the closure.
Then TUNGSRAM'S two experts. Dr. Karoly Czukor
and Erno Winter developed Tungsram's own barium
tube in about four months of intensive work and, in
1927, these tubes appeared on the market. The barium
tube was further developed and, following Pal Tury's
research, the expensive and fragile platinum used in
the cathode was replaced with the cathode core of
metallic tungsten. This research produced tubes, such
as the G409, which already reached the w o r l d standard. There were several other changes in the construction of the tubes; for example, tubes were produced
with two or more grids, which allowed the use of
smaller batteries as power supplies in radios . . . (During the 1920s electrification in Hungary — especially in
the rural areas — was far from complete, therefore,
each radio set required its own power supply.) As a
result of the triumph of broadcasting, the structural
development of the tubes went through its most
dynamic phase. The competition between the factories made the development even faster. There was
still no cartel agreement between the factories which
produced radio valves, so TUNGSRAM faced fierce
competition trying to find export market for its goods
produced in excess of the domestic consuption. By the
end of the 1920s TUNGSRAM was making progress in
this respect and the Tungsram tubes were sold all over
the world in evergrowing numbers.
The surviving documentation of the production and
export of radio valves is relatively scarce, and the
various figures often contradict each other. The volume of production between the years of 1925 and 1930
went (approximately) as follows:

Year
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930

Number oftubes
252,000
291,000
• 262,000
291,000
642,000
1,123,000

According to other sources, 379,000 radio tubes were
produced in the fiscal year of 1926-1927. This figure
fell to 170,000 in the fiscal year of 1927-1928.
The number of tubes sold fell short of the number of
tubes produced. The sales figures in the same two
fiscal years went as follows:
1926-1927
1927-1928

288,000
150,000

The next table shows the geographical breakdown of
the sales figures:
1926-1927
fiscal year
Hungary
Europe
America
Elsewhere

56,000
190,000
39,000
3,000

1927-1928
/

pieces
53,000
74,000
22,000
1,000

As the tables indicate, only 20-25 percent of the total
number of tubes were sold on the domestic market;
more than half was built into the radios of other
European countries and the rest was realized on other
markets. Austria provided the greatest market, while
the Argentine sales more or less accounted for the
American market. Tungsram tubes were sold in almost
every European countries, but India and South Africa
was also among its clients. The sales were conducted
mostly through the various foreign sales offices of
Tungsram which had been set up all over the w o r l d .
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Radio valve production was still largely a matter of
manual work in this period; it was not a profitable
business and only its perspectives could justify the
investment. The total costs of the 170,000 tubes produced in 1927—1928 added up to 248,20 percent of the
total sales price. In this, 71,7 percent was the cost of
material, 28,88 percent was the labour cost and the
so-called factory overhead costs made up 147.62
percent. The above cost analysis in itself can show the
financial drawbacks resulting both from the large
structural investments of the introduction of massproduction after rapid development and from the
expensive basic materials. These years really were the
heroic times of radio valve production.
The bad business figures of the 1920s, however, did
not discourage the management of TUNGSRAM. The
fact that the entire ground floor and first floor of
Building No. 36, which was built in 1930, was given to
the radio valve production or, using its contemporary
name, the Audion Factory, can testify to that. Engineer
Holzer was put in charge of the factory. Istvan EIek, an
accounting expert of great organizational talent was
given the task of reducing the production costs of the
factory and turning the previously loss-making business into a profitable one. The second period, when
the structural investments were reaped and the rational organization of the work began, took place in the
1930s.

The First Decade
of the Research Laboratory
No large company can do without research and development. Perhaps more than the invention of new
products, the perfecting of existing products and
technologies, as well as the adapting of other companies' inventions to the conditions of one's o w n
factory necessitate the intensive work in this field.
Hungary has several scientists and engineers whose
discoveries and inventions considerably contributed
I; '

to the prosperity of the country's industry. These
pioneers mostly worked on a single project, quite often
had no connections with the industry, while others
became investors or at least top managers in various
factories. Of all the large Hungarian companies only
TUNGSRAM had its o w n research and development
centre, the Research Laboratory set up in 1921.
Research Laboratory — which continued to operate
throughout periods up to the present day — had
varying success. Almost a decade had past before its
t w o major inventions — the large-crystal tungsten coil
and the incandescent lamp filled with krypton — were
born. These t w o results had — and still have —
wide-ranging implications in the industry all over the
world.
The successes of the technical and industrial development, which had been born in our defensive war
efforts in the First World War and which continued to
shape the industry and the structure of the whole
technical sphere of postwar era, while also intensifying the competition on the international markets,
greatly contributed to the founding of the Tungsram
Research Laboratory. The survival in the competition
was the external stimulus which prompted the management of TUNGSRAM to establish the laboratory.
Lipot Aschner, the chief executive officer of
TUNGSRAM did not have a technical aptitude; instead, he had a feel for hitting on the right ideas to
create the appropriate technical background for a
solid, competitive and profitable company.
'
^..
There had been research and development in
TUNGSRAM before the Research Laboratory was
founded. We only need to refer to Sandor Just's and
Ferenc Hanaman's tungsten lamp invented in 1903, or
the successful development of radio valves in 1917.
These results, however, were not the products of
carefully planned and coordinated research.
Choosing the head of the Research Laboratory caused
considerable headache for the company management. People having the right academic qualifications
could only be found in universities, and they were not
willing to give up their position for an undoubtedly
different line of work, more closely connected to the
•'?-
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industry. Lipot Aschner announced on TUNGSRAM'S
board meeting held on 11 December, 1920 that Ignac
Pfeifer had accepted the job of running the laboratory.
(On the same meeting the sum of 1.6 million Koronas
was allocated for the equipment of the lab.) Ignac
Pfeifer (1867—1941) had been a lecturer in the Chemistry Department of the Budapest Technical University
since 1912. He joided the movement of the socialist
engineers in 1918, and during the Hungarian Council
Republic he was the head of the Social Production
Commissariat, beside participating in the work of
several committees of the Science and Technology
Council. In the purge following the fall of the Council
Republic a number of prominent scientists of the
Technical University, as well as other institutions,
were made redundant. A great many of them fled
Hungary, seeking famein other countries for themselves as well as the land which expelled them. Ignac
Pfeifer stayed. He even resigned from his university
chair voluntarily in order "to protest against the measures (numerus clausus) irreconcilable with the idea of
human rights". Ignac Pfeifer accepted the job of running TUNGSRAM'S research laboratory.
Although Pfeifer's original research had been somewhat different, as an excellent organizer and a scientist
of good practical sense, he became more than simply
the head of an institute which was unique in the
industry at the time: he grew to be its inspiration and
spiritual father. Pfeifer continued to be loyal to his
progressive ideas: in the 1920s he became a member
of liberal bourgeois parties and also had a leading role
in the free-masonic movement.
Ignac Pfeifer was not the only one who gave up (or,
was forced to give up) the — at the time, more
respectable — university post to do industrial research. Ignac Pfeifer selected his first colleagues
mostly from the most talented — and similarly inclined
— people of the young academic generation. That was
how Dr. Imre Brody, Dr. Pal Selenyi, Pal Vidor, etc. got
to work in the Research Laboratory.
Industrial research is different from the kind of research taking place in universities. Acclimatization to
the new circumstances naturally caused some prob-

lems to the new colleagues in switching from
academic work to industrial research. In an interview
given later Dr. Pal Selenyi said: " . . . t h e tendency of
transforming (its results) into technical use, i.e. inventions, is inherent in science, and an industrial researcher does nothing more than trying to speed this
process up a little."
The management of TUNGSRAM gave lots of freedom
to its researchers. Perhaps that was how the management tried to make up for their sacrificing the greater
freedom of academic research for the sake of the
industry. Nevertheless, the management demanded
results which helped the production and could be
converted into money. The contract of the engineers
and physicians employed by the Research Laboratory
included a condition, whereby they had to conduct
their projects so that they end in inventions. The
patents had to be registered under the name of
TUNGSRAM, and it was TUNGSRAM w h o would first
of all benefit from the resulting profits, although the
inventors, too, shared in the fame and fortune. But
patents did not follow immediately; it took time before
the work of the research laboratory produced significant results. The management of TUNGSRAM — and
Lipot Aschner, more than anyone else — supported
the work of the laboratory with the necessary patience
and finances. Once Imre Brody remarked about the
money spent on research: " . . .they did not give all
that money to the research laboratory from humanitarian reasons; instead, they invested so that one day a
successful invention w o u l d return the investment with
ample profit". The same thing was expected from the
Research Laboratory, and its staff had to live up to this
expectation. Initially the Research Laboratory had very
modest means. Its first home was a one-storey building consisting of a few rooms, and it was annually
extended. The new building was handed over in 1930.
It was regarded a modern laboratory at the time,
providing a comfortable work environment for the
staff.
The research carried out during the first phase of the
laboratory's history was aimed at perfecting the production of incandescent lamps. This work had t w o
"-V,
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major areas. One was improving the production of
incandescent lamps in order to enhance their luminous efficiency and the quality of the light. The other
area was the constant checking of the basic materials
necessary for incandescent lamps (metals, glass,
gases, etc.) and the developing of new materials.
Parallel with the automatization of incandescent lamp
production, the possible improvements in the production technology and the assistance in solving the
problems of automatization came to the fore of the
researchers attention.
There were projects which continued to feature on the
Research Laboratory's agenda throughout its history
— for example, the work aimed at perfecting the
tungsten filament. Tungsten filaments had to face
extremely rigorous requirements. It had been known
for long that the mechanical properties of tungsten
depended on its crystal structure. All over the world
researchers tried to produce tungsten structured from
large crystals. The task was all the more challenging
since the desired technology should have been suitable for mass-production, not simply for laboratory
conditions. This problem occupied the staff of the
Research Laboratory for quite some time, until their
research was finally crowned with considerable success.
Wide-ranging experiments were carried out concerning the other important element of vacuum technology, molybdenum. There was continuous work in
glass technology and, after long and steady efforts, the
researchers succeeded in producing glass which was
suitably manageable and transparent. Appropriate
processes for etching, painting and coating glass were
also developed. The work of the Research Laboratory
was not separated rigorously from the activities of
other technical staff working within the factory. Developing automatic telephone exchanges, incandescent lamps and radio valves in the same location had
the added advantage of allowing the healthy "migrat i o n " of the professional staff and the well-qualified
workers. This opportunity left the door open for
everyone to find the place most suited to their talents
within the factory. For example, that was how Gyorgy
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Szigeti moved first to the Research Laboratory in 1928,
after working in the Mechanical Department, and
eventually ended up in the Audion Department where
he studied the areas of application of radio valves, as
well as their calibration. Moving the talents around
continued to be a company policy. TUNGSRAM'S
Patent Office belonged to the Research Laboratory. Its
task was to register the patents used by the company,
but also, to keep the researchers informed about the
patents sand monitor the status of research projects
from the viewpoint of registering them as patents. The
reputation of Tungsram's researchers very soon
spread outside the factory. Ignac Pfeifer became the
president of the Hungarian Chemistry Society, Dezso
Pillitz, and later, Pal Vidor, its first secretary. The staff
of the research laboratory held several lectures in
various societies and published articles in technical
journals.

The Emergence
of the TUNGSRAM Corporation
and its Business Achievements ^^•
Earlier we have already noted what steps TUNGSRAM
took in order to be self-sufficient both in basic and in
secondary materials. To this effect they bought the
glass factory of Tokod and the shares in the paper mill
of the Nemenyi brothers. Then, in the interest of
defining a production profile, they bought shares in
the Telephone Factory and took part in founding
Standard Electric Corp. All this took place within
Hungary.
During
the early
1920s,
however,
TUNGSRAM started to increase the number of its
foreign investments. 1922 TUNGSRAM bought from
Elektro-bank of Warsaw the shares of the Warsaw
incandescent lamp factory called Cyrkon. Cyrkon was
capable of producing 1 million lamps annually.
TUNGSRAM continued to use the Cyrkon trademark as
a secondary trademark even after the Second World
War. TUNGSRAM continuously acquired new foreign
sales agencies, the most significant of which operated
••-.._.
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as independent public companies. In 1927 the
TUNGSRAM corporation consisted of the following
factories and commercial enterprises:
Factories (100 percent interest)
Elektrische GliJhlampenfabrik " W a t t " A.G., Vienna
Zjednoczone Fabryka Zarowek Spoike Akczyjna (Cyrkon), Warsaw
Tokod Glass Works Corp., Budapest
"Klara" Glashuttenwerke A.G., Utekac (Glass Factory
of Ujantalvolgy)
Factories (Joint ownership)
Telephone Factory Corp., Budapest
Standard Electric Co., Budapest
Dial Telefon S C , Budapest

And they also informed the Stock Exchange where the
share prices of a company were basically determined
by the dividends paid out to the share-holders. As a
result, these public reports ought to be treated with a
good deal of reservation, since the above considerations, and not the actual accuracy, played a large part
in preparing them.
The most important entry in theTUNGSRAM reports is
the profit. After the fiscal year of 1925—1926 this went
as follows (1925—1926 was the first time that the
accounts were made using a stable currency, Pengo):

•.

Sales Agencies Abroad
Tungsram Elektrizitats A.G., Bratislava
Tungsram GliJhlampen und Elektrizitats GmbH,
Prague
Tungsram Sahko O.Y., Helsinki
Tungsram Electricitates Aktielskab, Coppenhague
Minora Societe a Responsabilite Limitee, Paris
Sociedad Tungsram Fabrice de Lamparas
Incandescencia, Madrid
Tungsram Elektrizitats A.G., Zurich and its branches:
Tungsram, Brussels
Tungsram, Bucharest
Tungsram, Milan
Tungsram,Temesvar
Tungsram, Zagreb
Tungsram, Kolozsvar
Tungsram, Belgrade
Tungsram, Alexandria
In addition to the independent sales agencies working
under the name Tungsram there were nearly fifty
ventures selling Tungsram products all over the world
as sales representatives and commissioned agents.
The profitability of a certain company is best shown by
the financial reports filed at the end of each fiscal year.
Public companies were obliged by law to produce and
publish such reports in the period between the t w o
world wars. These reports were presented formally on
the general meeting of the shareholders, but they also
helped to inform the public about the profitability (or
the lack of it!) of a company. The published reports
also served as the basis of taxation to the authorities.

Fiscal year

Profits in Pengos

1925-1926
1926-1927
1927-1928
1928-1929
1929-1930

1,447,686
1,943,341
2,738,826
3,168,148
3,897,760

The above figures unequivocally show that, according
to the key indicator, the company's finances looked
extremely healthy during the five years: the profit was
doubled. With the rising profits the dividends paid out
to the shareholders also grew. The dividends paid after
a share, having the nominal value of 40 Pengo went as
follows:
Divided

Fiscal year

in Pengos
1926-1927
1927-1928
1928-1929
1929-1930

4.00
5.00
5.60
6.40

in%
'

10
12
14
16

Actually, the dividend paid in 1929—1930 was the
highest between the t w o world wars.
One of the main sources of increasing the profit —
always and everywhere — is the numerical growth in
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the volume of production. The truth of this statement
w o u l d be hard to prove in the case of TUNGSRAM
since it was in these years that the company changed
its production profile and gave up producing railway
security systems, telephone exchanges and telegraphequipment. For this reason we only consider the
production figures of the surviving units, the Lamp
Manufacturing Department and the Audion Department:
-:
.:

Fiscal year

Incandescent
lamp production

Radio tube
production

15,088,000 pes
23,429,000 pes

252,000 pes
1,123,000 pes

1925
1930

ed results in every field. For example, there was no
significant drop in the cost of production, which would
otherwise be expected in cases of such marked increases in the volume of production.
The profitability of incandescent lamp production
went as follows (per lamps, in fillers):

1926/27

Regarding the first and the last year's figures of the
above specified period it is clear that the volume of
production of the t w o major products increased considerably. In the same time, the value of the company's
assets decreased as a result of the already mentioned
changes in the production profile.

18,733,672
18,733,672
14,276,056 .
14,276,056 :
14,675,465

1925-1926
1926-1927
1927-1928
1928-1929
1929-1930

The cost of automatization carried out during the worst
years of inflation was included in the high figure of the
first year, and was quoted in the balance sheet already
in stable Pengo. The fact that the previously described
growth of production was achieved without enlarging
the factory shows the success of the modernization
programme in the case of incandescent lamp production. But automatization did not yet bring the anticipat' • '
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proceeds (less the costs
of marketing)

89

89

Production costs

49.3

47.6

Other costs (opening costs,
interests, depreciation
charges, etc.)

22.9

25.5

Total costs
Total profit

72.2
16.8

73.1
15.9

As a result of the automatization, the production costs
of incandescent lamp manufacturing decreased, but
this was offset by an even greater increase in the
operating costs. This way the profitability of incandescent lamp manufacturing suffered an — admittedly
marginal — setback. Nevertheless, it still stayed over
15 percent and, as such, remained a profitable business.
• '
(This analysis did not feature in the financial reports.)
The rentability of electrical vacuum tube manufacturing showed some improvements in 1928—1930, but
this branch was still at an early stage of development.
There were further profits from the payments owing to
the installation of the automatic telephone exchanges
of Budapest by Standard Rt. — although this, again,
was not included in the reports. From all this we can
infer that TUNGSRAM'S actual profits considerably
exceeded those admitted in the reports. There were a
number of ways to conceal the actual profit. From the
next table it is clear that the stocks very heavily
featured in the balance sheets.

The value of factory site,
buildings, equipment in Pengos

Fiscal year

1927/28

-
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Fiscal year

Value in Pengos

1925-1926
1926-1927
1927-1928
1928-1929
1929-1930

10,587,325
9,978,397
6,442,193
6,833,512
8,390,266

~ '

In general, the stocks held the company's sixmonth
requirements, and in the case of the finished lamps, its
eight-month projected sales. The relatively high level
of stocks concealed some real difficulties; for example,
the basic materials mostly included metals which were
extremely difficult to come by. The size of the stocks of
finished lamps is explained by certain stock systems
and the lagging transportation. With the exception of
1928—1930, there were always about 10 million lamps
stocked up. But the large stocks also permitted to
conceal some internal reserves.
Certain reserves were openly declared in the reports. A
very important entry in the balance sheets was the
depreciation deductions which reached extremely
high percentage in the case of TUNGSRAM. Just to
give an idea, let's take the fiscal year of 1929—1930,
when the factory building and equipments were estimated to be worth of 14,675,465 Pengos. This has to be
compared with the same year's depreciation figure of
12,715,465 Pengos.
The section dealing with debits and claims in the
reports gives an opportunity to draw some interesting
conclusions.

Fiscal year
1925-1926
1926-1927
1927-1928
1928-1929
1929-1930

Claims (debtors) Debits (creditors)
8,792,619
12,235,132
10,463,495
11,403,495
10,654,230

7,198,679
8,889,125
2,985,171
3,586,071
2,690,485

From the entries listed under Debits it is clear that
TUNGSRAM hardly ever had to rely on creditors
during the second half of the 192$, since it had
sufficient working capital at that time.
During the same years the company's total claims
grew significantly and exceeded its debits many times
over. A number of realistic factors contributed to the
high figures in its outstanding claims; for example, it
took a couple of years to settle the PHOEBUS accounts
or to sort out the finances with the com missioned sales
agents which were often working in remote areas. The
situation was similar in the case of the subsidiary
firms. Actually, it w o u l d be very difficult to find out
about the real financial state of the subsidiaries, since
the reports did not have the appropriate statistics. We
do have some information on the subsidiaries from
other sources, although not about each year. The
Viennese Watt factory showed a profit of 286,000
Pengos in 1928, Cyrkon of Warsaw closed the same
year with roughly similar profits, the profits of Tokod
Glass Factory SC. reached 280,000 Pengos, and the
profits of Klara Glass Factory of Ujantalvolgy, 340,000
Pengos. A large part of the subsidiaries' profits were
swallowed up by TUNGSRAM either through overcharging them for the basic materials and the intermediate products supplied to them, or — exactly the
other way around — through paying less for the basic
materials bought from them.
For the lack of internal financial reports, the real
profitability of TUNGSRAM is best revealed from the
reports of the accountants of the bank, itself financially
interested in the company, Pesti Hungarian Commercial Bank.
An examination of TUNGSRAM'S books in 1929 sums
up the company's actual financial status in the following table (in Pengos):

TUNGSRAM
the plan
(a subjective estimate)
bonds (based on actual
Stock Exchanges figures)
stocks (without remainders)
debtors (less the creditors
setting up a pension fund

(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

A grand total of
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,v
7,000,000
18,235,000
18,235,000
6,596,000

*y

12,209,000
44,040,000

The final figure shows that the actual value of the
412,500 TUNGSRAM shares was 44 million Pengos in
1929. This implied that the shares having a nominal
value of 40 Pengos were worth 106.5 Pengos each, or
to put it in other way, they feched 250 percent of their
nominal value!
Just before the worldwide depression of 1929—1933
TUNGSRAM was in a very strong financial position.
This fact greatly helped the company to survive the
years of Depression without serious shocks. In fact, the
company made use of the slump in the housing
industry and heavily invested in construction works.
Building No. 34 was designed in 1928 and the construction of several buildings took place in 1930—
1931. These developments have determined the factory's image right until the latest times.
Building No. 36, the Research Laboratory and the
Recreation Centre were all built in this period. The
company even had reserves to exploit the grave
financial situation of its old adversary, the Kremenetzky factory, and by pressing the Viennese company into a deal, TUNGSRAM was able to improve its
positions both in the incandescent lamp cartel and on
the domestic market.
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TUNGSRAM FROM THE YEARS OF DEPRESSION UNTIL
THE END OF WORLD WAR II
The Company's Strategy in the 1930's
Like any other company, TUNGSRAM, too, faced the
hardest — and often crucial — decision: to find realistic
objectives for investing its resources available for
development. Not only did the company have to
compete on the international market against several
non-member firms outside the cartel, but also, it was
forced to keep the pace dictated by the greatest cartel
members — IGEC, Osram and Philips — irrespective of
the various cartel agreements. Later on the American
RCA and the German Telefunken also joined the three
'greats'. Although the Phoebus cartel agreement divided between the cartel members the incandescent
lamp market, but it also facilitated a competition of
quality between the member companies, instead of
eliminating it. The exchange of information between
the cartel members brought many advantages in the
technological sphere, but the adaptation of these
technologies required a lot of work and money.
The agreement on the free flow of information was not
much help in the case of new products, special purpose light sources or the entirely new type of light
sources such as electric discharge lamps and fluorescent lamps. The agreement did not included a large
part of these, or if it did, then the leading cartel
members found a way to delay giving out the
documentation until the secured a sufficient lead in the
market. TUNGSRAM'S sales agencies all over the
world rightfully demanded that in the interest of
meeting their quotas they should be allowed to lay
hands on all the new products brought out by the cartel
members. The company could only embark on developing wholly independent and innovative products

on a number of rare occasions. Everywhere else it was
forced to follow the lead on the market. Even so, the
copying of all the new developments w o u l d have been
enough to exhaust the company's resources. The
company's decision to narrow the production profile,
to hand over the manufacturing of railway security
systems and telephone exchanges, and to concentrate
only on t w o areas, on the production of incandescent
lamps and vacuum tubes, seemed more and more
justified each day.
Beside appearing with newer and newer products on
the market, the companies were pressed by the international competition to raise the quality of the products, too, while the growing demand and the falling
prices required, both in the production of incandescent
lamps and radio tubes, the introduction of new machinery, automatization and significant increases in
production capacity.
In the early 1930s all the leading producers of incandescent lamps were preparing for the mass-production of low- and high-pressure discharge lamps. The
'all-conquering t i r u m p h ' of incandescent lamps, for
the time being, was able to hold out against the
development of the new products. McFarlan Moore
had just come up with the nitrogen- and the carbon
dioxide-filled discharge tubes, but discharge tubes
filled either with pure neon or neon mixed with other
inert gases were already being manufactured, using
inert gases gained from air by the process invented —
quite independently from each other — by George
Claude and Karl von Linde. General Electric Company's intensive development of its normal fluorescent lamp series resulted in a version suitable for
mass-production, as presented to the fellow cartel
members in 1938. Philips brought out its first high-
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pressure mercury vapour discharge lamps in 1936.
In the field of radio valves, beside the earlier mentioned developments, the research and development
laboratories of the leading companies were all intensely working on television receiving tubes.
In defining its business policy, TUNGSRAM relied on
the experience of the previous years. This showed that
— irrespective of the cartel agreement regulating the
sale of incandescent lamps — if the price and the
quality was right, a great deal more lamps could be
sold than specified in the quotas.
In every ten years the world's electric energy consumption roughly doubled and the demand for incandescent lamps increased at a similar rate. Large areas
awaited electrification all over the w o r l d . The consumption of incandescent lamps per capita — as
published by PHOEBUS — could well indicate the
progress. In 1936 this number was equal to 1.0 (annually and per capita) in the advanced industrialized
countries and 0.5 in Hungary.
V
Experience showed that the discharge lamps and
tubes, in spite of their improved luminous efficiency,
were no substitutes for incandescent lamps; rather,
they conquered new areas for electric lighting or
challenged the larger traditional light sources. The
operation of discharge light sources required considerably greater initial investment than their incandescent counter-parts of equal luminous
power;
moreover, the better luminous efficiency was partly
wasted, since for a discharge lamp to give out the
same amount of light resembling the frequency spectrum of day-light, more luminous power was needed
than in the case of incandescent lamps which had a
frequency spectrum shifted more towards the red.
Discharge light fixtures generally had larger dimensions than did the incandescent light fixtures, and their
installation also required more skill. They were less
suitable to achieve spot light or intimate effects and,
therefore, they were of little use in people's homes.
When subjected to it for a longer period, many people
get a headache from the light of discharge sources and
develop headache.
Considering the above problems, as well as other
"••7*
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aspects, TUNGSRAM formulated its business strategy
of the period. (This strategy was never summed up in
writting, nor vocally.)
1. Normal incandescent lamps provide the daily bread
and butter. The quality of these normal lamps must be
improved, keeping abreast of the other leading companies. Productivity and production capacity must be
increased by the further automation of production. At
the same time, the development of discharge light
sources, as well as their advertisement, is recommended, but not at the expense of incandescent
lamps. The production of miniature, vehicle and largesize special-service lamps must be facilitated with the
introduction of modern machinery.
2. The production of radio valves must be perfected
and increased by employing new, modern machinery.
At the same time, the management must bear in mind
that the leading companies of the industry will constantly market new versions and following the new
developments would tie up a lot of financial and
intellectual resources. Powerful vacuum pumps —
both the rotary and the mercury diffusion types —
must be designed and produced, primarily in the
interest of raising the standard of radio receiving and
transmitting tube production. Research and development teams must be set up in preparation for a
television project.
3. The production of parts must be modernized, increased in capacity and iproved in quality, because it
determines the standard of production, as well as of
quality, of all the products. For the above reason, the
capacity of the design and production of machines and
tools must be continuously improved and modernized.
4. The subsidiaries' demands for investment must be
met in order to be able to sell machinery and parts for
incandescent lamps and radio receiving tubes, this
way substituting for markets previously supplied with
finished goods but now lost in consequence of these
countries' efforts to achieve a self-sufficient and independent industry.
5. The utility service units, i.e. the plants providing or
distributing gas, steam, hydrogen, electric energy.
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etc., must be developed according to qualitative, quantitative and economic considerations parallel with
other tasks.
6. Beside setting down the major guidelines, the
management must possess the appropriate flexibility
which will allow the company to follow the changes in
the international market, both as far as technology and
quality are concerned. Production must follow the
results of research and develepment more closely. The
gap between research and industry must narrow down
and a development department suitable for designing
and introducing production technologies must be
created. The independence of all the managerial and
production units must be increased without limiting
the chief executive officer's sole responsibility in making the final decision. (Lipot Aschner would not agree
to giving that up anyway.)
7. Social institutions must be established to bind to the
factory the work-force necessary to maintain the high
standard of production. (Recreation centre, canteen,
swimming pool, sport clubs, etc.)

The Work and the Results of the Research Laboratory
in the late 1920s — as we have already pointed out —
there was a worldwide attempt to improve the quality
of incandescent lamps and to produce new types of
lightsources. The fact that the most important licenses
in the light source industry were about to expire
inspired the research and development teams and
helped the emergence of new companies outside the
cartel. "The history of the incandescent lamp industry
clearly indicates that the best protection against these
(new companies) are the patents which improve the
quality of the lamps to such an extent that a lamp of
poorer quality could not compete against these in spite
of the lower price. Therefore, we must help the technical progress of incandescent lamps with real, revolutionary inventions, rather than simply rely on the
methods of step-wise refinement" — Imre Brody

^:

wrote these words in a report prepared for Lipot
Asxhner on 14th June, 1932, in which he appealed for
more support to his ongoing experiments.
In 1930 the Research Laboratory was moved to its new,
two-storey building which then met the requirements
of the times. The library of the research centre was
situated in the building, as were the labs and the
workshops necessary to the research work. According
to a report in 1933, the sections of the Laboratory
which dealt with incandescent lamps employed
approximately 40 people. Five of them were engineers, but there were another three engineers working on the improvement of incandescent lamps in the
factory. Three engineers were employed in the patent
department and t w o worked in quality control. Our
readers might be amused to learn that Imre Brody at
one time also looked afterthe library of the Laboratory.
In 1936 certain changes took place in the management
of the Research Laboratory. That was the time when
Ignac Pfeifer, at the age of 69, retired and
TUNGSRAM'S choice of replacement fell on Zoltan
Bay, the 36 years old physicist of the University of
Szeged. Not only did TUNGSRAM offer him the top
position in the Laboratory with higher income and
better research conditions, but also, it donated 300,000
Koronas to Technical University of Budapest in order
to set up a department for him, hence founding
Central-East Europe's first Nuclear Physics Department. In 1944, following Lipot Aschner's deportation,
Zoltan Bay became TUNGSRAM'S technical manager.
While in Szeged, Zoltan Bay belonged to the circle of
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi. A staunch anti-fascist with progressive views, he did much for the persecuted people,
hiding them in the final days of the war, until he was
forced to go underground himself. Zoltan Bay immigrated to the United States in 1948. The Research
Laboratory's staff was enlarged in the 1930s: that was
when Tibor Szasz, Pal Tury, Gyorgy Tarjan, Imre Patai,
Tivadar Millner and others joined the institution.
a) The GK-tungsten

i

As we have pointed out earlier,*the gas-filled (nitrogenfilled) coiled filament lamps invented by Langmuir
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caused important changes in the light source industry
after the First World War. The coiling process imposed
new requirements on the tungsten filament. In
TUNGSRAM, like in all the other incandescent lamp
factories of the w o r l d , the race to develop the non-sagging tungsten filament was on. TUNGSRAM'S own
non-sagging filament was based on the so-called
'GK-tungsten' (Great-Crystal) which is still produced
today
under
the
same
designation.
Before
TUNGSRAM'S GK-tungsten, similar research already
took place elsewhere in the w o r l d . For example, it was
the Hungarian-born Aladar Pacz w h o introduced a
process in the United States which enabled tungsten
filaments to maintain non-sagging properties at high
temperatures. In TUNGSRAM experiments aimed at
producing large-crystal non-sagging tungsten filaments began around 1920, roughly at the time when
Pacz's patent was registered. The first time these
attempts borefruits in the form of actual patents was in
1924 and the success was linked to the names of Pal
Tury and Gyorgy Tarjan. The further development of
GK-tungsten — the basic principles of which had
already been laid down in the patent of 1924 — was the
work of Pal Tury and Tivadar Millner, the t w o chemical
engineers and metallurgists w h o , while maintaining
contacts with the Laboratory, worked in the Lamp
Manufacturing Department.
Through the production of GK-tungsten, Hungary became the leading tungsten producer of the world. The
technology and the additive developed by Millner and
Tury resulted a filament which had the desired nonsagging, large-crystal structure. The novelty of the
technology lied in the use of aluminium additives
which gave better properties than did the Americans'
additives o r t h o s e o f the Viennese Watt company. (The
Hungarian patent of 1935.) Lipot Aschner proudly
reported to the board to directors on a meeting held on
25th November, 1935: "Due to the excellent quality of
our tungsten filament, the quality of our incandescent
lamps came out on top, according to the results of the
compulsory tests performed by PHOEBUS on all the
PHOEBUS products. The American General Electric
Company is seriously interested in our filaments and
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placed quite a large order for starting materials. It
appears that IGEC is thinking about switching to our
type of filament in its production."
This is how Tivadar Millner remembered the developing of GK-tungsten in his inauguratory speech on the
Academy of Sciences in 1956: "The rods made from
pure tungsten powder consisted of crystals having
diameters of roughly 0.1 m m or less. The GK rods — or
sometimes their surfaces only — consisted of large
crystals with diameters between 5 and 10 m m . The
temperature at which pure tungsten filament of 0.1
m m crystals goes through rapid re-crystallization is
between 1000 and 1200 'C, while the corresponding
temperature in the case of GK filaments in between
2200 and 2400 'C. In the re-crystallized pure tungsten
filament of 0.1 m m long crystals the crystallites are no
longer than the diameter of the filament, while in the
case of GK filaments they can reach a length 20 or even
100 times longer than the diameter. The filaments
coiled from pure tungsten of roughly 15 microns (for
example, the double-coiled filaments soon expand
under their own weight at a temperature of 2400—
2500 'C, while the GK filaments maintain their original
length for up to a 1000 hours. The re-crystallized
tungsten filaments are extremely fragile at ordinary ^
temperatures, as opposed to the GK filament which
stays solid. The internationally acclaimed reputation
of our incandescent lamps and radio valves is based
on the above good properties of GK tungsten." The
appearance of the krypton lamps only added to the
requirements to which tungsten filaments had to stand
up. The first krypton lamps marketed by the French
Compagnie des Lampes had single-coiled filaments.
TUNGSRAM began its experiments with similar filaments. GK tungsten, however, enabled TUNGSRAM to
produce krypton lamps with double-coiled filaments,
further exploiting the advantages of krypton-filled
lamps.
b) The History of Krypton Lamps from the
to the
Mass-Production.

Patent

The greatest achievement of the Research Laboratory
was the invention of the krypton lamp. The patent was
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actually registered under the title "Gas-filled electrical
incandescent lamp with metal filament" on 1th August, 1930. But the patent bearing the number 103.551
in fact described the krypton-filled lamp.
This is how the inventor, Imre Brody, summed up the
story of the krypton lamp's birth in a subsequent piece
of writing: "The first man ever to mention krypton as a
filling gas for incandescent lamps was Jacoby. He only
referred to krypton there as a substitute for argon. It
was Claude who first stated that krypton was more
suitable than argon. He recognized that, as the result of
the lower heat conductance of krypton, the heat losses
must be also smaller in krypton than in argon. This was
not, however, followed up by actual experiments. We
discovered in February, 1929 that, quite apart from the
lower heat losses, the adverse effects of another
phenomenon (thermic diffusion) can also be reduced
by the application of krypton. This especially had
important consequences in the case of double-coiled
filaments, because the heat losses here were already
so minute that their further reduction was quite negligible, while the adverse effects of thermal diffusion
remained the same. This way the problem branched
out in two. Naturally, one cannot produce a good lamp
simply by replacing argon with krypton, so there is a
structural problem. The other problem concerns the
production of krypton.
"Air Liquide" registered several patents for producing
krypton in the 1920s. All these patents were based on
gaining krypton from air as a by-product of oxygen or
nitrogen production. This method, however, did not
seem suitable for the purposes of incandescent lamp
manufacturing, so next we speculated over the possibility of producing krypton as the primary product,
without having to separate the other components of
air, first of all the oxygen and the nitrogen. We
consulated in this matter with Linde and Air Liquide.
Few months later — and almost at the same time — all
three companies turned in patents showing that this
method was viable. Our krypton factory in Ajka was
founded on this principle and, after some initial
difficulties, it has now been working smoothly for t w o
years.
.,
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We set out to solve the structural problem concurrently with the problem of how to produce krypton.
First w e had to make a lamp to check the correctness of
our assumptions. This was not easy since krypton had
never been produced in large enough quantity to fill a
normal lamp. After long negotiations we managed to
get half a litre krypton from Linde Company. The
experiments carried out with this krypton provided the
validity of our theory. But we still had to solve several
structural problems. The poor electrical solidity of
krypton caused a lot of difficulties, especially in the
case of double coiled filaments. We overcame this
problem by getting rightthe mixture of the gases (USA
Pat. No. 2060657).
Naturally, some problems still exist, as the commercial
production of krypton lamps had only been going on
for 4 years, but w e are confident that these problems
will be solved and we shall be able to make further
improvements on the krypton lamp.
Ujpest, 1 St August, 1939
Brody"
This writing described the story of the krypton lamp
very briefly and concisely, showing both the modesty
and the confidence of a successful inventor. Let us
recapitulate the major points of the story again.
As Brody's writing revealed, the large foreign research
centres had been studying the possibility of increasing
the luminous efficiency of incandescent lamps for
quite some time. The better luminous efficiency of the
lamps filled with a mixture of argon and nitrogen —
instead of pure nitrogen — was, at that time, put down
to the poorer heat conductance of argon. Imre Brody
measured the energy balance of a 110 V/65 Dim lamp
and the results (in his own words indicated that "the
importance of the heat conductance of the filling gas
must not be overestimated, because the energy of the
ultraviolet radiation covers the greatest part of the
loss . . .
Experience showed that the replacement of 1 percent
of the nitrogen with argon already resulted in noticeable improvement of the lamp. According to the
energy figures, this improvement cannot be explained
solely by the difference in the heat conductance and
other sources must also be f o u n d . "
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Next Brody went back to the relevant physics books to
find a new starting point. Again, we quote his own
words: "After long research I found the correct explanation for the superiority of argon in the following
postulate of Chapmann's: If there is a spatial temperature difference in a mixture of gases, chiefly consisting
of a light gas mixed with a small amount of heavy gas,
then the heavy gas will shift towards the cooler place.
This phenomenon is called thermo-diffusion. This
basically differs f r o m ordinary diffusion in that ordinary diffusion tends to cancel out the differences in
density, while thermo-diffusion often causes differences in density. We can convince ourselves of the
correctness of this theory by experiments. The gas-filled incandescent lamp provides a perfect environment
for thermodiffusion. In a Langmuir-type film there is a
temperature difference of approximately 2100 'C within a distance of 1 m m (the temperature of the filament
is 2700'c, and of the gas chamber, 600 'C). The small
amount of heavy gas in this case is the tungsten
evaporated from the surface of the filament. Its molecular weight is substantially larger (186) than that of the
argon (40) or the nitrogen (28). The evaporated
tungsten atoms are driven to the outside surface of the
Langmuirfilm by thermo-diffusion. From heretheyare
swept away by convection and subsequently form
condensation on the glass surface. The process, therefore, blacks and burns out the lamps by destroying
their filament just as it does in the case of ordinary
diffusion. Now we can understand w h y the replacing
of nitrogen with argon improves the performance of
the lamps. Nitrogen has a molecular weight of 28,
argon has a molecular weight of 40. As far as weight is
concerned, argon is a lot nearer to tungsten than
nitrogen is. That means that the harmful effects or
thermo-diffusion are less substantial in argon than in
nitrogen. The realization of the fact that the useful life
of gas-filled incandescent lamps are largely determined by thermo-diffusion gave me the idea to use a
filling gas of large molecular weight. In that case the
useful life of lamps can be extended at any given
filament temperature. On the other hand, by choosing
the filament with the appropriate length and dia-
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meter we are able to raise the temperature of the
filament without reducing the useful life of the lamp."
Krypton, with its still larger molecular weight, was an
obvious candidate for the next series of experiments.
Unfortuntely, krypton was not available in suitable
quantities at that time. Brody had the following to say
about this: "To check the correctness of our theory,
first we moved in the opposite direction: in February,
1931 we built a lamp filled with the lightest of all the
inert gases, helium. Helium has a molecular weight of
4, therefore, in this case we expected very strong
thermo-diffusion. The lamp filled with helium . . . had
to be a very poor one. As the results of the experiments
entirely bore out our assumptions, w e continued the
experiments using krypton."
Imre Brody mentions in the announcement that the
chemical engineer Emil Theisz also participated in the
experiments.
After such preliminaries the first krypton lamp was
about to be made. However, since krypton was very
expensive and extremely hard to come by, grave
difficulties stood in the way of the further experiments.
At the end a lot of money and some good connections
were needed to buy the necessary amonunt of krypton.
The first six lamps were completed on 2nd July, 1931,
following the registering of the patent. The lamps were
tested by Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt of
Berlin in 1932 and the results showed that the average
useful life of krypton lamps was 1124 hours, while the
useful life of an Osram lamp of similar wattage was a
mere 299 hours. Krypton- and argon-filled lamps with
the same type of coils were used to determine the gain
in the luminous efficiency of the krypton lamps. The
first experimental krypton lamps had the E-series
(Einheits-form) bulbs of the argon lamps, only one size
smaller, in order to reduce the volume that had to be
filled. TUNGSRAM'S technical staff was forced to
design new shape and size for the krypton lamps in
order to economize on the expensive filling gas. That
was how the original mushroom shaped bulbs were
born by administering modifications on the E-series.
This form is already depicted in the Hungarian patent
No. 113.488, dealing with the volume of the krypton
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lamp. The first mushroom-shaped bulbs were handmade in the Research Laboratory. In 1934, when
TUNGSRAM informed its PHOEBUS partners of its
plans to go ahead with the production of krypton-filled
lamps, the more extensive experiments necessitated
theapplicationof machines in the production of bulbs.
In the Summer of 1934 TUNGSRAM informed its
fellow cartel members on a meeting held in Ujpest
about the success of the experiments and the company's intention to produce krypton lamps. The t w o
directors representing Philips, Dr. Geiss and Lokker,
made a counter-announcement. They told that Philips
was about to market the argon-filled lamp fitted with
double-coiled filament. Since the experiments to develop double-coiled filaments based on the MillnerTury type GK-tungsten proceeded satisfactorily in
Ujpest, TUNGSRAM announced its plans to produce
krypton lamps fitted with double-coiled filament as a
novelty. (The first experimental krypton lamps still had
single-coiled filaments.) No gas-filled candle and
spherical shaped lamps had previously been produced
for industrial decoration. Therefore, great success
could be expected from the candle shaped and decorative lamps filled with gas (krypton) and fitted with
double-coiled filament. The experiments showed a
fifty percent improvement on the earlier lamps of the
same size. The candle and spherical shaped lamps
with opaque glass were brought out bearing this in
mind. These lamps with their white light and minimal
loss of luminous power later proved very popular with
the public.
The experiments, again, showed that the candleshaped krypton lamps had a few (1—2—3) percent
higher luminous efficiency than the mushroomshaped krypton lamps of the same coiled filament,
when calculated over their 1000 hour useful life. This
gave the idea for replacing the mushroom-shaped
lamps with ellipsoid ('plum') shaped ones which approximated the candle shape more. Such bulbs were
better cooled by the air flowing upwards along the
glass, so it was possible to design even smaller lamps.
This, in turn, promised further savings on krypton.
But the mass-production of krypton lamps was still a
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long way off from the first experimental products,
although their better luminous efficiency, as well as
their other advantages, were all justified in the tests.
By far the greatest obstacle on this road was the high
price of krypton. For the production of the first experimental lamps the company finally managed to buy the
necessary krypton for 800 German Marks a litre — and
even that only after Osram had intervened on
TUNGSRAM'S behalf! According to TUNGSRAM'S
own estimates the price of krypton used in lamps
which could be sold on the market for a realistic price
could not exceed 6 German Marks per litre! (The
exchange rate of German Marks and Pengos in commercial transactions fluctuated between 1.36 and 1.63)
The scientific experiments aiming to solve the problems of the industrial production of krypton were
associated with equally complicated business negotiations. As ImreBrody himself wrote in a note to the chief
executive on 14th July, 1932: "In the matter of the
krypton lamps we have reached the point where the
most important questions are not the technical but the
commercial ones."
The work of competent scientific researchers in itself
w o u l d not have been sufficient to achieve the massproduction of krypton lamps in Hungary; the kind of
far-sighted and bold company management was also
needed which TUNGSRAM was lucky to have at the
time.
In the matter of purchasing krypton, TUNGSRAM
contacted the companies of Linde, Air Liquide and I.G.
Farbenindustrie. I.G. Farbenindustrie turned down
TUNGSRAM'S offer, but the other t w o companies
thought it possible that their existing oxygen plants
could deliver 10—20 m^ krypton gas, although they
regarded the price offer of 20 German Marks too low.
The purchase of krypton became increasingly important for TUNGSRAM, to the company was exploring the
possibilities of setting up its own krypton producing
plant. One of the most essential licenses of the process, which concerned the heat exchange components
used in the regenerating phase, was owned by Linde
Company. When TUNGSRAM showed interest in the
licenses, Linde gave a very poor opinion on the
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prospects of krypton production. (The fact that Air
Liquide's own efforts to produce krypton collapsed
round about the same time was also incorporated in
this assessment.)
Although the t w o foreign companies tried to discourage TUNGSRAM in the matter of krypton production,
both of them quickly registered patents concerning the
production of krypton in order to o w n the license,
regardless of the initial difficulties. Concurrently with
the negotiations, Imre Brody, together with Mihaly
Polanyi (the Hungarian-born lecturer of Manchester
University w h o also worked as an advisor for
TUNGSRAM), Egon Orovan and others, worked out a
procedure for the industrial production of krypton as
the primary product. Egon Orovan, being an associate
of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut (Berlin-Dahlem), had
already had a chance to participate in the study of
primary krypton production. Lipot Aschner, the chief
executive officer of TUNGSRAM, earlier had asked
Orovan to act as the company's outside expert in
negotiations with foreign clients on several occasions.
Imre Brody, in collaboration with Ferenc Korossy,
precisely determined the krypton content of air.
" . . .we worked out a spectrographic method. First we
removed from air everything which was not an inert
gas through a chemical process using metallic barium;
in the residue — wich largely consisted of argon — we
determined the relative magnitude of a number of
suitable spectral lines, as compared to the spectral line
of argon. Next we artificially produced a similar mixture of pure argon and krypton and this way constructed a formula correlating the relative magnitude
of the spectral lines to the density of krypton . . . The
experiments — which roughly lasted a year — bore the
result of determining the krypton content of air in
1.5X10 parts."
The first paragraph of page 11 in the same Brody
lecture contains the brief description of the BrodyPolanyi primary krypton-xenon production process
using small amount of liquid air.
On 16 October, 1934 Imre Brody reported to the chief
executive officer, Lipot Aschner, that they had produced 1437 krypton lamps up till that time. Disputing
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the objections of Philips, he claimed that "We have no
technical obstacles which could justify the further
delaying of the establishment of a krypton producing
plant."
The results of Brody and his colleagues strengthened
TUNGSRAM'S position in the negotiations with the
so-called 'gas group'. This group was formed by the
companies of Linde, I.G. Farbenindustrie and Air
Liquide. The 'gas group' already showed some interest
in TUNGSRAM'S inventions during its meetings held
in January and February of 1933, but the various
parties all had dissimilar interests.
Lipot Aschner described TUNGSRAM'S point of view
in a letter written to Ignac Pfeifer on 25th July, 1933. On
the one hand, the company hoped to form a separate
group from the PHOEBUS members for running the
krypton factory, while on the other hand it tried to
persuade the 'gas group' to undertake the installation
of the krypton factory and guarantee the continuous
production of krypton at about 6 Marks per liter.
Aschner also wanted the 'gas group' to agree not to
sell krypton to other factories without PHOEBUS's
permission, promising a 10 percent licence fee to the
'gas group'after the krypton factory's production in
return. The t w o leading European incandescent lamp
factories, Osram and Philips, did not want to join the
agreement on the production of krypton lamps. Especially Osram's withdrawal was potentially dangerous,
since TUNGSRAM was worried that the German company, being a leading force in the German economy,
might be able to procure the government's help in
preventing Linde from supplying the machinery
necessary for the krypton factory. Later Osram modified its stance and itself introduced the production of
normal and decorative krypton lamps with doublecoiled filament. Philips also studied the advantages of
krypton lamps. Although their own research verified
these advantages — they recorded a 3.6 percent
improvement in the luminous efficiency o f t e n different types of lamps, while also registering a colour
difference not perceptible to the naked eye —, finally
decided against the manufacturing of krypton lamps.
Philips — being in possession of the double-coated
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opaque glass bulbs with the smallest light absorption
figure in the whole world (6 percent) — responded to
the challenge of TUNGSRAM'S krypton lamps with
their own decorative argon-filled lamps with spherical
and candle-shaped bulbs and double-coiled filament.
The American IGEC also declined the offer to participate in the krypton campaign. The negotiations between Janos Levai, a top executive of TUNGSRAM'S
Lamp Manufacturing Department, and Mr. Sloan, then
the head of IGEC, took place in 1937 about the possibility of jointly setting up a factory producing enough
krypton and xenon to meet the demands of the entire
incandescent lamp cartel.
In the course of the negotiations it became apparent
that the American company worked with an extremely
high profit margin — 85—88 percent depending on the
acutal type —, while the same figure would have only
reached 62 percent in the case of krypton lamps. In
addition, they found the idea of increasing the useful
life of the lamps through krypton and xenon filling
imprudent from business considerations. In giving
their major reason for not participating in the joint
enterprise they pointed to the closure of a French
factory which had exploded at the start of production.
They were, again, informed of the fact that smaller
explosions also occurred in the already operating
krypton plant of Ajka, interrupting continuous production from time to time. (The American company had
a point, since it was impossible to prevent the forming
of copper acetate from acetylene during the process of
fractional distillation in krypton production, and this
compound in crystallized state could easily react to the
smallest impact, or friction even, by explosion.)
Here, again, time was on the side of research. Linde
and the engineers of TUNGSRAM (Dr. Mach, Tibor
Mihalovits) managed to control the forming and the
explosion of copper acetate without causing dangerto
health or damage to property. Moreover, by 1939 a
continuous, safe and reliable method of krypton production was achieved. Although it was the French
company Compagnie des Lampes which brought out
the krypton lamps with the single-coiled filament first,
later TUNGSRAM remained the sole producer, the
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others being discouraged by the hazard of arc burn.
The krypton-filled incandescent lamps was the main
attraction in TUNGSRAM'S pavilion on the International Fair of Budapest in 1936. The krypton lamp also
appeared on the French market in the same year. Of
the 49,000 krypton lamps produced until July, 1936,
3,500 were delivered to France where they were marketed by the local Tungsram sales agency: they included both the decorative and the normal types, as
well as the Dekalumen series. At last, the 'gas group',
which in the meantime heavily invested in krypton
production, was willing to deliver the machinery
necessary to equip a krypton factory in Hungary; in
addition, they started the monthly delivery of two
cubic meter of krypton. This quantity was sufficient to
launch the test production of krypton lamps in
TUNGSRAM.
In July, 1936 Lipot Aschner announced that the final
deal had been concluded with the 'gas group'. The
building of the krypton factory in Ajka began in still the
same year, as an independent TUNGSRAM venture.
The krypton factory of Ajka, which was in fact owned
by TUNGSRAM, actually became dependent on the
'gas group' on account of using foreign licenses.
Imre Brody was right in that is was possible to detect a
certain amount of the air's xenon content (both in the
purchased and the home-produced version), although
at that time he was still of the opinion that the
separation of the t w o gases was unnecessary. In one of
his notes dated 31st July, 1939 he already toyed with
the possibility of isolating xenon and using it to fill
vehicle and mine lamps. I t w a s o n l y after 1945 that this
idea eventually materialized.
In its early days krypton lamp was a powerful wapon in
TUNGSRAM'S hand in the fight against the competitors within the cartel. In the war waged on the
outsider companies the cartel members considered
even as small an increase in luminous efficiency as 1
Im/Watt a serious argument in favour of marketing.
Compared with the argon-filled normal lamps krypton
lamps showed an improvement of approximately 1
Im/Watt. Such a figure already deserved the attention
of the Hungarian economists, since in those days a
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considerably larger percentage of the electrical energy
was used for lighting than it is the case today.
The krypton lamp's success laid not so much in its
increased luminous efficiency, as in its small size and
attractive appearance. Its pleasant white light and its
inherent decorative effects (spherical and candle shape)
have remained valid marketing arguments till this day.
We make a note here that the increased luminous
efficiency of the krypton lamps and the double-coiled
filaments failed to make an impact on the American
market, since the electrical energy was so much
cheaper there, and the average earnings so much
higher, that the introduction of krypton lamps was not
justified. On the other hand, the fluorescent lamps and
the high-pressure mercury vapour lamps, which
showed a dramatic increase in luminous efficiency,
were introduced in the U.S. long before anywhere else.
The efforts to cut the production costs of krypton gas
and lamps did not stop at the building of the krypton
factory.
A report signed on 31st July, 1939 by Dr. Imre Brody,
Dr. Gyorgy Brody and Tibor Mihalovits was sent to the
chief executive to enumerate the problems of krypton
production. "The production of krypton lamps, and
also, of krypton gas, has reached a turning point. The
possibility of improving the present design of the
lamps, as well as that of developing new designs,
depend on the purity of krypton. Our influence on the
production of krypton is minimal and indirect at the
moment. We have no ways of implementing our own
ideas and suggestions; instead, w e are reduced to
looking on helplessly whether Linde is willing to
conclude the lessons of the Ajka plant for the future
and implement the necessary changes or continues
with the processes, invented either by itself or by us, at
our expense." The report contains suggestions for
new methods of krypton production, for some of
which patents had already been registered.
By 1941 Dr. Imre Brody and Tibor Mihalovits had
completed the work on a new method of krypton
production, which incorporated the lessons of the
previous experiments. This differed from Linde's process on t w o major points. Between 1939 and 1941
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TUNGSRAM considered the possibility of establishing
one or more new krypton factories, but it was afraid of
the patent law procedures that might follow the introduction of the new process, and was also worried that
the PHOEBUS members might not buy the suprlus
krypton. For this reason, and with regard to the
war-time circumstances, no new plants were established in the end.
Dr. Imre Brody and his associates also stated in their
letter that the krypton problem had been divided into
t w o branches: one was the construction of the lamp,
the other was the production of krypton. But there was
also a third 'branch': the price of the produced krypt o n ! This problem did not have a satisfactory solution
immediately after the first krypton plant had started
producing. The production of krypton required a lot of
electrical energy. TUNGSRAM, therefore, assigned
great importance to the price of electrical energy
necessary for the production of krypton, which would,
of course, also be reflected in the price of krypton. In
spite of all the advantages of krypton-filled lamps, the
high price of krypton alone would make them unprofitable
and
unmarketable. This
argument
led
TUNGSRAM'S management in putting forward the
ambitious plan to establish its own power plant —
possibly in the vicinity of the krypton factory —
complete with its own mine delivering the necessary
coal. The purchase of Ajkai Coal Mine of Ajka and
Power Plant of Ajka was decided accordingly.
With the production and marketing of the first krypton
lamps the experiments on the lamp's design did not
come to a halt, either. Several changes were executed
in order to increase their efficiency. Emil Theisz's
research was aimed at minimizing the danger of arc
burn-off in the lamps. Dr. Imre Brody's experiments
were aimed at the development of high-ressure incandescent lamps of a 100 Watt, encased in quartz bulbs.
Emil Theisz, Dezso Pillitz and Tibor Krasso worked out
a process to recover krypton from the reject lamps and
the dead spaces of the vacuum pumps.
Beside developing the krypton-filled lamps-which had
already been discussed separately — there were various other experiments going on in the Research
•
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Laboratory. It was decided on a conference held in the
Research Laboratory on 18 February, 1930 that the
Laboratory would study the possibility of producing
fluorescent discharge tubes. Gyorgy Szigeti became
the specialist in this field. The Research Laboratory
produced a number of fluorescent lamps using incandescent cathodes. Next the researchers experimented
with high-pressure discharge light sources. The
Laboratory produced high-pressure mercury and cadmium vapour lamps as early as 1936. In 1937, following up Zoltan Bay's original idea, Gyorgy Szigeti
produced a discharge light source filled with highpressure krypton which had a luminous efficiency
figure of 30 ImA/Vatt. The experiments on these types
of lamps were discontinued after the end of the work
war II.
The Research Laboratory also paid attention to such
radioactive light sources in which electrons produced
by decaying soft beta radiation (such as tritium),
impinging to certain phosphorus excite it to light. Such
light sources today are used in certain countries in
signalling devices (for example, in the railways). In
1940 the production of discharge tubes and cathode
ray tubes raised a few questions in connection with the
theory of luminescence. Several people — among
others Elemer Nagy, Zoltan Bodo and Gyorgy Gergely
— joined in the research. This work was primarily
theoretical.
^
• Ferenc Korossy and Dezso Pillitz also did some research on the prevention of arc burn-off. They experimented with high- and extra-high-pressure (2—3
atmosphere, and over 10 atmosphere) krypton lamps,
in order to reduce the evaporation of the tungsten
filament. The lamps produced in these experiments
show resemblance to the pencil-shaped halogen
lamps used today for photographic purposes. Initially
the researchers were very much interested in the role
of the traces of vapour found inside the bulbs. It was
Tivadar Millner w h o worked out a procedure to absorb
the vapour by the application of an appropriate getter.
In this chapter, which began with the description of the
Research Laboratory's initial conditions, we have
come a long way from the newly built two-storey
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building of the modestly manned and equipped institute which nevertheless was unique in Hungary, both
in importance and in achievements.
We have traced the story of a new product from the
moment of its conception down to the realization of its
mass-production. If this story became confusing at
places and was, perhaps, hard to follow sometimes,
then life is to blame which cannot, under any circumstances, be shown in its entire complexity.

The Development and the Production
of Radio Receiving Tubes from the
1930's
Radios really became popular only from the 1930s
onwards. That was the time when the network of radio
broadcasting was extended worldwide. Radio receivers powered by dry anode batteries and separate
heating batteries were gradually replaced with radio
sets running from the mains. This was the time when
radio sets became popular in Hungary, too. While in
1930 the radio broadcasting services had 300,000
subscribers, by 1937 this number grew to 383,000, and
by the outbreak of the Second World War the number
of subscribers reached half-a-million. TUNGSRAM
was also forced by its competitors on both the international and the domestic markets to intensity its efforts
to develop and produce radio valves.
Only part of the development work took place in the
Research Laboratory. In the early 193? the Radio Valve
(Audion) Department was set up which administratively was only loosely connected to the Research
Laboratory. Karoly Czukor was in change of the Radio
Valve Department first, to be replaced by Erno Winter
who was a prominent figure in the radio valve research. (Erno Winter, together with Karoly Czukor,
developed the world-renowned cathode tube using
metallic barium. When his appeal for a small pay-rise
in reward of his achievements was turned d o w n , he
left TUNGSRAM and found a job in the Netherlands.
Later he returned to Ujpest, responding to Lipot As-
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chner's invitation, but this time he insisted on a
considerably higher salary.)
The Radio Valve Laboratory's staff numbered approximately 30 people. There were t w o engineers, Erno
Winter and Matyas Marton, and a physicist, Imre
Glazner working on development projects in the
Laboratory, while Gyorgy Szigeti and Mihaly Neumann
were involved in the production. Next to the Laboratory there was a separate Test Production Department
which was headed by Karoly Czukor. He summed up
the tasks of the Radio Valve Laboratory and the Test
Production Department (which, in fact, was another
laboratory):
" . . .perfecting
the
production
technologies, improving the quality and the useful life
of the new tube designs, developing new designs and
documenting the technologies which serve the production."
The Radio Valve Laboratory and the Test Production
Department was situated on the second floor of the
new Research Laboratory. In 1929 Karoly Czukor submitted a proposal in the matter of equipping the new
units and suggested that an elevator be built for the
staff. Lipot Aschner marked the proposal with the
following comment: "A staff elevator for the second
floor? Ins't that a luxury?" (This was how his old
colleagues descr-bed this trait in Lipot Aschner's personality: In the essential issues he is generous, but in
the tiny matters he is as stingy as a Scotsman!)
The early 1930s were also called the age of the oxide
cathodes in the radio business. The low operating
temperature and the high specific emissivity of the
oxide cathodes permitted the development of a directly heated tube series for radio sets operated from
the mains. In this field Erno Winter and Karoly Czukor
were doing fundamental work in the laboratories of
TUNGSRAM. The directly heated tubes bearing the
Tungsram trademark came out in 1939. These were
already also suitable for radio sets operated from the
mains. The construction of the tubes incorporating
two or more grids and the development of Tungsram
tube designs suitable for the application of pentodes
took place in these years. Following the work of Erno
Winter, the antimicrophonic radio valves were de-
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veloped and the cause of the grid emission was felt
about. The patents of the noble metal coating applied
in order to reduce the grid emission effects were soon
used all over the w o r l d . The invention of Imre Zakarias
and Ferenc Perisch — the dual cathode outlet used in
high-frequency valves — and Erno Lukacs's discovery
concerning the space-charge limited currents also
date back to these days.
In the late 1920s the successful mechanization of the
vacuum technology reached the production of electronic vacuum tubes. The mechanization was first
accomplished in the United States and, as a result, the
marketability of the American radio valves suddenly
went up everywhere. The new tube designs of
TUNGSRAM might have been comparable to the most
advanced American tubes, but since their mass-production had not been accomplished, their quality and
price was not acceptable on the international markets.
The main reason behind the unsatisfactory state of
affairs in this area was the fact that in TUNGSRAM the
production of radio valves followed the techniques
used in incandescent lamp production, i.e. much of the
technology required manual labour. The quality of the
radios depended on the electrical properties of the
tubes, as well as the other components, and the
varying quality of the tubes, which resulted from the
rudimentary technology, did not help the reliability of
the radio sets.
The technology of radio valve production was closely
studied in 1932, and so were the methods used in
research and development, as well as the relation of
research and production. Jozsef Gabor, who was later
put in charge of the radio valve production, called this
production the "standardized amateurism" in the
course of the often passionate debates which took
place in TUNGSRAM. In 1931 the electronic vacuum
tube production was moved to a new location, to the
recently completed Building No. 36. Here the conditions permitted to prepare for mass-production. The
production of parts (cathodes, grids) took place on the
ground floor, while the first floor accommodated the
assembly lines and the calibrating units. The machinery was manufactured by the already ac-
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complished Machine Works of TUNGSRAM. In the
production of radio valves the old organizational structure lived on, whereby the work was divided into
separate phases (assembly, sealing and pumping,
electrical treatment and measuring), even though in
the production of incandescent lamps the complete
contruction had been done by groups of machines
(units) for years.
The studies carried out in 1932 showed that the
existing problems had their roots in the unsatisfactory
cooperation between the research and development
teams and the production sphere. The Radio Valve
Laboratory in fact ran the whole production, instead of
simply developing new designs. The mechanical construction and the production technology of the new
designs, the first provisional tools — which were still
ordered from outsider tool makers — and the necessary drawings were all designed in the laboratory.
Frequently even the purchase orders were placed by
the laboratory, quite independently of the production
sphere. All these meant a huge burden for the laboratory staff, who were left with not enough time to work
out the production technology for all the new designs.
Production was the area where the greatest problems existed and, f r o m t i m e to t i m e , came to the
surface. Jozsef Gabor's report of 17 July, 1932 revealed that the thickness of the glass used for
manufacturing tubes was 1.6 m m , 25 percent thicker
than the 1.1 m m thick glass used by the American
and other companies. At he same t i m e , the breakage
reached 9 percent in Ujpest. Jozsef Gabor noted: "It
is possible that the higher breakage is linked to the
thicker glass; the phenomenon is repeated year after
year and no one has paid attention." He f o u n d the
application of m o l y b d e n u m too h i g h : while the cost
of material for a complete grid was 1.6 fillers in a
foreign company, the same cost 4.3 fillers for
TUNGSRAM. Also, the labour costs of the grid production were 31 times higher in TUNGSRAM than in
the American companies.
More than 40 percent of the breakage of the finished
lamps resulted from inaccurate assembling. "In our
competitors' factories one tiny machine turns out
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finished, identical grids by the thousands; in
TUNGSRAM the same task enganges 37 female
labourers and 2 supervisors." The combined time of
parts production and assembling was 191 minutes in
TUNGSRAM the same task engages 37 female labourers and 2 supervisors." The combined time of parts
production and assembling was 191 minutes in
TUNGSRAM, compares to the 6.2 minutes which was
needed to do the same work in the American company
RCA. " . . .which meant that in the United States only
one-third of the 63,000 work-hours w o u l d have been
needed in July, saving 20,000 Pengos in labour costs."
He found the proportion of the producing and the
non-producing sphere unacceptable: the 240 strong
productive work-force employed in assembling and in
parts production was backed by a service team of 46
w h o were paid by the hour. According to a document,
in December, 1934 the unit costs of a high-frequency
pentoda and rectifier was 1.62 Pengos in the United
States; the same cost 3.15 Pengos to TUNGSRAM. The
greatest discrepancy concerning the production costs
was shown in the overheads per tube: this amounted
to 25 percent of the total unit cost in the United States
and 55.9 percent in TUNGSRAM. Expressed in money,
this in itself was more than the unit cost of a complete
American tube! (1.76—1.62)
Another critical report, compiled by the Sales Office of
the Radio Valve Department, stated that the quality of
the tubes showed large variations. Only the first series
were good and the following ones already provoked
embarrasing criticism. This was the situation even
with such excellent designs as the anti-microphonic
valve series. The assemblying of the tubes was very
often not up to the standard, but the resulting faults
w o u l d only be discovered by the customers.
In late 1934 Jozsef Gabor took over the management of
the Audion Department. Earlier he had been responsible
for TUNGSRAM'S entire electriccal power system and
other electrical equipment. He was also in charge of a
workshop producing electrical measuring, ageing, etc.
devices for the factory. The company's radio valve production first of all benefitted from his organizational talent,
which was desperately needed in the given situation.
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It had already been decided on a factory meeting
held on 3 September, 1932 that the person in charge
of the A u d i o n Department w o u l d have to be given
control over the c o m p l e t e p r o d u c t i o n . From the
above consideration the Test Production was transferred to the A u d i o n Department and the head of the
Department also had a greater say in the w o r k of the
Radio Valve Laboratory. The Test Production Department, being the intermediate unit between the
Radio Valve Laboratory and the mass-producing
department, took over the j o b of making the first few
thousand tubes of the new designs, hence easing
the mass-producing d e p a r t m e n t of the p r o b l e m s of
test p r o d u c t i o n . The Technological Laboratory set
up next to the Test Production Department was first
headed by Mihaly N e u m a n n , to be f o l l o w e d by Jeno
Porubszky, its task was to w o r k out and mechanize
the glass t e c h n o l o g y of radio valve p r o d u c t i o n , to
organize the quality control of the glassware and to
coordinate the w o r k of the glass factory and the
A u d i o n Department.
Following the example of the Lamp Manufacturing
Department, a chemical plant was established with
Janos Horvath as its first manager. That was the first
time that chemical compounds were produced which
met the requirements of radio valve production. Jozsef
Gabor urged for the setting up ot the Audion Department's own machine tool production and press-work,
as well as for providing all the conditions necessary for
the mass-production of parts for valves.
• *' ' -^
On top of all these, the rationalization of radio valve
production was very effectively helped by the patent
and license agreement drawn up in 1933 between
TUNGSRAM and the world-renowned American company. Radio Corporation America (RCA).
The modernization of the machinery was based on the
above mentioned agreement. TUNGSRAM'S experts
had to a d a p t t o t h e Hungarian environment the American machinery which, beside being more productive,
also allowed less variations in quality. TUNGSRAM'S
technical staff had to make adjustments on the
machines in order to produce tubes which corresponded to the European standards. That was the time
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when the American machines manufacturing grids
were put into service, which also had to be adapted to
the Hungarian requirements. As it had already been
noted by TUNGSRAM'S staff, the American tubes
"significantly differed from the ones used in Europe,
both in construction and in technical parameters". The
results of rationalization already showed in 1934—
1935. It was observed in a reportdated4 July, 1935 that
the factory breakage (rejects) had been brought down
to 19 percent in those years, compared to the previously recorded figure of 25 percent. The further reduction of factory breakage continued in the following
years: in 1936 it was a mere 9 percent. This reduction
favourably affected the production costs of radio
valves. In order to reduce the production costs still
further, the piece-work system was extended: while
only 5 to 10 percent of the total tube production had
been organized on a piece-work basis earlier, in the
first half of 1935 production norms were set up in 9
percent of all the work phases which could be done on
a piece-work basis.
In 1934 the Audion " D " Department was established
and became "the centre the orderly work and the
smooth and efficient running of production originate,
and which provides the link between the various units
of production, as well as that between the production
and the marketing departments".
Those problems of production did not strictly concern
the research laboratories, although also affected the
work of the researchers. On the one side, the disputes
between the factory and the Research Laboratory
became permanent, on the other had the unparalleled
competition on the international market drove the
researchers to even greater efforts. It was the Dutch
company. Philips, more than anyone else, which kept
bringing out new designs in order to keep abreast of
the large American companies. TUNGSRAM, which
had to compete against Philips on the Hungarian
market, was also forced into this race.
On the Summer of 1928 Philips bought Vatea Radio
Technical and Electrical Co. Ltd. of Budapest, then
moved it to a new, more spacious location in 1933 and
continuously enlarged its production capacity — first
.. I
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of all in the field of radio receiving tubes. TUNGSRAM
responded to this challenge by starting up a subsidiary
in The Netherlands, in Tillburg.
The contention between the two giant corporations
became very fierce: they constantly fought legal actions in the courts. The patent and license agreement
drawn up between TUNGSRAM and RCA in 1933
improved the Hungarian company's position in the
contest against its two European partners and competitors, Philips and the German Telefunken. According to the agreement, the American company agreed
to making available its 'Standardized notices' (a complete set of information concerning the American radio
valve designs) to TUNGSRAM. RCA regularly sent the
updates of the set right until the outbreak of World War
Two.
Beside the agreement with RCA, TUNGSRAM resorted
to other measures in orderto force its competitors into
making a deal. In 1933—1934 the company called on
those memebers of the Hungarian Trade Ministry w h o
represented Hungary in the next German-Hungarian
trade negotiations to object strongly to the campaign
continued against the Tungsram tubes in German.
"We have repeatedly held talks, directly and indirectly,
with the companies of Philips and Telefunken, w h o
have a detailed agreement in the radio business
covering every international market, to reach an agreement . . . if the Hungarian government were to put
adequate pressure on the German government to
restrain the lobbying groups (Wirufa, Funkverband)
from campaigning against the Tungsram tubes . . .
then our prospects of selling tubes on the German
market could be very good, which indirectly w o u l d
also improve the chances of a deal with Telefunken
and Philips to secure the growth of our radio valve
exports for years." — Lipot Aschner, the chief executive, wrote these words to the deputy undersecretary
of state of the Trade Ministry on 20 February, 1934.
As a result of the intervention, the company's prospect
of selling radio valves in German improved considerably, which moved Telefunken to force Philips to
cooperate with TUNGSRAM. (Between the t w o European companies had already existed some sort of a
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cartel agreement called 'Wewag', which TUNGSRAM
also wished to join.)
The representatives of the three companies laid down
the basic concepts of the radio valve agreement in
Chateau d'Ardenne on 14 July, 1934. It took another
t w o years before the cartel agreement known as
'INRACO' (International Radio Valve Cooperation) was
finally signed in Vienna on 5 July, 1936. To some
extent the agreement favoured the t w o large cooperations, since they signed it as joint parties on the one
side, while the Hungarian company formed the sole
party on the other side. The IVRACO agreement of
PHOEBUS. Not all valve designs were covered, neither
were photocells, mercury cathode tubes, cathode ray
tubes, gas filled controlled tubes, sound tubes synchronized with image etc. The agreement was signed
to run retrospectively from 1 May, 1934 until 30 June,
1945. Quotas for selling radio valves were determined,
just as in the case of the Phoebus agreement. They
were based on the sales figures of the parties between
1 March, 1934 and 28 February, 1934. TUNGSRAM was
clearly at a disadvantage, as indicated by its quota
being fixed at 12 percent, as opposed to the 88 percent
joint market share of the other t w o parties. However,
the agreement enabled TUNGSRAM to increase its
sales by 200,000 valves. The agreement did not cover
France, England, Northern Ireland, the United States,
Canada, Newfoundland, Cuba, Japan and the colonies
of these countries.
The IVRACO agreement also brought about a certain
amount of cooperation in the matter of patents and
allowed the large-scale standardization of the valves,
so the majority of the valves produced by the three
companies could be used in all kinds of radio sets. In
addition in the countries covered by the agreement
TUNGSRAM was free from the pressure of having to
develop new radio valve designs. This freedom, however, had a price: the Ujpest factory agreed to pay to
the other t w o companies 5 percent license fee after its
products sold in the major European countries, and 2.5
percent after the products sold elsewhere.
The IVRACO deal and the agreement signed with RCA
enabled TUNGSRAM to learn about the American
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patents in the electronic vacuum tube industry and to
obtain the necessary documentation. TUNGSRAM
was given no information about the European radio
valve designs and their production technology, since it
had no such agreement with Philips and Telefunken.
This way the above mentioned companies were given
a head start on the markets. TUNGSRAM only found
out about the new designs when the other t w o companies had already developed the new constructions.
Since radios were seasonal products and the European partners came up with new valves for the new
radio sets nearly every year, TUNGSRAM was only
able to start working on the development and production of these new designs once these valves had
already been out on the markets.
The IVRACO agreementfailedto eliminatethecompetition in other aspects, too. The radio valve cartel very
much respected the interests of the American companies which first of all wanted to protect their domestic markets. Therefore, they exported considerably
less of their products than did Philips or TUNGSRAM,
for w h o m export was absolutely crucial. (Not even the
German Telefunken — which enjoyed monopoly in the
domestic market — was forced to fight over the foreign
markets the way its other t w o partners had to, w h o
could only exploit their existing high production
capacities by selling abroad what they could not sell on
their small domestic markets.)
Nearly simultaneously with the international cartel
agreement the Hungarian factories, too, wanted to
come to a cartel type agreement. Orion (as an
TUNGSRAM subsidiary). Standard, Telephone Factory, Engel Karoly (EKA) and Siemens first signed an
agreement in 1933. Later Telefunken and Philips also
joined this group with their Hungarian branches —
probably influenced by the IVRACO deal. The Hungarian branches marketed t h e i r o w n designs — which had
been developed with the help of the parent companies,
naturally. (When Philipsfounded a research laboratory
for its new Budapest plant in 1935, the parent company
immediately intervened and had it closed down.)
The Hungarian cartel was formed to safeguard the
factories' interests: it regulated the retail price of radio
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sets, the conditions of sale, the retailers' trade allowance (rebate), the conditions of the hire-purchase
system and the terms of the guarantee. In 1936 Orion,
Philips, Standard and Telefunken also signed a cartel
agreement regulating the production of goods. The
cartel agreement indirectly helped to raise the technical standard on the domestic front, bacause the cartel
members annully informed each other of the major
technical parameters of their new designs. In 1939,
based on the agreement between the producers of
radio sets, a new radio design was launched which
used Tungsram valves and which, following the success of the German 'Volksfanger', catered for the
average households. Its cheap price greatly contributed to the rapid growth of the radio subscribers, and
even if its production was not profitable, it helped
advancing the production technology of both the
valves and the radios. The Hungarian radio cartel also
offered other advantages to TUNGSRAM; for example. Philips was obliged to buy valves from
TUNGSRAM for its radios marketed in Hungary.
During the mid-1930s the intense research and development work continued in the radio valve industry.
Since TUNGSRAM was only provided with the physical dimensions and the electrical operating parameters of the new standardized valve series (in keeping
with the letter of the international cartel agreement)
and the documentation of their production technology
usually arrived too late (if it arrived at all), naturally, the
experiments to develop valves which better suited
these specifications continued in TUNGSRAM'S
laboratories.
The so-called 'Allstroom' tubes, the heated universal
radio valves arranged in series, running both on
batteries and mains, were completed in 1934 and were
also used in Orion radios. Then in 1938 TUNGSRAM
announced the E-series valve heated from 6.4 Volts,
this time still marketed with a flattened shape.
The efforts towards standardization and universal
compatibility already dominated the further constructions. In 1935 the valves of the A, C and K-series came
out. The cathodes of these designs could all be heated
from both batteries and the mains, D.C. or A.C.
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Between 1932 and 1935, following the research of Dr.
Erno Winter, the company developed its anti-microphonic valves and demonstrated the physics of the
phenomenon known as grid emission. The patents
concerning the reduction of grid emission by the noble
metal coating of the grid were soon applied all overthe
world.
In 1936 the tuning in of a radio set to a particular station
was still an elaborate procedure: those sets had 2—4
knobs to fiddle with in order to achieve perfect reception. The so-called 'magic eyes' served to ease the
problem of tuning in to a frequency. The improved
version of these 'magic eyes' were still world-famous
in the 1950s. The quality of theTungsram 'magic eyes'
placed them well ahead of the similar tubes produced
by its European competitors.
In the second half of the 1930s VHP radios became very
popular. Tube designs providing better VHP reception
were studied all over the world. Beside the electrical
improvements, efforts were aimed at developing better tube constructions and production technologies.
The American and the European metal valve technology, the pure glass valves and, finally, the miniature
valves were developed accordingly. "In the Radio
Valve Laboratory and the Test Production Department
of TUNGSRAM we developed entire miniature valve
series already in 1937—1938 which were more advanced than those coming out later" — Erno Winter
remarked in 1954. — "Thesevalves, however, were not
marketed", he added. The so-called pure glass valves
(series 21) were brought out in 1939. Their small
dimensions and the novelty of their entirely glass
construction allowed to make further advances in the
design of receivers, this way tracing out the valve
industry's future direction, so to speak. The pure glass
series took over the electrical parameters of the flatshaped E and U series, together with the advantage
that now it was possible to meet all the existing circuit
requirements using no more than four valves (ECH 2 1 ,
EBL21,ADZ21 andEF22).
This series revolutionized the production technology.
Thanks to this series, the so-called flat-shaped glass
technology taken over from the incandescent lamp
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industry became totally obsolote. The new technology
basically affected the internal construction of the
valves, allowing greater accuracy in assembling, as
well as the increased durability of the components.
The introduction of the pure glass series took place
during Jozsef Gabor's management. The new glass
technology was developed by Mihaly Neumann, Bela
Reiss, Jeno Porubszky and Elemer
Martinek.
TUNGSRAM brought out its world-renowned batterypowered radio receiving tubes as part of the pure glass
series. The tungsten cathode filament with the appropriate diameter, used for heating the valve, was developed by Pal Tury and Dr. Tivadar Millner, while the
oxide cathode coating was designed by Erno Winter.
The relations between reserch and production were
never without strains during the 1930s. The setting up
of the Test Production Department and the improvements in the factory organization brought some results, but the valve production between the t w o world
wars was always a tempestuous and more dynamic
affair then the incandescent lamp production. Following the increasing demands and the pace dictated by
the competition, the number of designs were always
going up.
In a report written jointly by Jozsef Gabor and Erno
Winter in January, 1937 the authors observed that
" . . .the designs are not allowed to became standard;
it is Philips, more than any other company, which tries
to reply to the challenge of the American tubes.
TUNGSRAM has been dragged into this race by
Philips. We completed the development of all the
designs, the E series included, only we did that at a
much reduced standard, compared to the one
achieved by Philips." (The report also argued for the
need to develop transmitting tubes.)
In a later report, dated from 1941, Erno Winter himself
observed that the Test Production Department was
"unable to live up to the expectations". Philips and
Telefunken brings out 10—15 designs annually, for the
production of all of which the Test Production Department must make preparations. "On top of this, the Test
Production Department w o u l d also have to establish
up-to-date mass-production technologyforeach of the
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new designs developed by the Radio Valve Laboratory."
According to another report, also dated f r o m 1941,
Jozsef Gabor saw the root of all the problems in the
fact that the number of the various tube designs
reached the point where "it frustrates the rational
production".
According to Gabor, there were less types of caps,
bulbs and electrodes in the incandescent lamp manufacturing, while the volume of production was far
greater. Others thought that the situation was not
much better in the incandescent lamp industry, either:
the number of different types of lamps was put at 50 to
60 thousand in 1940. Before the Second World W a r t h e
overwhelming majority of the electronic vacuum
tubes were used in commercial radio sets, serving
entertainment purposes. In the 1930s new areas of
application were discovered for the electronic vacuum
tubes. The news about a new telecommunication
device called television reached Ujpest already in
1932. In a memorandum written in September, 1932
Ignac Pfeifer called Lipot Aschner's attention to Dezso
Lendvai was TUNGSRAM'S engiener delegated to the
U.S. According to the report " . . . t h e first phase of
television experiments has been completed, as a result
of which it is now possible the receive quite primitive
pictures by television sets developed right down to
commercial marketing."
In the next few years there were frequent reports on
the growing popularity of televisions. The report of the
Audion Export Department, dated 16 February, 1935,
gave a detailed account of the television's development in Great Britain and the United States. A m o n g
others the report states: "The triumph of television has
a paramount bearing on our electronic vacuum tube
i n d u s t r y . . . From the above mentioned facts it is
evident that we must prepare, well in advance, for the
business potentials meant by television." The report
suggests the setting up of a separate laboratory dealing with televisions. This was, indeed, put into service
in March, 1937 with Karoly Czukor as its first manager,
and Dr. Istvan Barta, Pal Terebesi, Kalman Mago and
Kalman Kincse as staff members. The laboratory was
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located on the second floor of the water-tower. It was
agreed that TUNGSRAM would be producing television sets. The first experimental television transmission took place on 21 June, 1937. The first transmitted
picture was a drawing of Mickey Mouse, the second
showed the well-know Tungsram trademark, the letterT.
The next experimental television transmission followed on 22 October of the same year, showing the
portrait of Maxwell, the famous English physicist. At
that time TUNGSRAM was very nearly up to the world
class standard in the field of television technology. In
Europe it was only Great Britain which had a daily
three-hour programme; in France the work continued
to install a TV station on top of the Eiffel tower, and
Germany planned the start of the regular television
broadcasting in the autumn of 1938. The American
RCA proposed to sign an agreement with TUNGSRAM
on television technology which would have covered
the exchange of information on transmitting stations
and receiving sets. RCA also planned to send their
representative to Hungary. It was the war preparation
which interrupted the development of television
technology and caused a serious setback.
Immediately before, as well as during the war the
areas of application were widened for radio valves:
telecommunication set up for non-entertainment purposes, army equipment, etc.
, '
TUNGSRAM wanted to follow the development in
these areas, too. The company carried out extensive
work in the field of microwave technology. Gyorgy
Dallos, the engineer who some years later suffered
martyrdom, was the first to do experiments in this
direction, to be joined by others later. The valves for
the first microwave two-way radio were built Winter,
Szepesi and Budincsevics. Then a transmitter operating on a wavelength of 58 cm was completed in 1941.
Its output power of a few milliwatt was sufficient to
establish communications first with the Tungsram
holiday camp and later, between Mount Naszaly and
the Research Laboratory.
During the Second World War the military interests
dominated the development work. The Army ordered
•
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from the Laboratory — and from Zoltan Bay, personally — the development of a locator for artillery.
Almost the entire Research Laboratory took part in the
development which had to be kept in secret. The
theoretical design work was done by Simonyi, Papp
and Antai Soiyi; Istvanffy from Standard helped designing the aerial, the transmitted was built by Zoltan
Szepesi, and Gyorgy Dallos constructed the receiver.
The first echoes of land targets were registered on 13
April, 1943, but the device measuring the horizontal
angle, the distance and the height of the targets was
still to be designed and manufactured. The distance
measuring device was built by Kalman Mago and
Papp, based on the original idea of Zoltan Bay. The
artillery locator called Barbara was completed in 1944,
although the army could already not make much use of
it.
Those members of the Research Laboratory's staff
with an anti-German feeling — Zoltan Bay included —
did not rush to complete the army orders. All of them
were more concerned with the scientific aspects of the
arising problems. After the war they sent microwave
signals to the Moon from a radar working on 2.5 m
wavelength which was constructed from the surviving
bits of these locators. On 6 February, 1946, only a few
days after the announcement of the experiments
carried out in the United States the same radar was
able to registerthe echoes of the signals.
There were other types of experiments beside the ones
mentioned already; for example. Pal Selenyi worked
on the interesting subject of electrography. His results,
however, were never put to any practical use. In the
second half of the 1930s the methods of electrography
were also used in oscillographs, video-telephones and
the transmission of televised images, still and motion
pictures alike. Meanwhile, however, other, more efficient methods were developed for the same purposes
and hence electrography remained a curiosity of the
history of sciences. Scientific progress is not possible
without mistakes and deadends.
The production of transmitting tubes began in the
Ujpest plant in 1933—1934. Beside the growing popularity of the radio amateur movement, there was
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another potential customer: Hungarian Postal Services considered to buy the valves for its relay stations
from Hungarian companies. Although in this case the
isolationist tendencies seemed to favour TUNGSRAM,
at the end the deal went to Philips, with the provision
that the tubes had to be produced in Hungary. Despite
missing the order from the Hungarian Postal Service,
the production of transmitting tubes continued in
Ojpest. Tubes worth 7—800 thousand Pengos were
manufactured in 1936—1937, some of them for export.
By the end of the 1930s TUNGSRAM produced 10—12
thousand transmitter tubes annually, coming in 30—
35 designs. The annual production reached 33,200
tubes in 1942, worth more than 2 million Pengos. The
number of designs fell dramatically in this yeaar and
the business was dominated by the A r m y orders. The
export, primarily to neutral countries such as Switzerland, Sweden, Portugal, Finland and Spain, continued.
TUNGSRAM'S experts saw great future in the production of transmitting tubes. In 1943 they calculated
that after the war there w o u l d be some 10 thousand
civil airports in Europe, all of which w o u l d require
transmitting tubes in the millions. TUNGSRAM was
also involved in the production of tubes used in microwave medical equipment.

The Further Advance of the
TUNGSRAM Corporation
The worldwide economic recession between 1929 and
1933 did not effect TUNGSRAM as much as it did the
companies in to other sectors of the economy. This is
underlined by such facts as the purchase of Coal Mines
of Ajka,the building of the Krypton Factory of Ajka, the
establishment of the mechanized glass factory in
Ujpest and the further expansion and development of
the foreign sales agencies and factories.
a) The Founding of the Krypton
and the Power Plant of Ajka

Factory

In the previous chapter we have already pointed out on
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more than one occasion that at the tinne of inventing
the krypton lamp TUNGSRAM was still a long way
away from the mass-production of the new lamps.
Imre Brody already knew — and we have pointed this
out also — that the key to the problem lied in the
industrial production of adequately priced krypton.
One precondition of the industrial krypton production
was the founding of TUNGSRAM'S own krypton factory. We also discussed that the so-called 'gas group'
was willing to equip a factory in Hungary producing
krypton as the primary output. The production of
krypton required a great deal of electrical energy,
because for the separation of just one liter of krypton
from air through a procedure called 'washing' one
million liters of air had to be pushed through the cycle.
In order to be able to secure cheap electrical energy
needed for the production — and, partially, also to
speed up the negotiations with the 'gas group' —
TUNGSRAM bought Coal Mines of Ajka, for 3,268,786
Pengos. This vertical expansion also ended the long
battle which was waged between TUNGSRAM and the
coal mines for years on account of the high price of
coal, its poor quality making it unsuitable for gasification and the high cost of transportation caused by
delivering the coal from distant mines.
The coal mines of Ajka had been producing good
quality coal (3600 calories on average) since 1868.
Their daily output at the time of the purchase was 130
wagons, but there was capacity for more. The pit in
Padrag was opened in 1943, and with that the daily
production already reached 200 wagons. Another fact
also featured in the decision to buy Coal Mines of Ajka
Corp., namely the additional power plant which had
two-third of its capacity immediately available for
providing electrical energy to TUNGSRAM'S planned
krypton factory. The purchase also solved the problem
of finding location for the krypton factory, since the
1000 kW power consumption of the factory could be
met locally.
The German Linde company undertook the design of
the factory, delivered and the installed the machinery
and provided the technical documentation necessary
for the operation of the machines. On behalf of
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TUNGSRAM Janos Levai, Tibor Mihalovits, Egon Orowan (outside expert), Imre Brody and the architect
Dezso Antal took part in the work.
The factory had the following major economical
parameters: 36.7 kWh/1 krypton-xenon, daily production of 560—580 liters at a unit cost of 1.26 P/1
krypton-xenon. The factory started the production in
1937. This was the world's first operational krypton
factory. (Although Air Liquide's factory had been built
earlier, it was closed down for the regular occurrence
of explosions.) The total investment of setting up the
factory was 1,847,000 Pengos; from this the factory
buildings cost 441,000 Pengos, and the equipment,
1,252,000 Pengos. TUNGSRAM had seven blocks of
flats built for its workers next to the factory.
TUNGSRAM invested a total of more than factory.
TUNGSRAM invested a total of more than four and a
half million Pengos in the t w o enterprises connected
with the production of krypton (the krypton factory and
the coal mine), not counting the costs of the experiments and other relevant expenses, such as the highpressure krypton purification, the development of the
machinery producing bulbs and lamp, etc.
: - .,
The performance of the krypton plant of Ajka did not
live up to the expectations in the first few years. There
were constant disputes with Linde, the company delivering the equipments, about the quality of the krypton
and other problems. The major source of these arguments lay in the fact that the German company,
referring to patent agreements, did not give access to
TUNGSRAM'S experts to study the workings of the
most important equipment. They had their permanent
representative in Ajka who called out Linde's own
mechanics from Germany for the occasional breakdowns.
Continuous production started in the krypton factory
in the spring of 1938. Its output in May totalled 12m^of
krypton. They were only able to get 0.851 krypton from
1000 m^ air, which was less than expected. The energy
needed to produce one liter of krypton was 44.6 kWh.
By the autumn of 1938 the plant was running
smoothly. The monthly production reached 17.5 m^,
corresponding to the planned annual performance.
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The resulting krypton was filled in bottles in Ajka and
sent to Ujpest. The engineer Tibor Mihalkovits, w h o
was appointed by TUNGSRAM to act as technical
supervisor, greatly contributed to the smooth operation of the plant. In close cooperation with the company management he succeeded in forcing Linde to
amend the faults and, working together with Imre
Brody, he came up with a new method of producing
krypton. The old power plant of the mine could only
meet the energy needs of the krypton factory temporarily, an additional factory which was on the cards
at the time. Therefore, TUNGSRAM embarked on the
building of a modern power plant with an annual
capacity of 250 kWh energy already in 1938. The
krypton factory of Ajka w o u l d not have needed this
much energy, so it was suggested that those units of
the factory which required a lot of electrical energy (for
example, the planned electrical glass furnaces of the
glass factory) should be moved to Ajka, also. (There
was even an experimental electrical glas furnace operated with direct current in the Ujpest glass factory.) But
the plan was discarded and other electricity consumers were found to utilize the suplus energy capacity.
TUNGSRAM started talks first with A l u m i n i u m Ore
Mining and Industry Co. Ltd. and later, with Hungarian
Bauxite Mining Co. Ltd. in order to find buyers for its
surplus electrical energy. Both these companies had
sizeable bauxite mines in the counties of Fejer and
Veszprem and now wanted to establish alumina factories and aluminum furnaces which also needed a lot
of electrical energy, possibly at a low price. In 1940 —
almost three years after that the krypton factory had
started producing — a deal was made by TUNGSRAM
and Hungarian Bauxite Mining Co. Ltd. about the sale
of an annual 210 kWh of electrical energy. After signing
the deal the building of the power plant began on a site
of 96,000 hectares (1 hectare = 2,471 acres). A sum of
28 million Pengoswas budgeted f o r t h e building of the
power plant and the related pit of Padrag. According to
the plans, the first block of the power plant w o u l d have
been running in November, 1942. The government
also helped financing the project with 18 million
Pengos, bearing in mind the strategic importance of

the industry. The boilers were designed by the Swiss
company Sulzer and some of the accessories were
also delivered by the same company. The boilers used
powdered coal for fuel; their heat-exchange was
based on radiation. The boilers were made from a
single molybdenum steal rod, and had their maximum
pressure set at 80 atmosphere and maximum temperature at 530 'C. This was the first high-pressure boiler
plant in Hungary. Sulzer was represented in Hungary
by the engineer Laszio Heller. Nevertheless, Lipot
Aschner invited Heller to direct the design and the
construction of the power plant as an outside expert.
Representing the company, Istvan Gyarfas, Tibor
Mihalovits and Gyula Viola took part in the work.
The coal-dust mills and the high-pressure turbo supply
pumps were also purchased from abroad. Because of
the war, the majority of the goods already arrived late,
but the captiousness of the Hungarian officials made
things even worse: the appointed (and incompetent)
government representative, always surrounded with
gendarmes, was himself the cause of a number of
technical blunders. So, it is only understandable that
the contruction work dragged on and the expenses
were constantly going up. As a result of concerted
efforts, the first boiler was at last operating in February, 1943, three months after the original deadline.
The second boiler, however, was not working until
March, 1944, and neither was the turbo generator. The
power generator started working in 1943, although
barely half of the planned power was produced: 100
kWh. The construction costs had reached 34 million
Pengos by early 1943, even though the inflation
brought on by the war also contributed to that.
The power plant was only completed after the Second
World War.
•
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b) The Building
in Ujpest

of the Mechanized

Glass

Factory

The increased incandescent lamp and radio valve
production required an increase in the production of
the necessary glassware.
Before 1932 TUNGSRAM brought the necessary
glassware parts from its glass factories in Tokod and
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Ujantalvolgy (Utekac), and partly from the factories of
Inwald in Mossbrunn, Austria, and Osram in
Weisswasser, Germany. The glass factories of Tokod
and Ujantalvolgy primarily produced blown, pressed
and ornamental glassware under the direction of such
distinguished .experts as Jeno Eggenhoffer, Vilmos
Frommel, Jeno Schlisz, to name but a few. Both
factories had very good furnace staff and glass-blowers. The lead-glass tubes and rods, the back insulating
glass rods and grits and the various special and hard
glass components were bought from outside the
concern, from the already mentioned Austrian and
German companies. The company, therefore, was
always exposed to the danger of its competitors'
exploiting the situation, either through price policy or
design strategy. It did not come as a surprise then that
TUNGSRAM'S management decided in 1930 to widen
its glass manufacturing. They expected this way to free
the capacity of the existing manual glass furnaces for
the production, of the special bulb designs which could
not be produced on machines. By setting up a
mechanized glass factory in Ujpest the quite substantial transportation costs could also be reduced. Still in
the summer of 1930 TUNGSRAM bought from Osram
an American-built machine capable of producing
70,000 glass balloons a day. This machine was called
'Ivanhoe' and it had been working in Osram's plant in
Siemestadt. TUNGSRAM also bought Osram's automatic glass tube drawing machine of a type called
Danner. Lipot Aschner made a deal whereby Osram
would be providing professional assistance throughout the design of the Ujpest glass factory and w o u l d
also help in the training of the Hungarian staff. The
design of the furnaces would be done by the German
factory's team specialized in building furnaces, under
the guidance of Professor Gelhof, Osram's glass
physics, chemistry and technology expert.
In 1930, after signing the agreement, work on the
design of the glass factory's building began, while the
construction work started in September of still the
same year, using bauxite cement in the fashion of the
age. (This construction method led to the ripping out of
a railing and the death of a young worker.)
i

Simultaneously with the construction work, a delegation was sent to Germany to study the production
technology on the spot. Janos Levai was appointed to
coordinate and direct the whole project.
The glass factory was built up in one year, costing
4,200,000 Pengos, but the start of production was
delayed until 1932. Although the Hungarian staff of the
Ujpest glass factory immediately manufactured glass
bulbs with the required precision, the glass material of
the bulbs became so full of bubbles after a few days of
operation that is was not suitable for light bulbs. The
problem of setting things right was further frustrated
by the fact that the German professor had died in the
meantime, leaving TUNGSRAM'S staff on their own to
face the difficulties. Even the American experts of IGEC
were unable to add anything to the analysis of the
home staff, even enlisting the expertise of the chemical engineer Dr. Oszkar Knapp. They came to the
conclusion that the problems arose from the separate
heating of the melting area and the work area of the
furnace, as well as from the arrangement of the
connecting channel below the bottom surface of the
two areas. This arrangement slowed down the flow of
glass between the t w o tubs and, as a result, the air
bubbles of the glass in the work tub were created by
the automatic suction heads of the glass blower,
staining the glass bulbs. After rectifying the faults, the
production of the mechanized glass factory became
stabilized, so much so that TUNGSRAM was unable to
run i t t o full capacity. But since t h e p r o d u c t i o n w a s o n l y
possible with fully utilized furnaces, and since the work
force also had to be engaged continuously, the company prepared for the manufacturing of new products.
The company first started producing water-glass for
the paper- and the textile-industry, then it attempted to
manufacture chemo-resistant glass tubes for medical
purposes. These were later turned into ampules by
Hungarian Tungsten Incandescent Lamp Factory —
the company which in the meantime had gone into the
possession of TUNGSRAM.
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c) Further Stages in the Growth of the

Corporation

Beside
strengthening
its
position
vertically,
TUNGSRAM also worked continuously to improve its
standing both within the increasingly prosperous incandescent lamp cartel and in the domestic markets.
The famous Viennese incandescent lamp and radio
factory Joh. Kremeneczky A.G. nearly went bankrupt
during the economic depression of 1929—1933. The
executives of TUNGSRAM were of the opinion that by
acquiring the Viennese factory they could take over its
quota in PHOEBUS, while also ridding themselves of
an annoying competitor in the domestic incandescent
lamp and radio market.
It was TUNGSRAM'S Viennese subsidiary. Watt A.G.,
which formally bought the Kremenetzky factory in
1930. (The Kremenetzky name and trademark had such
a good ring on the international markets that even
Watt A.G. switched to using the Kremenetzky name
until 1942.)
The Hungarian Tungsten Factory Ltd., which manufactured and marketed the Orion radios in Hungary,
formally retained its independence in spite of the
change in its ownership; nevertheless, there were
considerable changes in the structure of its product
profile. The manufacturing of incandescent lamps
continued, although at a much reduced intensity.
While in 1931 the production of incandescent lamps
still reached 2.4 million pieces, only 1.5 million were
produced in the next year. The production of incandescent lamps then stayed roughly at this level right until
the end of World War Two. The Orion, the Watt and the
Ferrowatt designs were not stopped, either; such
trademarks were retained by the Tungsram corporation. By taking over TUNGSTEN Factory Ltd. cartel
quota TUNGSRAM was entitled to use these
trademarks.
The increased production of radios meant the greatest
change in the life of Magyar Wolframgyar Rt. Egyesiilt
izzo — that is now TUNGSRAM — delivered the radio
valves for these radios. It also delivered parts to the
Hungarian Tungsten Factory started producing the
already mentioned ampules to make up for production

lost elsewhere; then in 1937 it began to produce
thermos flasks. The machinery for both new products
were delivered by TUNGSRAM'S Machine Works, and
the necessary glass material, by its glass factory.
Hungarian Tungsten Factory Ltd., despite being a
subsidiary itself, began to expand in the 1940s. It
bought Remix Electrical Ltd. for 400,000 Pengos in
1941. This factory produced electrical components
(resistors, capacitors, etc.) for radios in its Tuzolto
Street plant, exporting about 60 percent of its production. It employed approximately 260 people in the
year of the purchase. The organizing talents of Miklos
Fodor, one of the one-time owners of Remix, proved
very valuable to TUNGSRAM in other projects of the
corporation (for example, the building of the Power
Plant of Ajka). Remix also retained its formal independence'after 1941.
Hungarian Tungsten Factory Ltd. — again, with the
help of TUNGSRAM — bought the Francia Street plant
of Enamel-, Metal-ware and Electrical Factory of
Budafok and also, the shares of an electrical company
called Agrolux Ltd. (previously known as Hajos and
Szanto Electrical Company).
In 1941 TUNGSRAM acquired the majority of the
shares of the glass factory of Feketeerdo, in the county
of Bihar (now in Rumania). Then in 1943, by acquiring
interests in the Glass Factory of Zagyvapalfalva,
TUNGSRAM secured the leadership of the entire Hungarian glass industry.
In the years that followed the economic depression the
isolationist tendencies dominated the economy of
Europe, but one might even add, of the whole w o r l d ,
also. International trading was, of course, at a low ebb.
The isolationist tendencies also meant that a significant number of the countries moved in the direction of
self-sufficient economy, making the import of complete products more difficult and, at the same time,
agreeing to the import of parts more readily. The
isolationist tendencies in the incandescent lamp industry resulted in the proliferation of companies outside the cartel. Even PHOEBUS's efforts were insufficient to reserve this process and the cartel members.
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case of radio valve factories, radio valves, whose
import was not permitted or was not rentable on
account of the high custom duties.
Such a divergence in the company's profile brought
about the development of the machine works in
Ujpest, specializing in the manufacturing of machines
used in incandescent lamp manufacturing. What once
had been an in-house workshop, now became one of
TUNGSRAM'S fundmental branches.
To give an idea of the size of the TUNGSRAM Corporation, we present a table showing the break-down of its
work-force (30 April, 1929):

Factory

office
workers

workers

total

808

4264

5072

232

1225

1457

127
39
72
27
35
60
128

703
56
198
81
129
65
122

830
95
270
108
164
125
250

7
14

631
860

638
874

Total work-force
Coal Mines of Ajka
Tungsram sales
agencies

1,572
30

8,356
970

9,928
1,000

250

73

323

A grand total of

1,852

9,399

11,251

Ujpest
Joh. Kremenetzky,
Vienna
Hungarian Tungsten
Factory Ltd.
Milan
Warsaw
Tillburg
London
Bucharest
Paris
Glass factory,
KlaraUtekac
Glass Factory Tokod

A s a result of the new acquisitions, the total number of
workers employed by the corporation had reached
13,846 by January, 1943, giving a further increase of 20
percent.
The subsidiaries and branches constituted a complex
organization. Every company retained its share company structure enjoyed prior to joining the corporation, and even the foreign agencies were reorganized

into formall independent companies. This striving for
independence was explained by the rising nationalist
mood exhibited in the various countries. To tackle the
nationalist tendencies, such organizational structures
were formed which made the foreign branches financially interested in one another; for example, the
Yugoslavian sales agencies and assembly plants were
run as if they had been the subsidiaries of the
Tungsram factory in Zurich.
j w
In the growing isolationist mood the transfer of profit
from the subsidiaries to the parent company became
increasingly more difficult. This difficulty was bridged
by license agreements concerning various patents
owned by the Ujpest factory, as well as other agreements about certain consultation fees due to
TUNGSRAM, drawn up first between the assembly
plants and TUNGSRAM and later between the assembly plants and Swiss holding company set up just for
this purpose. Then the Swiss company used the
proceeds to buy basic materials on the international
markets. This source of acquisition
enabled
TUNGSRAM to continue with its production throughtherefore, other ways of securing their markets had to
be found.
To adapt to the new circumstances, TUNGSRAM, like
the rest of the large international companies, set up
factories (assembly units, more precisely) working
beside its existing, registered and legally independent,
foreign branches which, in fact, were sales agencies, in
certain cases these moves were connected to the
ruthless competition against the great opponents on
the market. When the Dutch company Philips bought
shares in Hungarian businesses, TUNGSRAM responded by acquiring a small Dutch company. Radium
Tillburg, and turned it into a radio valve and incandescent lamp assembly unit. Later this company even
moved into radio manufacturing. An incandescent
lamp factory (assembly plant) was established in
Milan in 1930, a radio valve factory in London in 1934,
another incandescent lamp factory in Bucharest in
1936, an incandescent lamp factory in Bratislava and a
radio valve factory in Paris in 1937, and an incandescent lamp assembly unit, again, in Paris in 1939. The
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Warsaw branch added the assembling of radio valves
to its list of products in 1938; t w o factories went into
the possession of TUNGSRAM in Yugoslavia, in Zagreb and Panchova, specializing in the assembly of
incandescent lamps, and then came the setting up of
the factory in Belgrade. The establishing of assembly
units were on the cards in Argentina, Switzerland,
Sweden, Egypt and Turkey. A large part of the machinery for the Argentine factory had already been
completed, when the war came and ruined the plans.
The listed factories all had production capacities in the
neighbourhood of 2 million incandescent lamps or, in
the case of the radio valve factories, between 300,000
and 700,000 tubes.
All the foreign branches were fitted with machinery
built in Ojpest and — wherever the law of that country
permitted — were provided with parts and technology
imported from Ojpest, working under the guidance of
the technical staff, again, delegated from Ojpest. Their
production, both in volume and structure, entirely
followed the directions issued in Ojpest. Most of the
times these factories produced normal lamps or, in the
out the war. In 1941 TUNGSRAM'S Ojpest plant had
enough copper to last three years, its tungsten supply
was enough for five years, nickel and molybdenum
enough for two years, tin for four years, etc.

The Production and Trade Figures of
the Company from the First Year of the
Depression until the End of World War
Two
The famous Wall Street Crash broke out in New York
on 24 October, 1929. It marked the beginning of a
worldwide economic depression. The crisis did not
acknowledge geographical barriers or national borders: it soon spread to Europe. As a result of the
Depression, masses of goods became unmarketable,
prices rapidly fell, industrial production took a nose
dive and mass-unemployment followed. The Depression was very acutely felt in Hungary, too. The situa-

tion was especially bad in the agriculture and the
industry, first of all in the heavy industry, where
production fell by more than half. A t t h e s a m e t i m e , t h e
food industry and some other companies, mostly
producing consumer's goods, were slightly less hurt
by the Depression.
TUNGSRAM also belonged to those companies which
produced consumer's goods and, therefore, were less
susceptible to the effects of the Depression of 1929—
1933. The opening phrases of the report prepared f o r a
board meeting assessing the company's performance
in the fiscal year of 1930—1931 described the company's grave situation throughout these difficult
years: "The economic crisis has been felt in almost
every country, where we are present on the market
with our products, unfavourably affecting our trade.
We have been only able to achieve sales figures
approaching last year's performance, because we
could further develop some of our recently introduced
business projects."
The second sentence in this report refers to the fact
that, while the volume of production significantly fell
in the incandescent lamps business, the production of
radio valves rose.

Year

incandescent lamps
production in pieces

radio valves

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934

22,157,000
23,429,000
12,970,000
10,194,000
11,084,000
15,670,000

642,000
1,123,000
1,936,000
1,834,000
1,611,000
2,345,000

It is evident from the table that the t w o charts show
quite a different story. While incandescent lamp production fell by 60 percent in 1932, as compared to the
record figures of 1930, the volume of radio valve
production grew year after year until 1931 — it trebled
in t w o years! — and, following a two-year long slight
setback, rose to a new record in 1934, crossing the
two-million valve barrier.
.
.,
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Behind the drastic drop of incandescent lamp production there was also a certain amount of speculation
on the part of TUNGSRAM'S management. While the
stocks were piling up in almost every branch of
industry during the Depression, in the same period
TUNGSRAM significantly reduced its stocks, both
home and abroad, by holding back production. In 1930
TUNGSRAM had 16,383,000 incandescent lamps in
TUNGSRAM stock; by 1934 it had only 7,043,000. It is
typical of TUNGSRAM'S business performance that its
published figure showed a profit even in the years of
the Depression. The profits went as follows:
Fiscal year

Profit (in Pengos)

1929-1930
1930-1931
1931-1932
1932-1933
1933-1934
1934^1935

3,897,760
3,991,098
3,527,293
2,719,981
1,380,684
1,486,034

Analyzing the profits we must bear in mind that, as a
consequence of TUNGSRAM'S peculiar position, its
business performance was only reflected in the books
with a one- or two-year delay. It was the final clearingup of the PHOEBUS accounts, which took longer than
usual, although the accounts of the foreign branches
could not be completed until after the end of the given
fiscal year, either. This was how the company could
show the largest profit in the worst year of the
Depressison in 1930—1931, and the smallest — barely
40 percent of the previous profits — in the years of the
economic recovery!
In drawing the balance of the company's actual performance during the Depression we must also take into
consideration the new investments TUNGSRAM
realized in the corporation in these years. It bought the
Viennese company, Joh. Kremenetzky in 1930—1931,
and significantly expanded the Ujpest plant. The company began the construction work on the new headquarters of the Research Laboratory in 1929, a threestorey building was completed (No. 37.) for Standard,

and another one, the new mass-production block (No.
36) which accommodated the extended radio valve
production, as well as the new Machine Glass Works
and the Recreational Centre. In orderto provide central
location for its warehouses and offices, TUNGSRAM
bought the Eotvos Street plant in the 6th District, and
also established a swimming pool and a rowing club
by the banks of river Danube, straight across the
Ujpest plant. These new developments significantly
added to the value of the company's fixed assets. In the
records the value of the factory sites, buildings and
equipment went as follows:

Fiscal year

Profit sum in Pengos

1920-1930
1930-1931
1931-1932
1932-1933

14,675,000
16,320,000
20,076,000
23,226,428

The increase in the company's wealth invested in fixed
assets was nearly 9 million Pengos within these few
years, giving an almost 58 percent growth.
The company presumably financed these significant
additions from its reserves stashed away in, the previous years and cleverly concealed from the records.
This business policy — and the generally improving
economic environment — brought about, from the
mid-1930s on, another boom in the company's performance, which lasted right until World War Two. The
general economic boom which resulted from the
preparation for war from the mid-1930s onward did
not help TUNGSRAM much, since it was hardly at all
involved in the production of war materials. On the
other hand, the isolationist tendencies, also looming
large at the time, had an unfavourable influence on
TUNGSRAM'S trade. Nevertheless, the company was
able to maintain its position both on the domestic and
the foreign markets.

> . •
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The profits of the next few years are shown in the
following table:

Fiscal year

(Profits in Pengos)

1934-1935
1935-1936
1936-1937
1937-1938
1938-1939
1939-1940
1940-1941
1041-1942
1942-1943
1943-1944

1,486,034
1,777,319
2,262,880
2,248,091
2,392,771
2,539,885
2,534,529
3,514,995
4,338,038
4,721,562

Tungsram's profits continued going up every year in
this decade, too. This was so in spite of the fact that the
company also continued to invest in this period at the
same rate as it had done previously. This was the time
when the krypton factory was built, the coal mines of
Ajka went into the company's possession, the power
plant of Ajka was established and several foreign
branches were set up, beside the permanent construction work in the Ujpest plant. The cost of all these
investments was about one million Pengos each year.
In the 1930s the company also bought large pieces of
land. In 1937—1938 it bought from the Karoiyi family
an approximately 43,000 square fathom (1 sf = 38.32
square foot estate complete with buildings including
the inn of Megyer. Certain chemicals — fluoride acid,
colloidal cotton, etc. — were stored here. TUNGSRAM
also bought nearly 6,000 "square f a t h o m " of land from
the Franciscan Order in 1940. Before the said purchases TUNGSRAM and its subsidiaries owned nearly
360.6 cadastral yokes (1 cadastral yoke - 1.42 acres)
of land home and abroad.

The next table shows the company's wealth invested
in fixed assets (factory sites, buildings and equipment):

Fiscal year

Total in Pengos

1933-1934
1934-1935
193&-1936
1936-1937
1937-1938
1938-1939
1939-1940
1940-1941
1941-1942
1942-1943
1943-1944

23,450,793
23,860,000
<• 24,475,637
24,528,693 .
28,275,133
28,473,427
29,144,890
34,562,409
45,871,671
53,674,791
68,885,892

The value of the company's fixed assets very nearly
trebled within ten years. The fact that TUNGSRAM had
managed to finance all its investments f r o m its o w n
resources right until 1941 (when it had to borrow to
cover the cost of building the power plant of Ajka) tells
a lot about the company's monetary position. It was
TUNGSRAM'S improving production and sales figures
from the 1930s onward, which enabled the company to
finance its o w n project.
The incandescent lamp and radio valve production of
TUNGSRAM in this period is outlined in the following
table:
Year

Incandescent lamps

Radio valves

1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943

15,670,000
14,986,000
19,807,000
24,600,000
24,685,000
25,296,000
23,201,000
20,369,000
26,465,000
23,681,000

2,345,000
2,219,000
2,599,000
3,165,000
2,421,000
2,587,000
2,385,000
2,309,000
2,613,000
2,055,000

(No information is available on the year 1944.)
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In 1937, for the first time since the Depression, the
incandescent lamp production reached the twenty
million barrier, never to fall below that mark again.
In the late 1930s the incandescent lamp production
had the following breakdown:

Fisca year
Lamp designs
* Normal vacuum
lamps
Normal gas-filled
lampsuptolOOW
lamps from 150 W
Festoon lamps
Special lamps
Pearl sealed lamps
Glow lamps
Krypton lamps
A total of

1937-1938

1938-1939

6,132,168

4,906,934
.• '

7,789,564
958,258
162,522
4,327,226
3,091,339
13,128
2,675,694

7,620,097
1,008,830
162,823
3,394,791
1,874,802
44,897
4,718,943

25,149,899

23,732,117

Looking at the table the sudden growth of the krypton
lamp production, going up by nearly 80 percent within
one year, becomes evident.
According to the scedule, in 1937 the production of 9.2
million incandescent lamps were targeted in the first 4
months of that year; furhter 6.5 million lamps were to
be manufactured in the summer months — between
May and August —, and in the remaining 4 months
another 9.3 million lamps w o u l d complete the round
figureof that year's total of 25 million lamps.
' j ^
The variety of designs shown in TUNGSRAM'S production was matched by the fluctuating intensity of their
manufacturing throughout the year. Generally, three
periods were distinguished within each year.

The reason for this was that the quality of the lamps
produced during the summer heat was inferior to that
of the lamps manufactured in the cooler months. For
this reason, and also to protect the health of the
workers, in that period the factory only ran for seven
hours a day, or 35 hours a week, since only maintenance work was done on Saturdays. The production
peaked in December and in the following couple of
months. Experience showed that the "cheapest and
the best quality lamps were produced' in those
months. The cooling air had a lowertemperature in the
winter months, allowing to fill the lamps to a higher
pressure. The workers' productivity was lower during
the summer months, in the inefficiently cooled and of
too low clearance work halls.

The incandescent lamps were being marketed primarily within the framework of PHOEBUS in this period,
too. The cartel's trading was also hurt by the Depression, as it can be seen from the trade figures of
TUNGSRAM:
.V,

Year

Number of lamps sold

1930
1931
1934
1935
1936
1937

19,616,000
13,045,000
16,430,000
18,223,000
21,600,000
27,361,000

"•

'.

The table clearly indicates that the trading did not
reach the level of business done in the first year of the
Depression until 1937. The trade figures could have
even been better, had the company always been able
to meet its inflated quotas during the mid-1930s. (For
example, in 1935 TUNGSRAM missed its quota by 2.5
million lamps TUNGSRAM'S quota came to 10.13
percent of the cartel's total business in 1939.
The company's export had the following break-down
one the international market in 1936:

-»v^,
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Country
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
The Netherlands
Italy
Spain
India
Ceylon
South Africa
Other Africans
Guayana
Malta
Cyprus
Mauritius
Aden
Albania
Bulgaria
Bohemia
Syria
Angola
Iraq
Mozambique
Tanguanyika
Egypt
Palestine
Rumania
Hungary

A total

Lamps
291,657
1,047,500
2,692
247,589
595,490
26,221
409,352
1,216
211,591
11,214
911
1,014
3,213
12,234
3,871
6,517
112,833
1,250,603
3,689
771
6
6
6,036
239,869
114,621
2,006,006
3,000,965

Country
China
Germany
France
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Portugal
Madeira is!.
Argentie
Congo
Bolivia
Columbia
Ecuador
Iran
Peru
Thailand
Uruguay
Venezuela
Danzig
Estonia
Denmark
Finland
Greece
Lithuania
Norway
Poland
Philippines
Yugoslavia

Lamps
36,912
6,962,013
1.128„202
39,790
501,709
269,090
16,151
1,692
323,283
1,112
9,100
81,568
20,508
43,970
84,470
33,942
177,289
19,510
16,852
9,272
171,033
700
232,206
148
594,557
411,449
37,447
682,653
21,514,665

Approximately 79 percent of the above was the share
of the TUNGSRAM companies, roughly 11 percent
originated from the Kremenetzky factories and the
remaining 10 percent was bought from other companies. Osram, for example, contributed to the German sales with 1,621,000 lamps. On the other hand,
TUNGSRAM also helped out other cartel members
with deliveries to meet their allocated quotas. These
arrangements were to the advantage of both parties. The
holder of the quota saved money on the cost of

transportation and the lamps were still sold with its
trademark. From the published list it is evident that the
lamps bearing the Tungsram trademark reached
nearly every country in the world — not in equal
volume, of course. By the end of the 1930s the cartel's
trading, and TUNGSRAM'S quota in it, had grown
significantly. Concurrently with the expansion of the
corporation, TUNGSRAM'S foreign subsidiaries increasingly shared in the growing sales.
The complete incandescent lamp trade of the corporation is shown in the next table, showing the contribution of the various members of the corporation.
Corporation member

1939-1940

1940-1941

TUNGSRAM, Budapest
27,909,920
J. Kremenetzky, Vienna
6,359„576
Radium,Tillburg
515,765
Hungarian Tungsten Factory 1,456,010
Othersubsidiaries
5,437,158

23,011,560
5,456,220
129,797
1,166,760
4,533,426

A total of

41,678,429

34,297,763

The total export
Sales in Hungary

36,385,947
5,292,482

27,632,505
6,665,258

Corporation member

1941-1942

1942-1943

TUNGSRAM, Budapest
26,600,139
J. Kremenetzky, Vienna
6,079,311
Radium,Tillburg
192,292
Hungarian Tungsten Factory 1,585,173
Othersubsidiaries
6,701,162

25,643,686
5,176,664
191,055
1,641,858
6,229,014

A total of

41,159,077

39,422,277

The total export
Sales in Hungary

33,433,914
7,725,163

31,688,188
7,734,089

The table clearly shows that in the years just before
and during the war basically there was no change in
the production of the corporation, neither in the volume of its export; it was only the destination of the
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export which changed. The export sales to neutral
countries went up — to Switzerland, Sweden, Portugal
and Turkey. As a consequence of Hungary's provisional territorial gains, the domestictrade of incandescent lamps increased significantly (by two million
lamps, roughly). The fact that the import of incandescent lamps to Hungary was practically non-existing
also helped to bring about such an increase. In 1941
TUNGSRAM managed to come to an agreement with
its domestic competition outside the cartel, which had
emerged in the meantime, on how the domestic
market should be divided up. The agreement guaranteed the following quotas to the other four companies:

Factories
1. Zwack and Associate
Mrs. S.Stommer,
Merkur Incandescent
Lamp Factory
Laszio Prerovszky
Eterna Rt., Kolozsvar
A total of

Units
379,000

375,000
365,000
241,000
1,360,000

It was also agreed that TUNGSRAM w o u l d deliver the
necessary parts to these four companies; moreover, it
was decided that " . . .the much reduced prices which
resulted form the several-year-long price war should
be brought to a uniform level".
In fact, the agreement signed in 1941 meant the setting
up of a domestic incandescent lamp cartel which
reaffirmed TUNGSRAM'S position in the domestic
market.
From the above table it is apparent that the number of
radio valves produced by TUNGSRAM stabilized at
over t w o million after the mid-1930s, only exceeding 3
million in 1936. We do not have a complete breakdown
by designs of the company's radio valve production. In
1941, for example, approximately 250 designs were
produced on eight machine lines, or ten, if we include

those produced in the Test Production Department. To
avoid the frequent switch-overs, one machine line
generally produced no more than four designs in a
months. This method, however, required that the
stocks of each design be kept at a high level. The radio
valve stock fluctuated at about one million pieces each
year.
The radio valve cartel founded in 1934, which guaranteed a market for each of its members, undoubtedly
helped to stabilize the sale and the production of radio
valves. The cartel only covered a smaller portion of the
world, but TUNGSRAM made a separate agreement
with the IRAVCO members, concerning the British,
French
and
Spanish
markets.
Otherwise,
TUNGSRAM'S share of the cartel's total sales came to
12.28 percent, and the Tungsram valves reached every
cornerof the world.
In the first ten month of the fiscal year of 1937—1938
the sale of electronic vacuum tubes in the various
countries went as follows:
, ^^
Country

Valves

Argentina
Australia
Bulgaria
Belgium
--^
Norway
Auatria
Poland
Portugal
Brazil
Denmark
Germany
'•'" -aff--,:.
Finland
-• ,.
The Netherlands
Ireland
Italy
Yugoslavia
African countries
Rumania
The Soviet Union
Sweden

112,783
2,193
17,400
163,523
50,207
111,067
171,538
1,571
2,149
129,258
194,633
27,206
59,463
2,429
68,884
49,435
229
98,476
19
110,561

1
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Country

Valves

Corporation member

1941-1942

1942-1943

Switzerland
Bohemia
Hungary
Number of valves sold
within IVRACO's territory:
a total of
Number of valves sold
outside IVRACO's territory:
France
Spain
England

54,748
166,966
144,538

2,128,834
TUNGSRAM, Budapest
443,956
J. Kremenetzky, Vienna
203,977
Radium,Tillburg
232,760
Hungarian Tungsten Factory
581,731
Othersubsidiaries

1,888,695
539,715
164,489
251,782
561,305

1,741,276

A total of

3,591,259

3,405,986

863,449

775,203

A total of

3,475,393

961,436
22,280
751,991

By the end of the fiscal year of 1937—1938
TUNGSRAM had fulfilled its quota and sold 2,932,000
valves within the IVRACO territories.
From the next table we can see that the total production of the corporation exceeded three million valves in each but one year. At the same time, the overall
trend pointed downward, and it was especially apparent in the case of the parent company's production.
The import restrictions which followed from the war
times, greatly contributed to this fall-off. At the same
time, the domestic trade of radio valves nearly doubled. This could be traced back to the effects of both
the territorial gains mentioned earlier and the import
restrictions operated by Hungary.

Corporation member

1939-1940

1940-1941

TUNGSRAM, Budapest
3,172,154
J.Kremenetzky,Vienna
303,610
Radium,Tillburg
76,056
Hungarian Tungsten Factory
207,931
Othersubsidiaries
42,221

2,223,258
246,508
96,129
242,025
4,140

A total of

3,800,972

2,803,060

328,672

353,439

Sales in Hungary

Sales in Hungary

In 1943 the domestic sales of radio valves continued to
go up, reaching nearly one million (954,300, to be
exact). Two major factors had contributed to this
growth.
More than 200,000 valves were sold to the army, of
which Standard, alone, bought 174,000. The number
of tubes sold to operate the imported radio sets also
went up: 100,000 valves were boughtfor Philips radios
and 36,000 for Telefunken radios. The Orion radios of
Hungarian Tungsten Factory required 270,000 valves.
The business figures and achievements we have outlined so far almost completely conceal the hardships
imposed by World War Two. The corporation suffered
very serious losses during the war. The Warsaw
branch was nearly completely obliterated, when Germany overran Poland in 1939. The Yugoslavian factories suffered very heavy damages in 1941. The
companies in Great Britain were declared enemy
property and were taken over by the government. It
was getting increasingly difficult to continue with the
export; on several occasions the deliveries got lost or
were bombed on the way. There were problems with
the supply of materials, although the stocks which had
been filled up in the previous years assured the factory
a smooth production for still some time to come.
TUNGSRAM'S results between the t w o world wars
reflected the success of a company which could adapt
to the Hungarian circumstances well and could keep
abreast with the foreign competition, both in quality
and in technical development. TUNGSRAM occupied a
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prominent place among the factories of the west,
home and abroad.
Of the European companies only Philips could have
been considered to have essentially the same profile.
The German Telefunken — just like the American RCA
or Siemens, another Gernnan company — only produced
electronic equipment and parts, while Osram limited
itself to manufacturing incandescent lamps. The t w o
American companies, IGEC and Westinghouse, mainly produced high-powered equipment and machinery
beside their incandescent lamp businesses, making all
v comparisons with TUNGSRAM impossible. Anyhow,
TUNGSRAM'S exports between the fiscal years of
1932—1933 and 1938—1939 slightly exceeded that of
its famous Dutch competitor — that is, if the article
about Philips published in a Dutch paper on 11 May,
1939 is anything to go by.
On the home front — as far as the total capital
investment of the individual Hungarian companies
were concerned — TUNGSRAM, with its equity of 25
million Pengos, came first among the electrical companies and was third in the entire industry, according
t o t h e C o m p a s s o f 1938—1939.

-

The fundamental source of these achievements, beside the flexible and courageous business policy, was
the creativity of the excellent Hungarian physicists,
engineers and technicians and the assiduous and
competent work of several thousands of employees,
all working f o r T u n g s r a m .

, ,..-. . . -...-•
;. . . . U ' - . The Social Structure of the Factory.
The Workers' Material and Cultural
Circumstances in Ujpest
Like any other company, TUNGSRAM, too, was more
than just a multitude of buildings and equipment; it
was also a given social formation, a community of very
specific internal structure. A factory's community is
never as stable as are, for example, the walls of its
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buildings: it is in perpetual motion, changing with the
social-economic-political relations of the given country. It does not follow from the above, however, that
every factory in Hungary had the same structure, wage
policy, social and cultural conditions. TUNGSRAM'S
community was, in many respects, unique; its overall
social structure digressed from the general pattern in
Hungary in many ways. These differences were partly
linked to the financial status of the company, its
production profile -see, for example, the relatively
high proportion of female employees —, and partly
derived from the specific qualities of the factory's
leading elite, from their general attitude.
Throughout the period between the t w o world wars
TUNGSRAM was run in an organizational form which
corresponded to the Hungarian laws regulating the
operation of share companies. Formally, its highest
executive body was the annual general meeting of the
shareholders. The board of directors submitted their
report about the passed fiscal year for approval on
these general meetings, the company's a financial
balance and the report of the supervisory committee
were presented here, and the shareholders elected the
next board of directors, who would conduct the company's affairs in the interval between the two general
meetings.
... •
Only the major shareholders were present on the
general meetings: they were the representatives of the
big banks and corporations holding large blocks of
shares. TUNGSRAM'S general meetings were formal
affairs almost without exception. In the important
issues the major shareholders had come to an agreement well in advance on meetings from which the
public was excluded and the decisions of which did not
have to be reported to the official state bodies. (The
material of the general meetings had to be submitted
to the registry court.) The officially elected board of
directors usually consisted of 9—12 persons, representing the major shareholders. Its chairmen were all
long provided by Pesti Hungarian Commercial Bank,
("Pesti" is an abbreviation = "of Budapest") in the
persons of Henrik Fellner, FiJIop Weiss and Lajos
Valko. TUNGSRAM' standing was reflected in the fact
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that the afore-mentioned chairmen had all come from
the top management of the bank. Until the end of the
1920s the members of the founding family, the Eggers,
who by then had been living in Vienna, were also
represented on the board. Certain members of the
^ Hungarian aristocracy, together with a few expoliticians, appeared on the board in the 1930s. The board
membership was not at all a bad deal: every member
received an annual sum of about 10,000 Pengos. A
board meeting was called usually three or four times a
year; also, there used to be an executive committee
until 1940 which was selected from the board members and had quite an operative function in the management of the company, especially during the 1920s.
Until his abduction by the Germans on 19 March, 1944,
Lipot Aschner (AsakiJrt, 1872—1952) was entrusted
with the position of chief executive off icer on the major
shareholders' recommendation. Lipot Aschner was a
born manager. Restarted out as a minor administrator
and rapidly roseto t h e t o p of the management. A t o n e
point he was even elected vice-president of the industry's international organization. According to the surviving sources and his contemporaties, he was a
hard-working man who gave his whole life over to the
company. The public life — with the exception of sport
— did not interest him. Inside the 'house' he had the
last w o r d ; he presented the reports to both the board
meetings and the executive committees and represented TUNGSRAM in the most important international negotiations. His characteristic signature, an
angular letter 'A', features on masses of documents,
making one wonder how he could possibly have time
to read them all. His memory was legendary; not only
did he read and sign the documents put in front of him,
" but also, he remembered their major points. Lipot
Aschner did not have large quantities of TUNGSRAM
shares; still, all the major stock exchange transactions
of the company are associated with his name — he
represented TUNGSRAM everywhere. The salary of
the chief executive was determined by either the board
of directors of the executive committee. According to a
" document dated from 1938 — when the three-year
contracts of the top managers were signed — Lipot
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Aschner's annual salary was fixed at 118,000 Pengos,
which was almost as much as the Prime Minister's
salary. In addition, he also filled top jobs in the other
branches of the corporation; for example, he was
chairman of the board in Telephone Factory Ltd., and
later, in Standard Ltd. These positions brought in
further income for him. We cannot determine his total
annual earnings exactly, but he must have been one of
the highest-paid managers in the Hungarian industry.
He rightly deserved it.
It must be added that, according to a memo by the
managers heading the company in 1947, between
1940 and his abduction by the Germans Lipot Aschner
"... in response to the anti-Jewish legislation, gave up
the salary due to him, this way making it possible for
the company to keep the ordinary employees on the
pay-roll, without reducing their salaries."
Lipot Aschner survived the war in the most extraordinary way: the major shareholders of the company
secured his release from the concentration camp of
Mauthausen by paying 100,000 Swiss Francs to the
Germans. He was taken to Switzerland by some SS
officers in December, 1944, just before the end of the
war. He returned to Hungary from there in 1947 and
acted as vice-chairman of the board of TUNGSRAM
right until his death in 1952.
Jozsef Pinter was also on TUNGSRAM'S board of
directors until his death in 1928. He had been the
technical director of the company since 1887, the time
when the company's Huszar Street plant was established; later he became the deputy of the chief executive officer. The memory of this widely respected
figure is preserved in the memorial plaque in a street
named after him near the factory. Ignac Pfeifer, the
founder and the first head of the Research Laboratory
was also a board member. In addition to the work he
did f o r T U N G S R A M , Ignac Pfeifer played an active role
in the bourgeois liberal opposition throughout the
Horthy era. He became a member of the Capital
Municipal Authority and was also involved in the
struggle to stop the spreading of fascism. He did much
to protect and help the ordinary people.
Beside Lipot Aschner, there were five or six executives
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looking after the affairs of the TUNGSRAM corporation. Leo Fischmann followed Jozsef Pinter in the
position of deputy chief executive; the foreign marketing was directed by Vilmos Rosenfeld, and David
Aschner was in charge of the domestic sales. The chief
accountant was Jeno Hirschbein.
The managing directors of the factory were, in that
actual order, Frigyes Baumann, Miklos Hegediis,
Janos Levai and Arpad Telegdy. (The latter rather
committed suicide in the final days of the war, than
participate in the evacuation of the factory.) Bertalan
•^v Nemenyi, who was heading the legal department, was
also a company director. Following the mid-1930s
several changes were made in the line-up the company management. Zoltan Bay became the head of the
Research Laboratory and Hugo Zaia was appointed to
the post of chief accountant.
Denes Jankovich and Zoltan Bay took over the running
of the company. Zoltan Bay got in contact with the
Hungarian resistance movement in 1944; he helped to
hide the left-wing workers' leaders of the factory and
he did everything in this power to keep the Jewish
engineers in their jobs. As a result, he, too, was forced
to hide out when Szalasi the Hungarian nazi leader
took over the government.
In the factory hierarchy the managers and the chief
, engineers came right next to the directors. In 1938 the
• directors' salaries were fixed between 20,000 and
60,000 Pengos annually.
Leo Fischer's salary was 56,000 Pengos at that time.
Zoltan Bay, w h o had just joined the company, 'only'
received 34,000 Pengos. The managers were paid
20,000 Pengos, the same as Janos Levai was. Erno
Winter received 14,300 Pengos then, which was more
than the salary of Jozsef Gabor, w h o headed the
Audion Department. We only have information concerning the salaries of the people working in the lower
administration from earlier times. According to a
document from December, 1928 the chief engineers
(two persons) working in the production were getting
717 Pengos a month, the engineers heading the workshops (18 persons) received 525 Pengos a month, the
salary of the engineers working in production (35
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persons) was 344 Pengos, the engineers working in the
offices (23 persons) were given 275 Pengos, while the
paid 305 Pengos a month. In the same period the
hourly wage of skilled labourer was 91 fillers on
average, and the most they could get was 1.25 Pengos.
(Assuming 200 working hours a month, this would
roughly come to 200 Pengos a month in the years
preceding the Depression!)
The administrators, even the typists, were given 13
months' wages a year, because the company handed
out from its profits an extra month's wages to them
almost every year.
In return for the comparatively high wages,
TUNGSRAM demanded through professionalism and
hard work from its management and administration.
The requirements included, for example, the proficiency in a foreign language, and that was not only
expected from those, whose work had something to
do with the export. In the 1920s German language was
extensively used in the company's administration;
several important documents were written out in
German. However, the international character of the
concern often necessitated the knowledge of the English and French languages.
From 1929 the company operated its own pension
scheme for its administrators. In 1938 —after 40 years
of active service — Lipot Aschner's pension was fixed
in 36,000 Pengos a year.
The total number of office workers was progressively
increasing from the second half of the 1930s onwards.
In 1935 there were still only 540 administrative workers; by 1939this n u m b e r w e n t u p t o 8 5 5 , reaching 1006
by 1942. The upward trend continued during the war.
While there had been 15 administrators for every 100
workers in 1935, this number went up to 18.5 by 1939
and to more than 20 by 1942. A defensive tactics to
sabotage the anti-Jewish legislation was partially responsible for this increase. Rather than laying off
Jewish administrators, the company took on more and
more non-Jewish staff in order to reach the required
'Christian-Jew' ratio. But the over-regulated w a r t i m e
economics also demanded more and more administrators, hence also contributing to the swelling up of
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the administration. The company also set very high
professional standards for its technical staff. Their
tasks included the translation and adaptation of the
technical-technological documentation which resulted from the various agreements with the large
international companies on the exchange of technical
information. Together with the departmental heads,
they had to direct the different test productions and to
solve any technical problem that might have emerged
in connection with the new ventures and the construction work carried out within the factory. They had to
analyze and evaluate the data concerning the performance, the quality and the efficiency of production of
the subsidiaries and to see to the training of the staff
working there. Sometimes they were working abroad
for years, starting up a new factory or an assembly
plant. The rapidly expanding corporation and the
wide-scale international cooperation, however, also
gave them numerous opportunities to advance their
knowledge and skills.
The company's Research Laboratory was more than
just the heart and soul of TUNGSRAM'S technical
development: it proved to be the Alma Mater of the
entire telecommunication and light source industry.
Several members of its staff — Gyorgy Szigeti, Erno
Winter, Pal Selenyi and others — became the leading
authorities in their field after the end of the World War
II.; many people, Zoltan Bay included, brought fame to
the name of their old laboratory through their work
done outside the country. A number of TUNGSRAM
managers and employees fell victim to Fascism, to the
devastation of World War Two. The company management did much to rescue its endangered employees
from the most severe consequences. They managed to
find shelterfor Imre Brody in the camp set up inside the
factory until September 1944. However, when Imre
Brody discovered that his wife and daughter had been
carried off to the labour camp in the brickwork of
(!)buda, he left his relatively safe hide-out, declining all
words of caution by saying: " . . . if they are slain, I don't
want to live, either." So he, too, became a victim of the
Holocaust.
i
• ^,,
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The community of the Ojpest factory largely consisted
of workers. The factory's working-class society itself
was split into several strata. The skilled workers were
the elite on the top. They were not only able to
manufacture the company's special-purpose machinery, but could also turn out a rapidly growing number
of machines for export. It seemed only natural for them
to learn how to operate and maintain those machines,
too. The shift leaders and the group leaders of
TUNGSRAM'S numerous assembly plants and other
subsidiaries producing parts for incandescent lamps
and radio valves mostly came from the ranks of these
skilled workers. This group was even able to supply
experts for the foreign branches to pass on the knowhow at crucial times, such as the starting up of a factory
was, for example. In manning the factories of Tillburg,
London, Bucharest, Pozsony and Paris the crucial
problem — beside the appointment of the chief engineer of the new plant — was to find at least one
Hungarian foreman to do the fine adjusting of the
machinery. In fact these Hungarian skilled workers
were the ones w h o fitted the equipment, put the
factory into operation, trained the foreign personnel
working on the machinery and they were also the ones
w h o ran the production in the first few years. Back in
the parent plant this middle and lower management
was burdened with the increasing volume of development problems and test productions which were implemented in the production units, possibly without
disturbing normal production, even after the various
laboratories had been established. As an example, we
ought to mention the name of the tool-maker Jozsef
HegedCis whose book titled 'The Handbook of ToolMaking' was published by the tool-makers' section of
the Hungarian iron- and metal-workers' union in 1936
and was considered a basic book in its category at the
time.
The following tables will be helpful to give a picture of
the company's work-force. The published data mostly
refers to the Ujpest plant, but it is necessary to clarify a
few points in advance.
The office workers of the Ujpest factory managed the
affairs of the whole corporation, not simply that of the
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Ojpest plant, and, therefore, the presented ratio of
workers versus officials is slightly misleading. The
total work-force showed large variations even within
just one year, often reaching 300—500 workers, while
the published data refers to that year's average. There
is no reliable information to decide whether shift
leaders and group leaders were counted as workers or
officials.
From the above considerations it follows that the
presented data is purely informative, although it gives
an accurate enough picture of the major trends.

Year

Work-force

Total number
employees

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942

2,338
2,224
2,148
1,905
—
3,169
3,281
4,088
4,153
4,635
4,230
4,395
4,975

2,547
2,443
2,373
2,127
3,184
3,709
3,770
4,628
4,883
5,490
5,066
5,286
5,981

,.

.
* .

Year

Male

1933
1938
1942

709
1,732
2,252

.

-

-

.

(

•

•

•

•

1,196
2,421
2,723

63
59
55

No.ofworkers

Percentage

0-10 years
over 10 years

3695
413

90
10

A total of

4108

100

No.ofworkers

Percentage

less than 30
30 to 40
40 to 50
more than 50

2616
1042
295
155

64
25
25
4

A total of

4108

100

Length of service

The table clearly shows that between the first year and
the last the increase was more than a 100 percent.
During the years of the Depression, between 1929 and
1933, the total work-force went d o w n , but the decrease
did not even reach 20 percent. The number of employees already showed a substantial increase in 1934
and the trend from there onwards is continuously —
although not linearly — going up.
The female workers were in majority in TUNGSRAM
work-force. Sampling a ten-year interval, the next
table shows the ratio of the female and the male
workers:
•

37
41
45

Interestingly, the percentage of female workers went
down in these ten years and, unlike in the statistics of
the Hungarian industry as a whole, this tendency
continued during the war. While the female employees
were in majority all along — their percentage always
exceeded 50 percent —, there was not a single woman
in the company management, starting from departmental heads upwards, in the period between the
t w o wars.
A document dated 30 March, 1937 gives information
on the composition of the work-force with reference to
age and length of employment:

Age

_ - - . « ^ -

Female

According to the table, in 1937 less than 10 percent of
the employees worked in TUNGSRAM for more than
10 years. Interpreting the figures one must bear in
mind that the total work-force showed a significant
increase precisely in the years of 1936 and 1937,
'
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adding up to a more than 100 percent increase since
1933. At that time TUNGSRAM took into consideration
in its wage policy the years already spent in employment with the company. Each year special gifts were
presented to those w h o had completed their 25th year
with the company.
According to the table, 89 percent of the workers in
TUNGSRAM were less than 40 years old. This
phenomenon could not be regarded as positive altogether. The relative youth of the work-force partly
originated in the general practice whereby the female
employees would only remain with the company until
they got married or had their first child. On the other
hand a considerable part of these w o m e n assembled
tiny electrical components straining their eye-sight,
consequently very few of them over 40 years could do
this job.
Having seen the composition of the work-force according to sex and age, let us consider its breadkdown by
the level of training and wages.
In the Ojpest plant on 31 December, 1933, this was as
follows:

Male

The
worker's
level of
training

Lampand Audion
departments

workers
'E'Department

Glass factory

No of
workers

Hourly
wages
(fillers)

No of
workers

Hourly
wages
(fillers)

Skilled worker
Trained worker
Day-worker
apprentice

94
179
82
11

95
63
50
27

177
41
88
14

92
64
48
22

60
40
8

78
61
48
21

Total

366

—

320

—

108

—

No of
workers

Hourly
wages
(fillers)
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Female
Lamp and Audion
departments

The
worker's
status

workers

'E'Department

Glass factory

No of
workers

Hourly
wages
(fillers)

No of
workers

Hourly
wages
(fillers)

No of
workers

Hourly
wages
(fillers)

Skilled worker
Trained worker
Day-worker

1,500
16

47
38

21

37

1

38

Total

1,516

—

21

—

1

—

As the table reveals, the workers of the Ujpest plant
could basically be divided into four groups. The skilled
workers made up the first group: lockmiths,
mechanics, turners, tool-makers, etc. They were
mostly working in the 'E' Department, the unit which
manufactured and serviced the machinery. They were
the best-paid workers in the whole factory — and there
was not a single w o m a n among t h e m !
The most numerous group was that of the trained
workers, the so-called machine-workers. Women had
an overwhelming majority in this category: there were
1500 female workers, opposed to the 260 male employees. They were all working in the Lamp Manufacturing Department and the Radio Valve Department.
There were only 94 male skilled workers helping the
1500 female trained workers in these t w o fundamental
departments.
The third group consisted of the untrained labourers
where, again, men had the outright majority: the ratio
here was 38 w o m e n against 178 men. There were no
women in the last group, either, where the journeymen and the apprentices were lumped together.
TUNGSRAM is still remembered by many people as a
factory which used to pay its workers above the
average. And indeed, this was so in the final year of the
Depression, in 1933. According to a report dated 1

December, 1933, the hourly wage of a skilled worker
was 7 fillers more in TUNGSRAM than elsewhere,
while a trained worker received 5 fillers less and a
trained female worker, 2 fillers more in TUNGSRAM
than their counterparts w o u l d get in the factories
belonging to the Association of Iron and Machine
Works.
That is to say, the skilled male workers were paid 3
Pengos more, the trained female workers 1 Pengo
more in a week, than they would get working in the
factories of the afore-said association. In the same
period one kilo of sugar cost 1.30 Pengos, one kilo of
fat was 2.10 Pengos, brown bread cost 40 fillers and
the price of 1 kilo of beef was 2.40 Pengos. By paying
that little extra, TUNGSRAM had the edge over the
other employers in the eyes of the workers, when it
came to doing their weekly shopping.
Between 1933 and 1938 the labour costs hardly
changed at all in the entire Hungarian industry.
The hourly wages were only raised significantly during
the war, but in real terms these raises were worth
nothing because of the simultaneous price rises. High
inflation in the second half of the war had the effect
that the wages could not keep up with the rising prices.
Hourly wages in the various ranks of the workers
during the war went as follows:
...

I

V
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Status

19381939

19391940

19401941

19411942

1943April

average hourly wages in Pengos
Skilled
worker
Trained
male
Trained
female
Untrained
labourer

0.83

0.84

0.98

1.22

1.35

0.58

0.60

0.71

0.86

0.93

0.48

0.49

0.56

0.64

0.66

0.46

0.47

0.55

0.68

0.80

If we compare these figures with the ones showing the
situation on 1 December, 1933, we will find that the
hourly wage of a skilled worker in 1938—1939 was less
than it had been in 1933; the same applied to the
trained male workers, while the hourly wage of trained
female workers remained unchanged. Nevertheless,
the substantial difference between the hourly wages of
men and women did not disappear; on the contrary, it
grew wider as the war went o n : the hourly wage of the
men went up by 35 filler, as opposed to the 18 filler pay
rise which women received in the same period. Skilled
workers were getting the most: a 52 filler pay-rise.
Since TUNGSRAM did not contribute much to the war
industry, its wages began to fall behind the national
average. Male skilled workers, for example, were paid
only 94 percent of what workers earned in the factories
belonging to the Steal Works, while the trained male
workers of TUNGSRAM took home even less: 77
percent of what their counterparts were getting in the
steal industry.
The general pay rises issued by the government
played a major role in the growing wages. A seven
percent wage rise was ordered on 7 October, 1940,
followed by a further 8 percent wage rise on 1 May,
1941, and then came the national inflationary compensation of 30 percent in the summer of 1943. However,
even these repeated wage rises could not counter the
price rises which accompained the war. The real

wages per capita only increased until 1940; in 1943
these already fell behind the 1939 figures by 20
percent.
The wages are not the sole indicators of the position
and the current circumstances of the working class.
Workers were not indifferent towards the environment
in which they had to do their job, either.
In the early 1920s the sight which greeted the visitors
entering the workshops (the tinting, the staining or the
spiral corroding workshops, for example) was shocking. The strenuous physical work was done by sickly
coloured and wasted figures in rooms filled with
poisonous gases, with minimal or no ventilation at all.
The manual pressing of the glass inserts of the incandescent lamps required an immense bodily effort. One
could often witness female workers and mechanics
with mutilated hands, working on the newly fitted
press machines which still completely lacked all kinds
of protective gear. The technology of incandescent
lamp and radio valve manufacturing presented a
whole list of potential dangers: explosion, fire hazard,
pollution of the work halls and the environment by
poisonous gases and vapours which were either left to
float inside the factory halls until escaping through the
airing passages or were artificially ventilated into the
atmosphere without any neutralization and polluted
the air of the immediate neighbourhood. The work
halls were over-crowded and far too low built in
general, making the ventilation of poisonous gases
difficult; the majority of the machinery were operated
without protective equipment; electric hazard was
caused by the complete lack of earthed circuits; the
various high-voltage equipments were fitted without
the m i n i m u m of safety precautions. It was only in the
late 1920s that a campaign against the various health
hazards was launched by the staff of the Machine
Works Department in an almost spontaneous fashion.
It was also the time when the complete automation of
the production of vitrit-glass took place followed by
the semi-automatization of the inside frosting process.
In the production of incandescent lamps the individual
press machines were replaced by machine-lines which
eliminated the extremely hazardous manual feeding.
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The surveyance and the documentation of the utility
systems — gas, electricity, hydrogen, compressed air,
electrical power lines, etc. — and the earthing of the
circuitry was carried out in the mid-1930s. Most of the
safety problems arising from the designing and the
introduction of the electrical measuring devices and
equipments were solved simultaneously with the
modernizing of the radio valve production. The heads
of the various deaprtments (Lamp Manufacturing Department, Radio Valve Manufacturing Department) all
supported the idea of mechanizing the hazardous work
phases and raising the level of health protection.
Janos Levai, head of the Lamp Manufacturing Department wrote the following in his memoirs: " . . . t h e
implementors of the efforts were given effective support by the trade unions and the workers' shop-stewards, which was very much needed since the workers
directly affected b y t h e measures very often resisted to
the introduction of the new work methods and the
application of protective attachments, partly, because
they feared fortheir jobs and partly, because they were
only be able to attain their previous level of earnings in
the new routine after another learning period."
Beside the improvements in health protection and
work safety, there were other national measures to
advance the position TUNGSRAM'S workforce. In 1937
the Hungarian government introduced the legislation
fixing the length of a working day in 8 hours. The fact
that during the preparation of the legislation the
management of TUNGSRAM was strongly against the
bill by declaring that " . . . w e find the introduction of the
48-hour long working week impossible to implement
in our factory" brings them no credit. A list of other
social legislations followed the introduction of the
8-hour working day. M i n i m u m wages were determined and the workers were entitled to a paid holiday
(six days a year), as well as family supplement after
their children. Family supplement was fixed at 5
percent after one child. At the time of introducing the
law — in the late 1930s — family supplements were
paid after some 2,000 children in TUNGSRAM.
These late measures of social legislation were, indeed,
late, considering that a number of them — the 8-hour
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working day and the paid holiday included — were
suspended in autumn, 1939, following the outbreak of
the war.
The other emergency measures introduced in the
aftermath of the war affected the workers equally
severely. Sugar was rationed in 1940, promptly followed by the rationing of fat, flour and bread; in 1943
meat and milk coupons were issued, and very soon
nearly every commodity became rationed: clothing,
footwear, etc. Next to the centrally regulated market
with restricted prices a black market economy flourished, where everything was available at a considerably
higher price than the one set by the government. This
was when the prices in general continued to go up,
with the wages lagging further and further behind.
The severe problems in the food supply and the
growing anxiety of the public which followed moved
the government to alleviate the workers' hardships by
mobilizing the companies. From 1941 onwards various
relief programmes were organized in TUNGSRAM,
too. The workers were allowed to plant beans, green
peas and potatoes on the empty land of about 58,000
square meters owned by the company. They were
even provided with the necessary seeds and plants for
their agricultural projects. In addition, a separate foodstore was set up to supplement the employees' food
supply. This served to ease the problems of shopping,
since it was the working w o m e n burdened with the
hopeless job of shopping for their family in the empty
stores, who were the worst affected by the war. More
and more of them were forced to stay away from work.
In the Food Store flour, fat and soap were sold for
government coupons, but once there was also a
campaign to raise pigs, for example, which aimed to
give a boost to the supply of fat. Large quantities of
legumes, potatoes, onions, etc. were brought up from
the provinces, often directly bartered for goods produced by the company. In 1942 500 wagons of w o o d ,
250 wagons of coal and 70 wagons of coke were
distributed among the employees. There was another
campaign to collect footwear and clothing for the
workers. A payment-in-parts scheme further eased the
problems of the employees of the factory. On top of the
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government allowance, TUNGSRAM paid a nnonthly
35 Pengos to the families of servicennen. In 1942 cheap
meal was served in the Recreation Centre: a meal with
meat cost 62 fillers, and one without meat was 40
fillers. Seven hundred meals were served to the employees daily in 1942.
It was part of TUNGSRAM'S company policy to attract
and keep the work-force by providing social, cultural
and sport facilities to them. Prior to the afore-mentioned government acts TUNGSRAM had already provided its workers-mostly its office workers — with
facilities not generally afforded by other companies in
the Hungarian industry in order to meet the social and
the cultural demands of the employees. In the Recreation Centre which was built in the early 1930s a
spacious and nicely furnished canteen and a modern
kitchen was set up for the convenience of the employees. This kitchen was, at that time, a remarkable
accomplishment and nothing like it could be found in
any of the other factories of Ojpest.
On the first floor of the Recreation Centre there was an
indoor tennis court which was unique in those time not
only in Budapest, but perhaps in the whole country.
The outdoor courts were lined up i n f r o n t o f theAudion
building. The changing rooms used to be, where the
surgeries are today. Tennis was definitely considered
a gentleman's sport at that time and the manual
workers did not frequent the TUNGSRAM courts.
Actually, chief executive officer Lipot Aschner was a
generous supporter of sport. He was elected president
of the Ojpest Gymnastic Club, predecessor of the
famous football club, "Ojpesti Dozsa" in 1925. The
club received regular and wide-ranging support both
from Lipot Aschner and TUNGSRAM, and several
sportsmen were given jobs in the Ojpest plant.
The river Danube, being near to the factory, offered an
excellent opportunity for water sports. A boat-house
called 'Ampere', near to the Glue Factory Leiner, had
already existed in the early 1920, and was available to
the office workers of TUNGSRAM. After the silting up
of the channel between Palota Island and the Ojpest
banks, however, the boat-house suddenly became
surrounded with dry-land. The company later establish-
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ed a new, much larger boat-house complete with
swimming pool and beaches on the land bought from
the Karoiyi family near the Inn of Megyer.
TUNGSRAM 'crossed' the Danube in 1942. It built a —
by the contemporary standards — enormous holiday
centre and boat house on the other side of the Danube,
providing weekend recreation simultaneously to nearly 10,000 people. Regular ferry service linked the
recreation complex situated on both sides of the river.
(It is still in service today.)
Cultural life in TUNGSRAM only began after World
War One. The 'Tungsram Male Choir and Theatrical
Group' was formed in 1921 which, according to the
entry f o r m , offered its members an amateur theatre, a
chess club and a library.
First the old choir was revided: the 55-member male
choir was later converted into a mixed one. Beside the
home concerts they also took part in national competitions and received invitations to perform in various
programmes organized outside the factory. In the late
1930s Bela Andras was the chorus master. Thanks to
his and the choir members' endeavors, the compositions of Bartok and Kodaly were already performed by
workers' choirs at a time when it was not at all
customary to sing such 'new wave' music.
The amateur theatre could only be formed after the
Recreation Centre had been completed. By contemporary standards it had a well equipped permanent
stage, rehearsal room and an adequate concert hall.
The actors of the theatre company worked as a team
for many years and understood each other well. They
regularly performed classical and popular plays, operettas, etc. which corresponded to the fashion of the
contemporary audience.
It was, again, only afterthe Recreation Centre had been
completed that the Library found a worthy surrounding. In the early 1920s it had no more than one or two
thousand books, but by the 1930s the figure reached
10,000. There is no information concerning the
number of its regular readers, but its voluntary staff,
w h o were devoted to the cause of culture, looked after
the library enthusiastically.
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The management of TUNGSRAM was not nearly as
generous towards culture as they were towards sport.
The running of the Recreation Centre cost nearly
100,000 Pengos, the choir received an annual grant of
3,000 Pengos. In the same year the company spent
nearly 1 million Pengos on maintaining the sports
fields and supporting Ujpest Gymnastic Club.
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tortenete (The History of United Incandescent and Electrical
S.C).

Andras, Kosik: Az EgyesiJlt Izzolampa es Villamossagi Rt.
fejiodesenek rovid attekintese es termekeinek vilagpiaci
helyzete a masodik vilaghaboru utan (The Brief Summary of
the Development of EgyesiJlt Izzolampa es Villamossagi Rt.
and Its Products on the Internatinal Market After the Second
World War).

Dr. Gabor, Szilagyi: Az Orion gyar tortenete 1931-1945 (The
History of Orion Factory 1931-1945).

Andras, Kosik: Az EgyesiJlt Izzo sportmozgalmanaktortenete
(The Sport History of EgyesiJlt Izzo).
Janos, Levai: Megjegyzesek es kiegeszitesi javaslatok a 75
eves az Egyesiilt
Izzolampa
es Villamossagi
Rt.
(TUNGSRAM) cimu mu keziratanak II. reszehez (Remarks
and Suggested Additions to the Second Part of the Manuscript Entitled Egyesiilt Izzolampa es Villamossagi Rt.
[TUNGSRAM] Is 75 Years Old).

'

Sources in Archives

EgyesiJlt Izzo Rt. (United Incandescent and Electrical S.C.)
documents of Magyar Orszagos Leveltar (Hungarian National Archives)
Pesti Magyar Kereskedelmi Bank (Pesti Hungarian Commercial Bank) documents of Magyar Orszagos Leveltar (Hungarian National Archives).
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And now pictures and figures:
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This print of the Danube Embankment was made in the last century.
It was somewhere here, in Dorottya
Street, where the Egger company,
which was established in Vienna in
1872, set up a sales agency and
repair shop to market their telephone and telegraph equipment.

P

After the humble beginning, the
small family business was quickly
transformed into a prosperous
company, which necessitated to
move the factory to a new location.
This sketch from 1887 shows the
ground plan of the new site. Today
there is a pub here.
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V,

>•>

Carbon filaments used in the first
incandescent lamps.

This is a plaque commemorating
Jozsef Pinter w h o had been one of
the founders and, for decades, the
technical director of the United
Incandescent Lamp and Electrical
Company Limited that is "TUNGSR A M " (and further here always
TUNGSRAM). The plaque is
placed near the present headquarters in the street named after
him.
.-.
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Calling attention to the fact that the
company provided work opportunities t o a n increasing numberof
workers, it applied to the Ministry
of Trade for special tax allowances. This docunnent shows that
the special tax status, again, was
granted.

^ ^
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Co

r o l » l - B » B K

Vlr batMii alt, IhiMm jrols*nd*s ••r«iHtakrti
I.Wlr wert«n b i * »pMt»«t«iMi 1.August • . • e . c l M A e t l « » a M v l i s c h a r t . grund«n, <l»r wlr dlo >tabllss(MMnt« In Buteyast. mA W1«B
dor unor B l g s n t m bUdendin y i r a a B . l g g e r A Co.iUt 0«lt.iiag * « • ! . * • • • "
&r IBM ub«rg«b«n <r*rdan. Die JodjetlItaeMn d l * s « r 6b«rgaB« Slnd d i «
Ihu;hat.oiiaiid*nt
IX.Vlr vardan Prospact, Btatutan und Tliwm di*««r 0»>
aaliactaaft 1 B ainvamahaan alt. Ihnan f a a t e a t a a n , und d l a 0 « n « t l t « l n a i t
in dar Wclaa vomataaan, daas dla Oenatimlgung und rrotekiOlliXuac *»r
OoaaliacbaTt durch daa k.ung.Rondaia-und Vechaalgarlolit arfOlB*. Ola
arat^ B l l a n s dar nauan OaaallactaaTt, v i r d pr SO.Junl IBBT a u f s u a t c l l M l
aaln.
IZZ. Dar S l t z dar su grun^endnn Oeaallaeliart ist> BlMlaipeat.
rv. Dla D i r e c t i o n dar OesallacbaTt wlrd MM a«lit U l t g l i e d e r n und dar Aufaiclitar&Ui aus ft'jir j U t g l i a d a m Baataban. Bta s s r *
den dr-^l, reap.zwei von dlaa^n ilifltglladom und v l r d l a raatllobMi I t t t g l i a d e r >u d e l o g i r a n haben. T&lla l a Laufa imr Oaltuag dla«a« t B a r a l n koonana einzalna Mltglladar auaachaidan, v l r d derj-mlga I k a l l dM aaazuwaehlenda : j l t « l l a d su dalagiran hal>an, dar d»a Mia«aaelila4wM ittVg l l e d d e l a g i r t h a t . Dla S l r a c t l o n dar OaaaliaobaTt v l r d i h r * SaaolUwis*
•tatutnnaoaaalg a l t StlaaanBahriiait faaaan. Wt v l r d JadooJi Mia«rvakilOi varalnbort, daaa d i e durch S l a d » l a g l r t a n 2litcltad«r i n a l i a s
• » ' ' * - > ' ^

irlchtlgen Imogen a l n Vatoracht taaban Bol>an In dar ValMi, daaa a t a a d ^
lioschluaaa, gagen dla dlaaa Mltgllador odar alnaa daraalkaa Br«t««tts«B
nlc»it zur Auafuhrung gaiangan darTan. t o l l t a n aaloBa BasoUiiaaa d a M i
den Wlderspruch dnr durch 81 o noalnlrtan U l t g l l a d a r dcwieoli arBraoiit
und a u . g e r i h r t nmrdun, ao atoht UuMn daa iMjBt s u , aaloha B a M k l M M

~*
The Egger family's proposal to the
Hungarian
Commercial
Bank
(Budapest) about establishing a
public company. The date is 8 July,
1896.
^
, >i-
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MAGYAR ASZFALT

Nagyobb gepgyar Hudapestcn,
mieldbbi bclepesre kcrcs

fiextal

RteZYENY-TARSASAG
MIDAPEST, A N D R A S S Y - O T 30. S Z A M
i.-V

ASZFALTBURKOLO
F A L S Z A R I T O MUNKAK

n a w i i f g n Uhtrdmk Urman> v4tU*r» it mB-

TELBFON.

moxji
VII.

techniknst,
ki tobb e\i miihelygyakorlattal
bir es szerkezeti munkikat 6n^loan v6gczni kepcs.
Pr6baid6 4 h6t. Hizonyit\anym^ksolatokkal ellAtott. rfezletes
ajinlatok fG6pgy4r ioo> jel
alatt e lap szerkesztSjehez cimzend6k.
iia-i—1

j3. £8 j ^

BUDAPEST
kcF.. >(usziF-utca 7. sikm,

tf TELEFONOK

«

VUlamos yHigit£» €m ertfitritcl
An advertisement of Egger B. &
Co.
(TUNGSRAM'S predecessor)
from 1895. The company's earlier
product profile is still dominant,
although the electric lighting, the
future star product is already mentioned.

CSILLAROX (LUSZTEREK)

VILLAMHARIT6K

stb.

i4»-»-t5

8tb.

XOlta^gTcUMk infxen is bermtntrt.

SS^jfif^^WWflftWW^WWWWWWWWggggggW
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OrimAmm <!••' (H»s«ll«clM>n. bastalMMton A c t l * n t o « s l t s « « b « U M l l l « « t . .
lllclit.«<l*at.evMilt«r tmfUm

v l r f u r a l l * IhiMin cataiMiMi

•ln«——•«><»•«

V«rprilchtuiw«n • o l l d a r l a c l i uwl ~>nx Jadar von una a l t aolnaa gMuan
V* iBMar b « r i n d l l c l i « n Varaouan.
W a i — t l l c h a : . . l t t ) i « l l u i « a i i . d l a S l a a l t Baalaliuac auT d l i
v o r l l a c a n d a Vmalnbaruns an una au r l c h t a n habaa. alnd S l a b a r a o h t i c l ,
an Harm O r . I a l d o r Daut.acli i n Budapaat., v . S a a - u t c s a , M . s u r l c h t a n ,
uad wird J t e an dlaaan Harm g a r l c h t a t ^ . J l t U i a l l u i ^ Ihraraalt-a ao au
batxachtan a a l n , a l a ob 4 l a an una a l i a a a r i c l i U i t und una a l i a n a m * a t ^ l l t irerdan waara.
XI. A l i a Koat-an d l a a a r Vaialnbaruns baban wlr su t r a c a n .
XlZ.Zn S t - r a l t f a a l i a n untarwarfan « l r una dar a u a a c l i l l a a llci.an Oarlchtsbarkalt. daa S c h l a d a a « a r l o h t « a dar Budapaatar Wbaran-Mid
I

IT akt-anbora*.

I

Hwfxpaat.

fl.Jull

1W6.

*"/Ldi^Cl^Af

•••.v^^

"••K.

The final page of the preliminary
agreement, preparing the statutory meeting of TUNGSRAM. It
was signed in July, 1897.
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^lanflKfiixTV^tlv^tAtatt BwlapaatM 1896 <T1 Ai«u«*tus hi 1-<B d41*10tt 10 &rmknr m\
l^ywafllt • l l l a a r o s w i c i r«asv«iqrtdrMta4c' alakulA lc(»BC3r<U«B«rai.
As 'ccyaaait vlllknyoaaosl r4asv«artAraaadc acybacjrait
r^azvteyftlAlr^l •cyiMUMtulos V»a E. 7*T*aot urwX blavdn mmt »• tArKy»laa v*z«t4B4v«l kl m*mn aacbisAat oltotitAym. koaatAtAlJa, hoa

•

jalMH j*«yz5k»nyAmO« X/. ». oaat^oit nyllaitkowkt finia*«a aawptat «
a»l slakul6 tcbngyQlimr^ vail—nnyl r4asvta]r«Iiilr6 k«110 IdSban • > ! hlvst/Ott 4a bogy a kOwtJcasd ^mmr4nyitr*Sk

vaniULk J«l«ni

1. XlaS 6. aa«yar vlllaavlIogl'Uial 4a a r M t n t * ! ! gyAr
lkK«r B. <a tiiraa 'bp«atl *m b4oal b«J> osig naa k4M-

>>f-

pfoabMi 4116 ba'Utal*

aooo

4a asan cs4c k4asp4ns J«iars4a«

800

5. l t a « r Ojrula

800

3. aMl«r D4vld

800

4. Dr. Dautaoh Zaldor

to

e. Vaa S. V^r«ncs

to

6. Dr. Hasal M6r

to

T. Milahim P4t«r

WO

8. Daut«oh Mdr

600

9. rmb4r Uikmm.

•Q

•.lAlrt r4aaT4iijmy«l ,>JLn41f(w« » aa-as kllanos r4asv4n]r«a klk
Saasaaaa

The first page of the minutes recording the proceedings of the
statutory meeting, held on 1 August, 1896. Here, and for decades
to come, the company is mentioned under its original name.
United Incandescent Lamp and
Electrical
Company
Limited.
TUNGSRAM has been the trademark of the company since 1905; it
was only in the past few years that
the company became to be known
bythenameTUNGSRAM.

0000

darab r4aBv4n]ni]r«l m* alapitidval mtf^itr. mx •c4aa r4asv4n]rtAk4t, k4pvla«11k, ¥*n Jalan. BlnSk tahat a ktHiKyai4at az 1876 4vl XXXVXI. toz. 164.
$-oaakl^ b«k«zd4B« 4a 165. >-a 4rt«la4b*n aacalakulUiak 4a

taatArosatk^

paanak Jalantl k l , a kesKy(U.4al JatorzSkiinyv 'v«zat,4a4r« Dr. Datrtacli Zaldor urat, aonak hltel«alt4a4ra Malahlm P4tar 4a Dati^aoll N6r urmkat k4M
f a l 4a as alakul6 k8zKrai4at aagnyltottnak daklarolja.
Slnttk f a l h l v j a a k«si()r(il4at, hotcy as 1876 4vl XXXTZI. t c z .
164 i.-onak 1. pontja 4rt«lB4b«n as alapt^k4n«k kallfi al41nU 4a baft2et4a a l t a l tOrt^nt blz%oaittiaar61 mmmKrO*Miut, asarassan 4a a Uuwwtnn
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'^uraaOit vtllanjroaMkcl r*Mnr4agrtArMUiic' •OAkulA
r4ar«4Q|«lAlr«i nj^i^Mlim Vte B.
• - \

'«. — "\-'

cy»laa v«s«t«a4««l kt • • « • ••«**•*•« •IfopMlv* lraMi«MMlLj»» kaar •
jaiaa >c)r««k(l(unm«i x/. • . MM«1% mrix«tkofls% tMHMiaft mmmttA, m
•Ml •lakuld MH«)r«l«Mr* i w l — i i y t r«««v4ay«lL*lr6 hMie Mitaa M « I. TKlm6 6. myr

TllXaariU«lt«al «• Mr«*«vt%»li

•r B. «• «tea» 'topvvtt 4a M«al h«J. wMa wmm t
41l« h»U««l*
t . lta*r (tml*.

mm
Ml

•t

-*«•'!*.

-r
•

•«<.

The Hungarian copy of the minutes of the same statutot7 meeting held on 1 August, 1896.
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ECTESOLT fiUilOSSiCI itSITQlT-TMUUC
UJPE8T

4.
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Letter of recommendation issued
by TUNGSRAIVI on 15 September,
1904 on reguest from one of its
technicians who wanted to leave
the company.
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z

The Trade Minister's letter to the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, dated from 1899, informing the
latter about the conditions on
which the continuation of TUNGSRAM'S special government privileges were made pendant after the
company's moving to the new location.
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2i.

M^liM

H9A.
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GyArvizsi^lati jelent^s

I. Adatok.
I. iltaM«M k^rMMk.
I. A gfir n«l7 • i w i n i | l l l i « >
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XMIMWVJ^
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aagilytlB.

<a([T .a !>«• XIII t n-l>-n
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M.'<«<ii<>k

i. .-iiUfainwU

a a l i l a» Uti Mariat aUaaii MallM«Akal - lulaa k.-Mak>.^cMi

t l u — —
Kor

^
lb mwjr

M * * aa. aiiwIauaaT- - Wilalif i a f i a l M . laJay**!

A government official's report detailing the circumstances and the
activities of TUNGSRAM.
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This group photography, which
was taken still back in the Huszar
Street plant, radiates the aura of
the Franz Josephian period-and
also, that of the heroic early days
in TUNGSRAM'S history. The man
with blond hair sitting in the nniddle of the front row is Jozsef Pinter,
the technical director. Second to
his right is Lipot Aschner whose
name has been associated with an
entire period in the history of the
company.
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^f^f^^^*^^
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i-f Jf ^Itt* ^^f^0^
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By signing this purchase agreement TUNGSRAM tool< possession of its new site in Ojpest. The
central offices and factory buildings of the corripany have been
here ever since. Ujpest, which is a
district of Budapest today, at that
time was a separate town. This
way the move to the new location
fell in the category of rural industrialization and, as such, was accompanied with further tax benefits.
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The young company had very
good trade connections abroad
from the outset. According to this
letter,
TUNGSRAM
exported
lamps-packed in barrels-to Japan
as early as 1900.
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I Z Z O L A M P A OSZTALY

^

:5>ff^/ne/'

^^k*e£y**^'

This letter, dated from 1901, holds
the Lamp Manufacturing Department's application to the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry for a
certificate enabling one of its employees to have his passport endorsed by the Russian consulate,
as he was about to go on a business trip to the Tsarist Russia. The
low-ranking administrator in question was called Lipot Aschner, the
company's future chief excutive
officer.

«^«eW^«^^*<. -M- Wr»ml<iii.j<x»

izzeuarA
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This old Russian TUNGSRAM
poster bears out what has just
been claimed in connection with
the company's good eastern trade
conections. The letter which comes
last in the Cyrillic transcription of
the w o r d TUNGSRAM only serves
to harden the sound of the previous letter, the letter " M " . This letter was judged as superfluous and
was abolished under Lenin. The
inclusion of this letter suggests
that the poster dates back to the
1910's, the same way as the drawn
filament incandescent lamps do.

-w.
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EQYESOLT VILLAMOSSAQI
• f

atSZVtXY-TAKSASAa
MMmuOrr

BOUKH U m

TAH«A

!'v'

tR<ryB*ltoft*cod • d d l g a honi limr ••8«ro«o<l*m«
• « t « v » b b l r«Jlod««« •r(l«)c«b«n iBKMiuriilt I s l k c s t.«v*k«n]ra*a« b«lt o r l t r « l tmmmianmt a r r a , hoey J*l*n a l a s a t ^ a k«r«lBunlBrt a l o t c r J«ss«»uk.
Kerulbvliil tlsOTiet i v

imhmt,

hecy syaj-imktoan a s

•Imo t«l*ron-iGMBia*k*t • l o a l l l t i r t t w k a • < a l t a l haaankban uj 1 paracat iMa»altott>uiik a a g , a a l y a i u s l a t l • • t a c h n i n a t

fajlodaanak

l«Mi k t a l ^ l t o h a l a d a s a t autAtJa. I l y MOdon • l l w r u l t gyartiamtlrat
J«l«it«lBMiy«li f a k a i a i i* aa a l t a l u n k vi.-artott asarkasatak t a k t n tfftaban o l y h a l a d a a t mlimi,

• > ! > kaasuiakalnkai a a l t a n aorossa a

k u i r o l d e n a l o a l l t t e l t l a f k l t u n o k b hason ffyartaanyok koza. ' ' l l a ^ o •an I f f a i o l j a a s t a s I s , he<ry >>• hazai t a l a f o n - h a l o t a t o k o n

kl.ul

roiofinla, Uulaaria as Oorofforssac la .«t.a!t/an b l s t a k a»g bannunkat
t a i a f o n - a s )c62r«nt,l kapcsolc k a s i t i a k a k
Here is another application requesting the continuation of earlier granted government benefits.
The language is Hungarian, the
type-writer is German, which explains the hand-written accent
marks absent from German language. By the way, the response to
the application was, once again, a
favourable one.

A talafonsryartasaal

szanitasava!.

* s / l i a j u l a a kasdawtuk :.>^c % / i i-

'.acca Izsc'.as. %k a l M M l t j t s a t I s as t .lol^iB.^a••a/aru^>_^xi_P»•*<'^»'»*.toJa a

^Tol -i, tAe aXatt 3 0 . 0 0 0 rtaraiiroi C.^OO.OOO darabra «ma1-

jca«laalada:
\msn^.

ArtA«r./unjtnak
. >•

r.ak ^ ] a n v a k t . a l a n ras-.a karui b a K o l 'or

ttunosasa %sanban '.a^atova t.asil ^ v •nxr.t.Ar./
k u I f Q l l o n , kulonosan Kuro > : In.iwr. \ l%aAb<v..

•••
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C.-url t-l*X
r : . . r.iitcif';*

i p l U d l XliltiMj s s i a l a
IOin<CHti«r
K6TOZ«S1 Munkuk

Xaohanllua osxt«l;- b«r«n4«ztfM
IkkAIui^it b*r«n<>«il«s

ZnatAlUti*
ruT«r

Xpmntgtmf
VM M 4 l U t a i i i y * k
TMUIMX*

x*nt4s

T>*iinaMl«»lo

•K
KMfttok

I M l . 19M IprXllm

».

..I MtynJUJSL

Details of the bills in relation with
the construction work of the
Ujpest plant.
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Egyesult Villamossagi ReszVeny-T^Psas^g
IZZdliAMPA-OSZTAUY.

"TSB^BBBIP
vtnsT. noa.

Tt«li(*irt6 suiM 10-01.

4.

T. CZ

k, O
l k ic A n o t « - u i <
1% i« A »
•ci Mk Ilk a

Here is a letter from 1903, confirming the prices of incandescent
lamps, as agreed by the cartel.
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IZZOLAMPA

OSZTALV.
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Another proof of TUNGSRAM'S
good foreign trade connections is
this letter in which TUNGSRAM'S
Lamp Manufacturing Department
asks the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry to certify an export
delivery to Canada.
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In this memorandum addressed to
all the unmarried administrative
emploees, the company-in order
to protect
its
reputation-announces that in future it would
only permit its staff to marry once
their income reaches a certain
level. (The regulations of the
Habsburg Monarchy's
imperial
army laid down similar conditions
for its officers.) This level of income was fixed at 3,600 Koronas
in the case of those woking in
commercial or technical positions
and 3,000 Koronas in the case of all
the other staff members.
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The company's first catalogue advertising its incandescent lamps
was written in German and it described 74 different designs. As
the old form of the company's
name was used, the catalogue
must have been published sometime before 1905.
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The following six pages show a
selection of a characteristic assortment of TUNGSRAM carbon filament lamps towards the beginning of the century.
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Old TUNGSRAM bases for lamps
using carbon filaments. One can
not help noticing how well these
designs stood the test of time, as
some of them are still being marketed today.
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BU4r** wolfrAmb-)! TSflj MoIybdteMn • t e k t r o u M icaAlimpAkkos rmU
isadtMtak • I M l U O s A r * .

D" JUST ALKXANDKR VKfiYRSZ RS HANAMAN FKRENCZ MCRNOK
EIi>BB BECSI. J E L E N L E G B U U A P E S T I LAKOSOK.
• itilntliliifc aafiia U ^ Jwtw M t^Uuk H I I » I < B I MM afeUbw 7-t<> k«aM«k.

A J M M M k U M . M l y e k M M MlaJriMMqTtMt MgjT BckMM •IradMik te
f6l«c JMJtBKBk gyaatet
viU4 k M M i t e t n aUaMMMk. •cy«b»k Idat
a wttUnm i» i n l j M f c is tMtehk. A wolfnuMMk to — l y X l a m k uabtMtak gyaaaot
rati iMrilMiiiliiiilr itmKMata eoilteUibM
H, Mmkmtttt
• l«gktltaWMW> t>lUtfig pMiMt- Tagy
u Militett M a e k M I U\6 beV O M M •ioAHMMn. A_js)eo taUlminy
rzekkel • ! « • > • • tincU watfran- Ta^y • » TybdiialMMl an
isstantiak eMAHftMU
niOttaft. 1 ( f l « a k oxybalogtaraoUletoi pL
oxyeblMmia, akM iaaMrMM, viirflt intolUt. f t a , talni«lgr<rn<« to vis k«pa6dtoe
• hyAragtoi iltal rMwtaHttteak. Ha
i a * M a - vacjr MiaaHUat wottraai-o\yeU«rk|.tto to fWlalagai B M a a y i a ^
hydrafto a t ^ a r f t r M b a hanuk. a redokilt wotrnuafeni alakjAbaa lecaapodik a

aMCy Tigto. Ha n^aaia u«aaiAlat «-oifnHBOxyehlorKiok gto^beo, caak igen kia
• — y i a i t * hydragia jeleaiet^bea elcktraBM* iraia kareaatfllbocsauMval ouigaa Wfoknak taasflak ki. randkiTlU ."~nfi'-'~t
viltoito Bagy a •a^-T^'*'*- regtie A aatonil ugyaoia laaaaa-laaaaa teljeaea aUlakal
tiaita wolfraimtalli; e muvelet analog mAdoa folhaatniltatatt mir oumiumiaaiak el6AJHUaira, u^aaailakaak aasmiumtetrosydataKtatfrnlbaa wkftiHIt isziUaa utjaa.
A jai«o twetbaa a ai^D as oxyehl«rid
oxygtajiral aatooxydda vagy sitoaarra
rg}-eattl, a cbldrt a hydrogen chldrbydrogtaa^ rednUUja to a wolfram a uin helyibe lacaapMik a kovetkezo egyenletek
totelBMbea:
W O , C I , + C , + H , = 2HCI + 2 0 0 + W . T a o r

WOCI.+C-f-2H,

•Hn + CO+W.

Ha a latoi egyaaer t«>l}eM-n b«'lycttentTe
van wolfraauial. a hydrog^naramot ct^-

Dr. Sandor Just and Ferenc Hanaman's patent published on 13 Decennber, 1904, describing the
tungsten or m o l y b d e n u m filaments
used
in
incandescent
lamps. These w e r e the first attempts to replace the carbon filam e n t with one m a d e of metal.
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Just and Hanaman's tungsten
lamp. The carbon filament was
covered with a tungsten suspension; once the tungsten adapted to
the shape of the filament, the carbon content was removed via
heating. This procedure was later
replaced by Coolidge's powder
metallurgic method of drawing
tugsten wire. TUNGSRAM, precisely on account of its own patent
covering
the
application
of
tungsten as filament, was able to
buy the latter patent under favourable terms.

A contemporary picture postcard
sent from Ujpest. The picture
shows how the street in front of
the factory looked like some 80
years ago. The faded Czech writing
on the top of the picture refers to
the-widely
known-fact
that
TUNGSRAM
had to
employ
trained glass workers from the
Czech-Moravian region of the
former Austro-Hungarian Empire.
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This photograph was taken in one
of the workshops ofthe old telephone-telegraph
department.
Here gas lights are still competing
against the electric ones. If we look
at the ceiling we can see that linse
of electric lights alternate with
lines of gas lights. For the times
being!

As we have already mentioned,
TUNGSRAM inherited the telephone and telegraph production
profile from its legal predecessor.
But the company was also involved in making and installing
telephone exchanges, some of
which are still working in Budapest. This photograph showing telephone operator ladies wearing
romantic long skirt no doubt about
the date of origin: sometime
during the 1900s.
;. •S?v
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The Budapesttelephone exchange
known as "Terez", manufactured
and installed by TUNGSRAM, having been renewed, it is still operating today.

-•x

One of the many shares (or rather,
an order form for it), dated 1 May,
1906. It is perfectly in order-except
the director's signature is missing I
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The clothing of these women
-semiskilled labourers leaving
the factory at the end of the
shift- proves that the company's
move to Ujpest from the centre of
Budapest, indeed, fell in the category of rural industrialization.
TUNGSRAM provided good work
opportunity to the population of
the villages and settlements north
of Budapest.

This is how the Machine Workshop looked before the First World
War.
^

'X.
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The picture, mailed as a postcard,
was talcen during a group outing of
the TUNGSRAM employees in
June, 1913. The management
-Lipot Aschner and his team-is
shown sitting around the big table
in the front.
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The bases of the lamps are being
produced on stamping machines
powered by a transmission system in the 1910s. The semi-skilled
workers operating the machines
were mostly country girls.
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An old map of Ojpest when it was
still a separate t o w n , and not just a
district of Budapest. TUNGSRAM
was built in the outskirts of this
small town in the first years of the
century. From the viewpoint of
transportation the site had two
great advantages: one was the
short distance to the river Danube,
the other was that the first Hungarian railway service, built between
Vac and Budapest, passed through
Ujpest.
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'J'jdKpeat, 1901 y i j u a 14.

The deed of endowment of TUNGSRAM'S on-site post office, founded
in 1901. It is still working today.
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llll'l S I 4.
trrtmym
1914 4priUa 1-KL

SZ£NSZALAS
IZZ6LAMPAK.

L KSrtoaUka Wmpik.

IV. CsoAlakn Ump&k.

Gyvrtyaftay

FtuiUMi
vollokbu

100 dvaboaWBti i r
korona

S «• 10
I t . 35, 32
5, 10. 16, 23. 32
5, l a !«. 2S, 32

31-135
44—135
136-175
156-250

4*.—
4i.—
UL—

n. Sfaaa 4» easmut KyartTaalakB KipAlii
atm» |y«rtyaal«ku U n p i k r a a kSrtaliinpik irai • B l U r
I I i l l W A t n l 4rv«iiy<a«k.
C « « v a s t lytrtyaalaku Uaap4kra a kftrtcUaipAk Arai M
l i W a r a l irvteytaak.
Gyartyaalaku U s p l k a k S n l k c i I lailikbaa ktasfllaak:
Cyartyaltay
5
^ 10,16
5, 10, 16
5, 10, 16

FtuOltaii
voltokbaa

5, l a 16
5, 10. 16. 25. 32
5. 10. 16. 25. 32
5. 10. 16. 25. 33

FaazBlta6<
voltokbaa
25-45
46-135
136-175
176—250

4rmt •ximituok U m p i n t t t n t .
A kftMa l d v 4 M c t v a t c r c i v s | y tfibbszfirot r f p l U s i r t .
«incniiyibcn«>ilklAUmpa»j rcndci kivitclbcn rogzitve mii ninCMD, miadcD rbizitiUti
3 ttUAr feUumt szimitunk U m p i n k ^ n l .

F«siultsc)i
voltokban

Gyt-rtyafeny
5. 10. 16. 25. 32
10. 16. 25. 32
10. 16. 25. 32

45 135
136-175
176-250

V. KSHaalaka liaipAk aradaU aziafi fivacML
Kzen lypusu lampakra a n o r m i l i i kortcalaku l i m p i k i r « i
ervcnyL-iek a kovclkczo l a l i r A k k a l i
fenykipeszcti ccira, s o l i l v o r o i
. . . . I.IO korona d a r a b o n k i n i
voros vajiy o p i l
M iilUr
«
tifih
tzinck
-M «
Ilycn lampik a kovctkczd fajtikbao kiiziilnck.FcazulMt
voltokbaa

Gycrtyafiny

20—tS
46-135
136—175
176-250

E u n Iniuau Umpikra a kSrtiUmpik irai I BUtr 4 m n M l tmiiwnl
iryiayaaak.
CSakalakti Umpik a kS><tkai6 h j U k b a a kitiOlotk :
Gytrtyal4ny

I /,-n Ivpii^ii ].imp.ikr;i a kcirti'lampdk ar.n 16 liU6r d a r a b o a k 6 n l l lalArral tTvonvcsrk.
C^iiljmpik 3 kiivvlkvzo fail;ikhan kcsiiilnck ;

5-32
10-32
10-32

45-135
136-175
176-250

VI. I n 6 U B p 4 k iimasaH •steloaAlUI (M. K.)
kfrtaaUkkaa.
Ezen typusu lampikra a k d r t c U m p i k i r i i 2 4 HIU*
k a a k t a l l UUrrml
irvinyciek.
Ilycn limpak a kdvctkczo fajtakban kiizulnck :

dmrwt

GycrlyaMny

Fciziilttitf
vollokban

Aramfogyaaxlia

16, 2S. 33

100-125

kb. 2'/4 watt
fycrtyaUoycak^at

Az 4rak k'lialabb 50 darah iziolampa ejjyizeri »zilIiU«inal b e r m t n l e s siallildssal .MaRyarorszajl barmely allomisara *rlendok.
Ezcn arjpgyzekben fel ncrJ ioroll kuUinlcjif* lampafaiok
arai Wulon mc-gdllapoda^ tarjlyatlHepezik. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Although the patent of the tungsten lamp was registered in 1904,
carbon filament lamps were still
being produced in 1914, as the
price-list shown here reveals.
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The eventual victory of the coiled
filament incandescent lamps was
inevitable. This little notebook,
kept by one of the workshop managers of the Lamp Manufacturing
Department between 1913 and
1918, discloses a number of interesting facts.
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The following pictures show pages from this notebook. On the first
page w e see the dimensions of
spherical-shaped and coiled-filament lamps.
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Pear-shaped and half-Watt lamps. The name half-Watt lamp referred
to the fact that these lamps gave
out 5 lumens while consuming
onlyV2Watt.
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TASCHENLAMPEN
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DIESELBE AUSFUHRUNG
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KERZENLAMPEN.

NORMAL KERZE.
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Midget-lamps used in electric
torches and candle-shaped lamps.
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SPINNEREI
SZOVQDE

TUNGSRAM .S'

LAMPEN,

•5*-^

W-M/,6,

s-i-^^^ja-so.

WHifJ,^e-85.

LAMPEN EJGNEN siCH FUR 50LCHE 5TELLEKI. WO
GROSSERE ERSCHUTTERUNGEN SJND, ALSO SPlNNEREiEN,MASCHiNENFABRlKEN, WAGGONBELEUCHTUNG ETC. UND
KONNEN FUR NORHALE SPANNUNGEN - - >I6 - SO KERZEN
HERGESTELLT WERDEN.
DUSE

E-IVR-T-UJP£sr- A/X- -l'9^6
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H.2<-HS5,^^,

« 0 - 250/2^4

" S " lights (S meaning Spinnerei =
weaver's workshop). They stand
u p t o shaking very veil, so they can
be used in weaving workshops,
nnachine factories or in trains.
The figures below show the dimensions of festoon lamps and
tubular lamps.
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yzWATT LAMPAK TORESf

NORMAL LAMPAK HIBA»

>!:

tlUK.T. UIPIST -tMB-V'S-

tJ.V.P.T. UIM?! 49-IMI 25

The possible faults and the points
of frequent breakage in the case of
normal and half-Watt lamps.
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The W/HK specifications of normal
lamps. (HK is short for HeffnerKerze (Heffner-Candle) and was a
measure for luminosity. The term
went out of use decades ago.)
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1/iiWATr LAhPEN GEWICHT5 TABELLL.
GEW.
GEW
TYPE
TYPE
6RAMM

GRAMM

^oo-•^20v/ AO W(50W)

AO

3 0 H 6 5 V / 50OW(^0G0H^ 2^0

30n60V/60-7SW(-i00m)

50

200-260V/ 500y(<OOOfK 220

200-250 V/60-75W(l00m)

60

30-'I60V/>IOOOV(2000H< 320

30-250 V/ ^00 W(200H<)

70

[200-2GOV/^000 W (jOOOW 330

30-250V/ 200 W[400m) ^ 0 0 I 30-260V/^S()OW^OOOHJ 4 6 0
•30-^60V/ 300 W(600H<) ^ 3 5
200-260 V/ 300 W (GOOW) ^ ^ 0

^ooM3ov/ 25 w ( 20 ml

30

E.i.V.R.T UJPEST-20/v,^

MAGA5GYERTYAFENYU - L A M P A K
FESZOLTSEG
65
73
80
•fOO
'(4 0
A4S
450
245

aao
The table on the top shows the
weight of half-Watt lamps. The
one below holds the figures of
high-performance lamps.

PELOAUL

FE5ZULT5EG
JELZESE
6ft
7S
6
40
44
448
45
249
22

/200

JELZESE.

GYERTYA

GYERTYAFENY
JELZESE
II
III
iV
V
VI
VII

200
300
400
_5P_0
6 00
7.0_q
_. « Op
900
4 000

vm
IX
X

« IT. ''°U3 =
ElVRT.

^^ X .
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KGYKSOLT Y I L L A M O S S A G I

RiSZYfcNY-TARSASAG

I ' . I I ' I :>i'l\
eicUtt E 6 « E R B. «• T A R S A .
l'.IIM;S'r.
-Caroai i r o d * • • csU.larT&lKta.T: B X 7 S A F E S T , VI.. A n d r a a a y vit 7 . aMxak.
Villamviligitis, er64tvitel, izz61imp4k, telefonberendezisek, hizisUrgSny
^s vill«inhirit6k.

1*. . - " v
>A

I MUr»m

Sudipest, 1908. <vi mirczius hd M n

Elektrotechnika
A MAGYAR

nimcrtsi i u
FMnt

. _ 10 koroaa

ELEKTROTECHNIKAI E O Y E S O L E T "
HIVATALOS K O Z L O N Y E

EgyesGlt izz6l&mpa
^ villamoss^ r.-t.
10 01toI * ' IZ

Uipest, 4-

•>Dr. Just« - Wolframlampa
I watt 70",-os arammei^Telrjonok, tclefon-herenie^isfk, hii^i.uirii^dnv herenclc:^esi
ICgplmt^ mimien vuuont-

Tt. rttfit jTCii m. vJm

"Elektrotechnika" was the official
publication of "Magyar Elektrotechnika! EgyesiJIet" (Hungarian
Electrotechnological Society) between 1900 and the end of the First
World War. As such, it published
numerous TUNGSRAM advertisements in the course of years. We
have selected a few typical adverts
from this sequence. The small advert on the top still mentions the
predecessor, the Egger company.
The advert on the bottom calls
attention to the advantages of
Dr. Just's tungsten lamp.

TUNGSRAM
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Egyesttlt Izz6Umpa €s Vlllamoss^
Reszv^nyt^u*sas^ -2^ Ujpest, 4.

TAVBESZ£L6 SZAM

1 0 - 0 1 es 16-19

SOROONYCZIM:
Aaipara, UJpatt

Dr. Juat-

Wolframldmpa

On Jhis advertisement the tungsten lannp still appears in the company of telegraph and telephone
adverts, the profile inherited from
the predecessors.

70"/" irammcgtakaritis a sz^nfonalu
izzol jtnpakkal szemben. Kdlemes egyetiletes feher f^y,
f<tiycs6kken<s n^lkul. Minden viszontdadonil kaphat6.

Telefonok, tetefonk5zpontok. BiztosiM
szereJv<nyek.
Villamos csengfik^szuMcek. VilUmhiritdk. Villamos fdszereMsi czikkek.
lzz6Ump4k mindenf«le alakban

TUNGSRAM
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JTletailum
X

MEttaui^

!KreTnenezkij-7aTio5-1iudape5t
V.Vaci-ut. 74
t-i-

IffM. M ^Miir W IS-te

1

Egyesult izz61dmpa ^
villamoss^ r.-t
W' « «• w - i i

L

Uipest.4.
1

»Dr. Just* - Wolfra*
I wait 70' ,-os arammitg^am
takaritas.
m^
Telefonok, ttUfon-berende^isdt, bd^isurgotty herendeiisi

-*,

-x:
s"''
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VII. ktUkr»m.

*. M i a

nu<up»i. IdM n i miiiu* M l-tn

VIl. t r M j a a .

HuajptM. 1914 «v. mlreiM h6 l5-«n

. ^ <

if' ..TUNGSRAM"
felwattos Umpa

-4

a leggazdasigosabb is leghatisosabb er6f6nyforris.
Ara«fesya*ztiu

§ycrtyit<iiytiih<iit

oak

% Watt

II

Kaphatd 600

3000 gyf-ben.
\ 1\\•

EgVESflLT IZZbiy^MPR
ES ViLLRMOSSAqi R.-T.
ajPEST.
• ,

*

*

ti!

SatMtayda: A M T U I . VJHtST.

I
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BucUpnl, 1917. evi iprilis ho l-*n.

EQYESOLT IZZ6LAMPA «S VILLAMOSSAQIi
T*l«fonaz*mok:

T«-5a. 7S-S4.
7«-M. 10-01.

U J P E S T 4.

R.-T. 1

SUrgtfnyclm:

„AM|HM« UlPMt.*'

X
T*M«a M«v • • » * !

Spiralis

clr«ll«mp*li.

THiiasram-cirAtiAmpAit.
ItlO. *n ipfWi M 1-4*

-V'
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•TUNGSRAM
s.

Further posters advertising coiled
filament
lamps.
TUNGSRAM
lamps are claimed to be superior,
lasting-longer and indestructible.

TUNGSRAM!^ ( l * ^ ^ ^

S.

htuiitt druttal

a legjobb ii legtartdsabbl

Egyesult IzzdUmpa H Villa
mossAgi R.-T. UJPEST 4.
TF i:((is

SOR</>NVCZIM
wAMPtm. UJPEST.
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MTonpsrar Wolframliiinpa
rug^kony dr6taz*rk«z«tt«i 75" » i r a m m * g t a k a r i t i t .

tatisokoak
elleiUUl.

x

- \-•«»<

,-rf-v

HoMzi

4gtel tartan.

Sz*p,
kellemet,
feh^r ff^ny.

Egyesult IzzAlainpa es Villamossigi R.-T.
M I I |(»N 7rt

V.

UJPEST, 4.

JK%',t.,PKST,

*'-^%.

This poster advertising the tungsten lamps of TUNGSRAM was
drawn in a typically art nouveau
style, at a time when the posters
still followed the trend set by the
painters. The lady is said to be
modelled after Mr. Aschner's wife.

s;'

'Vf
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This electronic valve was one of
the first ever produced
by
TUNGSRAM. It was built into the
army field radio made by Telephone Works under the codename KLERA during the First
World War.

* » • •

An incandescent lamp assembly line
in the Vienna WATT WIEN A. G.,
the factory in which TUNGSRAM
held shares.
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•

\

This photograph shows the boathouse of the company's "Ampere
Sport Club". It was only one of the
recreation facilities where TUNGSRAM employees could relax and
enjoy themselves in civilized surrounding.

-^<-

•t'-^-wV

This amateur photograph of the
"Red Guards" of TUNGSRAM was
taken in the garden of the Waterworks in 1919. Laszio Nemeth,
the former caretaker of the
TUNGSRAM swimming pool, took
considerable risks when he saved
this picture during the years of the
Horthy-regime.
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The devaluation of the Hungarian
currency peaked in the mid-1920's.
In
contrast,
the
value
of
TUNGSRAM'S shares remained
steady and when the new currency, Pengo was introduced the
shares were converted to this currency. This way the company
started the post-war period with
good prospects.

,^*^-^''^'>^-o,^.

**

This letter-head shows the factory
of TUNGSRAM as it looked in the
beginning of the century. Significant alterations were only made
in the 1930's. The four-digit telephone-number shows that the
company's customized stationery
was in use during or before the
First World War.

EGYESULT IZZOLAMPA ES VILLAMOSSAGI
SURGONYCZIM
. A M P C K I UOPIST
'AVBfc S/E LO r.//\M
70-52
rasa

ro-s'i

tooi

RESZVENY-TARSASAG
//rosnM/nmt *
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X

In the 1920s, when this picture was
taken, telephones were still being
assembled in the Machine Works
of TUNG SRAM.

The manual switches of the telephone exchanges were also made
here.
,„^
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This diagram, taken from a Hungarian
technical
publication,
shows the number of workers
employed by the Telephone and
Telegraph
Department
of
TUNGSRAM between 1910 and
1930.

o ^ c g ( o ^ m u i ( ^

CD

T - M « f > ' 4 ' « ' t « o S ^ « »

AZ E.I.V.R.T. TEL^STAV. FOOSZTALYANAK ILL.A STANDARD
VILL.RT-MAK MUNKAS LET5ZAMA 1910 — 1930.

E^VSZXM
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villamvila^iiasi t,
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tfa

IFAIKAMARA,
B a d a y a s t .
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•
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•

48.000

•

63.000

• •toelata par 1' I l l M i n a i i e n a n M t H a « - a * k An tep<ia *-i(n«AaaBi*,Uatan«r
L. t r l o a t l a s i l l l t t f citfK n t j i n a l a a i l l l t a a l , a i d r t la M t o r k o * u * t t a c t a A M t a l r e i k t f m l , honr a a?«kfe4saa a c A n k z i a l b l s o r y l t » i n y t r<aslMir« k l A l l i t a n i
• *'.T«ak«4tj<k.
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This letter is very interesting for
two reasons: on the one hand it
tells about a consignment of dispatched to Capua, on the other
hand it was written on the stationery of the original company, with
its name effaced on the letterhead. At the bottom, however,
where the signature is, the stamp
already mentions a public company, even though this was still an
intermediate designation before
"United Incandescent... that is
TUNGSRAM, since the w o r d 'Izzolampa' (that is incandescent
lamp) of the final name was still
missing.
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We might find this 'jungle' of
transmissions fascinating, but it
was a perfectly usual sight in the
TUNGSRAM Machine Works during the 1920s.

The assembly workshop of telephone and telegraph equipment in
the 1920s.

TUNGSRAM
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The lathe workshop of the
Machine Works (later became a
separate company called Standard) between 1925 and 1930.
Today here is the Machine Development Department and the
workshop known as Preventive
Maintenance.

; ^ .

This room in the Machine Works
was used for the inspection of
telephone sets (1925).
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_ti«»^

The assembling and testing of
manual telephone exchange systems in the Machine Works during
the early 1920s.

Telephone assembly line in the
1920s.

TUNGSRAM
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'^

The Jozsef Telephone Exchange
was nnanufactured and installed
by TUNGSRAM in the early 1920s.
(It is still operating.)

The engine-room and the switch
boards of the Jozsef Telephone
Exchange. TUNGSRAM had contracts to manufacture complete
telephone exchanges and subcontracted other Hungarian companies to supply the power units
which it did not manufacture. .
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This is a photograph of the German version of the PATENT AND
BUSINESS DEVELOPiVIENT AGREEMENT (otherwise known as the
Phoebus Agreement), which was
the founding document of an international lamp cartel. It played an
important role in the history of
TUNGSRAM. The signatures belong the leading figures of incandescent lamp industry in the
heroic early days.
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Liste der

roditergesellsduifteii.
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Kri'iiirncukv

\ J. .

Kiiila|M-«t.

O t r a m G . m. b. H . KointnunditgeselKi-huft, Berlin.
>\ •ilfruiulaniprii . \ . < . . .

\ui!>l>iirji.

Drainnirn^ I.aiii|><-fal>rik. I)ranitiit-ii.

'

K-raiii Kahrira <ir l.«im|iHra-. Mailriil.
(Krain /\.-<i.,

I'raj;.

I'lil-ka / a r o w k a O.raiii * « . \ . . W a r i r h a i i

N. V. Philips Giociitimpeiifdbrieken, Eindhoven.
(-.ilirita il<- l.ini|>aru> KI«Tlrir»« . . Z " . l i a r r r l o n a .
."^iMu'lr

Xiiiiiixnir Siiii>«<- Fouriiitiiri'- Klfotriijiic*. Sliila.

I'i)l.-k<i lliilfililcroka l ' a l i r \ k a I aiii|ii-k K.li'klrii hiiii It . I'liilip-".
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N. \ .

.4k., Vl'arwhaii
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\ ,.|il..

Vereinigte Gliihldn»|>en- unJ lilectricitiiti A . G . , Ujpe\t.
K l r k l r i x l i r Uliihlanipriitalirik
t'vri'uii <iliihlaiii|i<-iilal>rik

Wall

\ . < , . . Wicii.

\.<>.. ^ a r x h a i i .

Giiihlcjmpenwcrke Aciraii A . G . , Aiirdii.
\'ii.\

Kli-klriiwi-rk t.i--

Ml

li. I I .

\l/.j!rr-i|.Tl

The German copy of the aforementioned cartel agreement, listing the founding companies and
their subsidiaries.
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PHOEBUS

S. A.

GEN£ve
0«vtLO«««NT

OtFABTMCNT

u.;..c. (uiaroF.

;-JALITY CO .;-ITTEE)

GENERAL LETTF

::o. 83

Septe.r.ber 3, 1938
Next i:»atlnf;.

Jentleir.en,
The next meeting Is definitely called for
Tuesday October 11 in Budapest. We are
preparing an agenda and a progran, and would
be giaU to rucwive any

sjggeatlone In cbri-r

nection therewith.

rieese let as know, if for any reason, it
will not be possible for you tc attend the
r.eetlngi
This letter was sent from Phoebus
S. A., confirming the date and
place of the next meeting. The
names of the invited parties were
listed in alphabetical oder on the
left margin.

Yours very truly
Atherton

(^i4- .'^'^^

H
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The fight between the managers of
TUNGSRAM and Dr. Just went on
for decades in the matter of marketing the tungsten lamps. The
agreement shown here concluded
a chapter in this debate. Its aim
was to restrain the inventor, who
was thought dangerous. At the
end this was accomplished.
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And that is how the decade-long
debate between the inventor and
the company ended. This memo
was sent to the chief executive
officer Lipot Aschner, informing
him about the death of Dr. Just.
The company was willing to pay
for the cost of the funeral.
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The assembling of stems with
drawn tungsten filament for
tungsten lamps in the beginning of
the 1920s.

-
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The production of discs sometime
during the 1920s.
J-
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Stem production in the end of the
1920's.

Lamp production had the following phases at that time:
1st phase: stem construction and
assembling
2nd phase: sealing-pumping
3rd phase: the fitting of bases,
final quality control, packing.
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Lamp production using 24-way automatic vacuum pumps in the
1920s.

Lamp production in the end of the
1920s, following the automatization. In the right-hand line we see
units consisting of a 16-way sealing machine and a 24-way automatic vacuum pump.
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Lamp production in the 1930s with
"unit"-type production lines.
On the left side of the photograph
we see the basing and the preheating machines, on the right, the
so-called "Sealex" automatic unit.
At this time the fitting of stems was
still manual, but the fixing of the
glass bulbs was already automatic. On the right hand side of the
picture we can see the conveyer
belt with the complete stemps.

Incandescent lamp
ductionin 1920.

base

pro-
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The workshop producing vitrit
glass for lamps before the introduction of automatization in the
1920s.

'fe

The purification of low-pressure
inert gases in the 30s.
S?'
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Automatic sealing of lamps in the
1930-s. On the left we can see
TUNGSRAM'S own construction:
an automatic glass-bulb feeder.

Assembling the stemps of gasfilled lamps. The company, by the
way, is known for the frequent
reconstruction of its existing
facilities according to the varying
demands. Today this hall accommodates TUNGSRAM'S internal
telephone exchange.
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The pumping and sealing of vacuum lamps with General Electric's
16-way sealing machine and 24way automatic pump at the end of
the 1920s.
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This job sheet, dated 14 January,
1922, contains the
technical
specification of the 500-Watt projector bulb fitted with octagonal
coil.

The old laboratory where the
lamps were designed and tested.
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"Replace a coiled-coil lamp! Your
eyes, as well as your valet will
benefit
from
it! "-says
the
TUNGSRAM advert in the Marc 17,
1935 issue of the periodical of the
Association of Hungarian Engineers and Architects. The " D "
sign and the 'Dim' (decalumen)
stamp referred to the luminosity of
the lamp. The cartel members had
the edge on the outsider firms in
production technology. They were
able to produce lamps which provided more light without using
more electricity. The 'Dim' stamp,
therefore,
distinguished
the
Phoebus lamps from the other
companies' products. The same
stamp was used on the exported
lamps and only went out of use
when Phoebus was abolished.

*', V;

Measuring the luminosity of incandescent lamps in a photometer
sphere in the 1930s.
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For your information-as well as in
way of remembrance-we would
like to show you the choice of
Tungsram lamps from the period
preceding the introduction of krypton lamps. The diagrams come
from TUNGSRAM'S catalogues
published between 1926 and 1928.
Figure 1: Vacuum GSL (General Service Lamp) with coiled filament
Figure 2: Spherical shaped lamp with
coiled filament for decoration
Figure 3: 'Resista' (vibration-resistant)vacuum lamp with coiled filament

<-,-•

1. ibra.

3. ibra.
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4. tbn.

Figure 4: Coiled-filament vacuum lamp
with reinforced structure, used in public roads and electric trams
Figure 5: Pear-shaped vacuum lamp
with drawn wire
Figure 6: Gas-filled GSL lamp with
single coil, having a luminous efficiency superior to that of the vacuum
lamps
Figure 7: Gas-filled GSL lamp over 100
Watt output for industrial use, with
single coil, having a luminous efficiency superior to that of the vacuum
lamps.

S. tbn.

6.4bra.

T. thn.
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Figure 8: Gas-filled GSL lamp over 100
Watt output for industrial use, with
single coil, having a luminous efficiency superior to that of the vacuum
lamps, and fitted with opal bulb to
reduce glare. It could be used without a
separate luminaire.
Figure 9: Gas-filled GSL lamp over 100
Watt output for industrial use, with
single coil, having a luminous efficiency superior to that of the vacuum
lamps and fitted with blue glass bulb to
give out light similar to daylight.

8. 4br>.

Figure 10: Economy lamp with t w o
separate filaments. By pulling the
string it switched from normal to
economy mode, giving off less light. It
was designed for bedrooms, hospitals
and hotels.

9. 4bra.

Figure 1 1 : It had the same characteristics as the lamp in figure 9, except it
came in various colours to be used for
decoration and in dark rooms.

I I . Om.

Figure 12, 13, 14: Candle-shaped vacuum lamps with coiled filament, having straight, twisted and conic glass
bulbs of Askania type.
Figure 15: Tubular vacuum lamp with
coiled filament
Figure 16: Vibration-resistant tubular
vacuum lamp with coiled filament for
sewing machines

IS. 4bca.

16L ibra.

17. Om.

Figure 17: Slim tubular vacuum lamps
with coiled filament used for inspecting wine-barrels
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Figure 18: Festoon lamp with horizontally mounted coiled filament. Made
especially for illuminating mirrors,
shop-windows and paintings
TUNGSRAM
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Figure 19: Gas-filled lamp with singlecoil filament running on low voltage
(20-60 V)
Figure 20, 2 1 : Vertically and horizontally mounted projector lamp
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31. iWm

Figure 22, 23, 24, 25: Vehicle lamps for
American cars
Figure 26, 27: Vehicle lamps for British
cars
Figure 28, 29: Vehicle lamps for German cars
nWCSMM
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Figure 30: Vehicle festoon lamp for
cars
Figure 3 1 : Vehicle lamp for French cars
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34. t h n

3X Abn

47. ibra

Figure 32, 33, 34: Vehicle lamps for
various cars

48. abra.

Figure 47, 48: Battery operated vacuum lamps
Figure 49, 50: Gas-filled lamps operated with battery
Figure 51: Xmas tree lamp
/

•

Figure 52: Low-voltage lamp for decoration
Figure 53: Vacuum lamp for decoration, operated from the mains
49. tbra.
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56. 4 b n

57. i b r *

Sa ibra

64. ibra
Cacppalak
S i t . ax. itti«l
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ibra

6S. i b r a
Lapoa gombalak
213. . i . feijal
(Coacordia-fej cuppal)

Figure 54, 55, 56, 57: Flat-ball head
miniature lamps operated by dry batteries
Figure 58, 59, 60: Bicycle headlight
lamp and battery operated miniature
lamps
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Figure 6 1 : Telephone pilot lamp
61.

ibn

Figure 62: Telephone check lamp
Figure 63: Earth leakage indicator lamp
Figure 64, 65: Vacuum lamps with
drawn filament used in mines
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The most frequently used bases
for the above-listed TUNGSRAM
lamps

Swan

# QO
Kit-Swan

Wolfram

Imme & Lobner

A. £, G.
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A
21& «z.

221. M.
20 mm itmiro

30 IMB. ilmird

834. sz.
15 mm. itm^rd
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Bases used for TUNGSRAM vehicle lamps
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The radio workshop of the
Machine Works in the second half
of the 1920s.

This is how the electroplating
workshop looked like in the end of
the 1920s.
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This is what was left after a devastating fire broke out on 15 July,
1928. On the other hand, this fire
cleared the ground for the largescale construction work launched
in the 1930s.

•t'-^^'W

:-k.
Machines, used for producing
electrodes and grids, are assembled in the early 1930s.
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Machine assembly line in the beginning of the thirties.
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The company's own
electric
power plant was built in 1900 and
worked for more than 50 years.
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This compound steam engine
made by Lang Plant was also put
into service in 1900, at the time
when the Ujpest factory was built.
It worked in full time until 1928.
Later it was used as a back-up, in
order to provide electricity during
electric power cuts to those
machines which could not be stopped.

This gas purifying equipment operated until 1941. Then the company switched to purification on
high pressure.
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Ignac Pfeifer left his professorship
in protestagainstthe general political atmosphere in the universities
between the two world wars. He
was then invited by Lipot Aschner
to head TUNGSRAM'S Research
Laboratory. It was here that he
established his own 'school' of
vacuunn engineering.

Lipot Aschner (1872-1952) was
employed by TUNGSRAM ever
since its foundation (1896), right
until 1952. From December 1918
as chief executive officer, he was
contributing to the building up of
TUNGSRAM'S world-wide reputation
and
the
trade
mark
TUNGSRAM for decades.

This photograph was taken still
back in the heroic days of the
Research Laboratory's history.
The person in the background, sitting in the middle, is Imre Brody,
while the director Ignac Pfeifer is
shown on the right, in dark clothes.
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The first page of one of Brody's
scientific papers, written in 1924.
The text suggests that he was
commissioned to write the paper
most probably by one of the committees of the incandescent lamp
cartel.
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Brody jotted down this message
on a square ruled paper for Endre
Redl. The mathematical calculations-the Fourier series of the signal of an electrical componenthad been done by his daughter
^va. Father and daughter both fell
victim to the Holocaust within the
next couple of weeks.
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Two eminents persons from the
staff of the TUNGSRAM Research
Institute

The physicist Gyorgy Dallos took
the lead doing experiments in
TUNGSRAM in the field of microwave technology. Later also he
became a victim of the fascist
genocide in a labor camp.

•
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This photograph shows the physicist Pal Selenyi with his favourite
electrostatic image transmitter
which was later bought by the
Americans for a ridiculously small
sum. It worked on a similar principle as the modern Xerox machines
do.
- ^
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Redl Endre

Theisz Emil

A few of the faces recorded for
posterity in the l-department's
collection of cartoons-without
anyway ranking them. Several of
these people gained international
recognition as researchers or
played prominent role in the administration of TUNGSRAM.

Millner Tivadar

Dr. Knapp Os/kar

Brody Imre

Levai Janos
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The map of Ujpest when it was still
a separate town and not the 4th
district of Budapest. The trapezoid
shape of TUNGSRAM is shown on
the map between the Danube and
the sports fields of UTE (Ujpest
Athletic Club).
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The production of radio valves in
the 1920s. We can see the assembling and sealing of the MR
valves.

The production of radio valves in
the 1920s. The vertical pumps
seen here are used to create vacuum inside the valves.
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Trained labourers work on the vacuum pumps in the Radio Valve
Department in the 1920s.

The assembling of radio valves
required perfect eyesight and a
light touch. For this reason this
work was almost exclusively done
by young w o m e n . Needless to say
that when they were not so young
anymore and their eyesight was
going, they had to go, too.

K •
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Before the mass-production of
electronic vacuum tubes—in 1920,
for example—experimental prototypes of the various designs
were made in small series. Some
of them are shown in the next
pictures. The pear-shaped tube is
obviously one of the direct predecessors of the H2 and H3.

The tubes shown here were designated as H2 and H3. These were
the first two radio valves which
were produced by TUNGSRAM in
large quantities. These tubes had
tungsten filaments and consumed
only slightly more energy than two
flashlight lamps. Of course, their
luminous intensity was also in the
same range. They had a transconductance of 0.3 mAA/.
' f - ,
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This information sheet listing various radio valve designs in German
was printed in 1925 in colour. By
then the valves MR41 and MR-Y,
both considered to be very modern designs, had also been added
to the range.
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The first loudspeakers came out in
the late 1920s; before that the listeners had to use earphones. The
period loudspeaker on this poster,
the style of which is in harmony
with the times, was produced by
TUNGSRAM on a Western Electric
licence.

TUNGSRAM
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The first design of the bariumcathode era was known as MR-406
(1927). This still had a platinum
wire as filament.

In the next-admittedly very l o n g phase of the barium-cathode era
the filaments were already made
of tungsten. The design shown
here—one of the first types in the
phase-was called G-406.
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There was an illustrated advert in
the 18 December, 1927 copy of the
newspaper Magyar Hirlap, selling
electronic vacuum tubes designated as P-410, P-415, G-408 and
R-408. The following little verse
appeared in that advert:
"Here come the BARIUM VALVE
boys, with the compliment
of
TUNGSRAM, sounding a divine
and lovely voice. Here come the
BARIUM VALVE boys."

TUNGSRAM
BARIUM VALVES.
2 VOLT SEKIKS.

P 2 1 5 LAST STAGE POWER
VALVE.
CODEWORD ; DUFOR.
TV NG SRAM
BARIUM

The design P-215 was made in
1912 and belonged to the 2-Volt
series. Here the barium cathode
made the heat-controlling resistor
superfluous, but the batteries had
to match the heating voltage.

The P 215 is a special
low frequency amplifier but
can advantageously also be
used as detector or as
oscillator and modulator
in heterodyne apparatus.
Owing to its fine slope tliis
valve operates large loudspeakers at 90 volts, and
at 120 volts it even operates loudspeakers for large
halls. For an undislorted
••eception the grid bias
should be taken as follows:
with an anode voltage of
60 volts, about 4 volts
90
..
. . 8
„
120
„
..
12 ..
150
„
..
lb ..

tuBt

N
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Filament Voltaffc
Filament Current
Anode VollaUe
Normal Anode Current
Consumption . . . .
Total Emission
Amplification Factor . .
Slope
Impedance

50—150 VolU.
12 mA.
35 mA.
5.
1,5 mA V.
330<J Ohms.

The valvts can be supplied with European or American
bate according to needs.

(VX)
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The title page of TUNGSRAM'S
internal telephone directory before the Second World War.

•«''*-'>V

An old employment registry book.
Its owner, a factory worker, was
employed by TUNGSRAM'S predecessor in 1891.

S'';
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The Viennese factory in the early
1920s.

•

^

<

The production of incandescent
lamps in the Viennese factory.
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The basing of incandescent lamps
in the Viennese factory in the
1920s.

( •*»-V

The photometric workshop of the
Viennese factory in 1925.
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The packing of incandescent
lamps around 1920.

\.

The TUNGSRAM building in Zagreb at the beginning of the 1920s.
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The TUNGSRAM sales office in
Bucharest.
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.^v*:
A couple of TUNGSRAM adverts
from the various yearbooks of the
Society of Hungarian Engineers
and Architects. The one on the left
is from 1927, and the one on the
right, from 1933.

sv
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This advert announces the coiledcoil filament's arrival on the market in 1937.

H'->:'

The advert on the right features
the Hungarian translation of the
popular German slogan "besser
sehen, besser horen TUNGSRAMLampen, TUNGSRAM Rohren".
("better see, better hear
=
TUNGSRAM lamps, TUNGSRAM
tubes")

•K
*»

A TUNGSRAM share from 1930.
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And
those
coupons...

much-talked-about
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R6szveny-s/am
vy:

SZELV^NY-UTALVANY
A2.E6YESULT IZZOLAMPA ES VILLAM0SSA6! RtelV^NYTARSASAG"

' < . : ' • ' •

EZEN SZELVENY-UTALVANY BEMUTATOJANAK KISZOLGALTATJA A FENTI SZAMU RESZVENYHEZ TARTOZO

19E1.EVBEN KIBOCSATANDO T O V A B B I 25 SZELVENYNYEL

ELLATOTT S Z E L V E N Y I V E T .

E6YESULT IZZOLAMPA E5 VILLAMOSSAGi RESZVENVTARSA$A6.

^"^J
IGAZGAT

IGAZGATO

V
r

Reszv^ny-szam.

I: A Z ^ G Y E S U L T

IZZOLAMPA E S VIUAMOaSAGi

Szelveny
RESZVENYTARSASAG;

I K I F I Z E T I E SZELVENY B E M U T A T O ^ A N A K A K d Z G Y U L ^ S I HATAROZAT i R T C L M E B E N AZ 1Q20/fe;1. UZLETI CVRE ESO OSZTALBKOT.
EGYESULT IZZOLAMPA E3 VILLAAAOSSAGI RESZVCMYTARSASAd

This certificate enabled the holder
to pick up the due dividends in the
form of a sheet of coupons.

(OAZGAT6

_^
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The central executive and marketing offices in 1930. Before moving
to the new office building in 1962,
the top management ran the affairs of the TUNGSRAM concern
from these offices for roughly halfa-century.

The main gate and the front view
of TUNGSRAM was left unchanged for decades. Here we see
the female
work-force-mostly
from the assembly lines-heading
for home at the end of the shift.
Their clothes prove that the company's moving to Ujpest was, indeed, an example of "rural industrialization".
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The hall, where this technical training was held in the 1920s, was later
known as the "Home of innovators."

Once there had been tennis
courses in the factory yard. With
the passing of the years this area
gradually shrank, as a result of the
continuing developnnent of the
surrounding grounds. Today there
is a park here.

iiii^BBi
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In cold winters the tennis courts
were turned into an ice-rink. This
photograph recorded an episode
from the winter fancy-dress carnival.

The great development projects of
the 1930s largely determined the
TUNGSRAM'S general appearance. Certain elements of that
image are still around.
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The dispatch department, or 'expedition' as it was called before
1928. The lamps, which once had
been packed in barrels, were already put in boxes here.

^

'

•

.

•

•

'

.

.

.

There is still more packing here.
This time the destination is South
America, according to the message written on the boxes in the
bottom left corner of the picture.
- • -».

. >.;•
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Originally, this building was raised
in 1929 to house the Machine
Works. Its major reconstruction
took place when the modern
Machine Development Department, the central unit of the
Maintenance Department and the
workshop producing precision instruments were moved here after
the Second World War. Later the
laboratories, where the development of semiconductor technology took place, were also set up
here, on the upper floors.

The building known as the 'Audion' was completed in 1930. Incandescent lamps and radio valves were produced here. With its
170 metres long front and its 21
metres long internal span the construction was claimed to be one of
the largest factory buildings in
Europe at the time. Because the
building
material-alumina
cement-showed signs of fatigue, the
building had to be thoroughly renovated in the early 1960s.

223

The final touches are being put to
the recently finished 'Audion'
building at the beginning of the
1930s: the workers are painting
the utility system and install the so
called "sealex" machines.
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This questionnaire gives details of
the business done by Remix Ltd
during the years 1941, 1942 and
1943. (Remix Ltd was a member of
the TUNGSRAM corporation.)
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In the early days the rim of the
fluorescent tubes was shaped,
flared out on this machine.

•N.

•n

Before the Second World War,
when the trial runs of fluorescent
lamp production were held, this
vertical pump worked on five
fluorescent lamps at a time.
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We see Laszio Gacs in this picture,
one of the pioneers of our fluorescent lamp development sitting by
the machine producing the stems
of fluorescent lamp's.

This machine was designed by Dr.
Oszkar Knapp in 1940, and was
used to coat both sides of a oneinch fluorescent lamp. During the
Second World War the machine
worked
in the
experimental
fluorescent lamp production on
the second floor of the glass factory.
^
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The 'crew' of the newly launched
fluorescent lamp production from
the late 1930s. Gyorgy Szigeti and
Laszio Gacs are shown sitting in
the middle of the front row.

The first sealing machineforflared
fluorescent lamps.
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These were the people who produced the chemical components
necessary for making fluorescent
lamps (glass, cathode paste, mercury, etc.): Horvath, Dr. Knapp Dr.
Kardos and their colleagues.

TUNGSRAM H I G A N Y G O Z U K W A K
A t y m m n i hlB«»>Ygailtl«pM[ MnykltiauMMM M P V H H ^ I H n P i ^ ^ ^ " ' '*9T Ktitmptkt
A lunginin
ttlgmrgMtmplk
ranadvgM 9 u d M * 9 o u « s < • n—tantgm
vMtghta M l n t a avAwHi ul t*rbl*t*k«i \ki M
Al UlAMiaptkkal »ll«lll>fc»li a Mg*ny96ll*npMi u l n M p a faMp laM « • k4k w g a n k i l lanahMt, mis • vorc.
am ittffn
hUnyilk. T a m t n M M ulntwtAi •!*<*•*» »i*n hto^nygte- « • i m i t w i i l t •gyun k*4i •Ikelmaini *i m
tovwt Mnv klMMOaan u 4 p , Mtti. ha a kavsntohaz Kiyplcio-iudlinptkal « « M M L
o . ^ . A MoanygAtMa^Ak l i p M l l n vAlt6A<aiwiial lOnAolk A« u lllil»>nim»Hililll a lAmpAval >ort>akap<ioli to,io
fakwcif*. Ill«i«l*a u6i«iramitoflnAtotfa vao uUkaAo. A ItmpAkbwt i g y t b l i t w itlnct izi6u«l. hanam k*t alaktroda
kftien magai nyofliAau hlgmygflnAtbfi alaktrwct MiBUlU l*nir)»lMI«>>ll ha* l*lt«. A hisanygailtmpAk r*ulal*i
UMml adaull kivAnatia kiUOn l i l a m g g l t A* • lM«r«n o a k a tungiwui MfwyaMAmpAk nAhAny lonloiabb alkalma
Itil lahMAaAgAt* akarunk kMmL
KenilAgiiAi A TunganM* hlgiaygaiWiiipMc a randklvtil g M J i i t g o i t n a i l o g y m M a At a )«<l*Si*>»> iMdai-kAk
Mny lAvAn uMk mcgvUAgiiAaAra kOMMAaM (IkaimAaAk. OlyM utakax, knnlyakal Mk awoAlyvinak. a kxnboui a higany
SAllAinpAk WnyAbwi Igan halAaot.
OyArytlAgltli Udvaiok. cwnwtek, MMwIyak vdAgliAOnAI a Tungwwii MganygAilAmptk mAi fAnyforriiokkal uawbaft kAt-hAmnaioraa kfilapat m*gyllAgllA»( araasAg*! adnak at AiamfogyasztAi mindan
novaka<fA«a nAlkul.
RaklAnvllAgllAt A Tunguam higanygSzlAmpAk ktiMnlagaa Mnyulna a magvllAglloll laklAmirgytkat
a kOmyaialMt tandklvUI halAtoaan klaaian
KirakaiviiAgliAi: Itt aiaAaorban a tandklvul gatdatAgoa AramlogyaulAa ArvAnyatUI. Uvag, porcalltn.
krlalAly, Mm ttb anyag a hlganygetlAnyban kiilonOian halttoi
t»lta halyliAgak vaAgllAu Itt )t a gazdaaAgoi AramlogyaiztAian van a hangtuly. AltalAtMn lueltm
pAkkal kavatt yItAgllAM kaU aHukaainl
TarmAtiatI uApaAgak, ApWalak, mUaialAkak magvllAgltAaa: Tunguam higanygfiilAmpAkkal cio
'^
dAlatof hatAaok AihaiAk al
Spoflctamokok, pAtyaudvarok. alnak ttb. laagvllAgllAaa; A gaxdasAgoa AramfogyaulAw As ktildntagai lAnytitrHl Tungaram hlganygAxlAmpAkflak aian klvtit )• txAintalan alkalaiazAal lahalAaAga van.
Mindan AidaklMAtra kAauAggal vAlauokHik Aa UvAntAgra rAtilaMt vllAgii<iiac>inlkal lanAcMdaisa'
1 izolgilunk

»-,.v.

This TUNGSRAM catalogue dated
from 1939 reveals that the high
pressure mercury vapour lamps
came on the market in the last
years of the 1930s, which meant
that the production of them using
sintered cathodes already began
parallel with the research and development work.

;:?^.v.
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The building of TUNGSRAM'S Research Laboratory. The institute
was the first of its kind in Europe.

This group photograph showing
the heads and the staff of the Research Laboratory was taken
sometime in the early 1930s. We
only try to list the names of those
who are sitting in the front row.
From left to right: Dr.Knapp,
I. Brody, Dr. E. Blum, S. Lazar,
...L. Aschner, Z. Pfeiffer, Z. Bay,
P. Selenyi, Z. Szasz, T. Krassoi, Gy.
Szigeti, Mrs. Mende, M. Strasszer,
D. Orovan and G. Veszi (all esteemed names in the history of the
TUNGSRAM).
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The tools used in drawing the
tungsten filaments had components made of industrial diamond.
The picture shows the workshop
where these diamonds were cut
and drilled sometime in the 1930s.

v.\.

•t •*">^,V

The industrial mass-production of
coiled filaments began in the late
1930s.
^
.
•"

-a-^T
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The FO-1 coiling machines were
first enriioyed in production in the
early 1930s.

^
The quality control of coiled
tungsten filaments, using projectors called 'ball-optics' during the
1930s.
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These were only some of the patent descriptions which were registered to protect invention of the
krypton lamp.
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One of the first experimental krypton lamps, primarily made to economize on the amount of krypton
necessary, are shown on the four
lamps in the background, feeling
about the final, elongated mushroom shape.

The first patents of Brody's krypton lamp were registered in the
early 1930s. The trial runs and the
setting up of the mass-production,
however, required time. The complete series of krypton lamps appeared in the catalogues in the late
1930s. In the next few pages we
are going to show pictures from
some of these catalogues.
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TUNGSRAM launched an intensive advertisement campaign to
popularize its latest product,
which
performed better and
looked more attractive than its previous designs.
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.. tout let cfforH om (cndu i 'bUnchir' l«t Mfom 1
d « prfm*T« lampn i incandncence. Arec l « nouvcRn
lampn Tuncvam-KryiMon H ^ i c r it Vtnotme
itmptHtun
dc MOO* dlleinic «u fiUmcnt, U kimiHc ^kdnque coolr en
njp(w>t mrrvrtltcwwMTi^nl bUnchct d repo»an(e« aax ycux. H
d Idlki 60 dm lie rccherches scirnlifiquef Dour obleiiir celte
'bUHKhrur toUirc". Aioulei ^t ccU <Wcdncc rt fconowMe.
rt Tiiu» auref

In way of illustration, in the next
few pages we show original documents, posters, advertisements
and even picture postcards which
were used in the campaign. Beside
the major European languagesEnglish, German, French and
Spanish-the less familiar languages, such as Arabic, Greek,
Hebrew and Armenian, are also
represented.
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az izraeli..

These two Spanish posters from
the second half of the 1930s supplement one another: the man on
the left wonders where this new
brightness comes from. The
poster on the right immediately
answers; The TUNGSRAM krypton lamp produces this brightness,
the light of which is as clear as the
Sun's.
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k Krypton rvndkiviil riltian clAfordul^ l i i i l ^ l * 9 * t
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We show further posters, advertisements and catalogue entries of
the cannpaign promoting the krypton lamp. All of these materials
have come from TUNGSRAM'S
rich collection documenting the
history of the company.
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A clever idea was to use the telegraph format for advertising krypton lamps. This 'pseudo' telegraph, worded in German, gave
the addressee 'important' information about the many advantages krypton lamps possessed.
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Various posters, adverts and title
pages of catalogues advertising
TUNGSRAM lannps from the
1940s.
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Posters advertising TUNGSRAM
light sources and radio valves in
the years before the Second World
War.
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Further
posters
advertising
TUNGSRAM lamps in the years
before the Second World War.
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The catalogue of TUNGSRAM
Electric Lamp Works (Great Britain) Ltd. from the 1930s.
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The technical staff of radio valve
production in 1939: Winter, Horvath, Monostori, Glasner, Grosz,
Ermer and many others... similarly all esteemed names, in the
trade.
^.
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One of the first promotion leaflets,
giving
the
specifications
of
TUNGSRAM radio valves from
1925.
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A promotion leaflet similar to the
previous one, except this already
included the first design provided
with oxide cathode, the OR 1.
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Assembling radio valves in the
recently completed 'Audion' building in the early 1930s.

A section of the Radio Valve Department sometime in the 1930s.
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The combined valve produced by
Tungsram, the diode-tetrode called DS-4100 was first used in 1933.
This design combined t w o different valves in this case the demodulator-diode and the screen-grid
amplifier.

t ••«'\

TUNGSRAM radio valves fitted
with oxide cathode.
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\.
Title page of the TUNGSRAM
catalogue selling the 'Philips base'
radio valve in the late 1930s.
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The steadily increasing number of
tube designs forced the radio
valve cartel to introduce standard
European designs, marked with
standard designations. This way
the imported valves became compatible with the domestic ones.
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A poster advertising a valve from
the 'Philips base' series.
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The extremely successful E-series
very soon were extended to meet
every possible demand. Today
there still exist radio sets which
use the red E-series valves.

The competition to design smaller
and smaller valves became fiercer
every day. The so-called 'all-glass'
tubes of the 6.3 Volt E-series and
the universal 100 mA U-series resulted from this competition. The
versatility of the series is best illustrated by the fact that four designs
were enough to satisfy every possible construction.
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Two pages from the catalogues
promoting the 'all-glass' TUNGSRAM valves in the late 1930s.
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This picture shows the combined
amplifier VCL-11 and the rectifier
VY-2. These were the valves built
into the very popular, cheap (48
Pengos) and energy-saving radio
sets which ran both from alternating and direct current.
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The 'magic eyes' ME-4 and ME-6
were used to improve the selectivity of the radio sets and also, to
help in tuning the stations.
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These were the images successfully transmitted in 1937, during
TUNGSRAM'S experimental television transmission: a TUNGSRAM
trademark and Mickey Mouse.

v
A VHF transmitter triode designated C-200/2500 (1946).
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In this report the head of
TUNGSRAM'S Television Laboratory-Dr. Karoly Czukor complains
about the lack of space, as the
Laboratory is completely filled up
with finished television sets. The
date is-wait for itl-1940. Then the
war broke out and the production
of TV sets had to be postponed for
another 15 years.
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These microwave amplifier transmitters and diodes operated over a
broad range of frequencies were
designed in 1941-1942 under
pressure from the Ministry of Defense of the Horthy-regime, which
wanted to equip its fighter planes
with them. The valves were completed too late to be used in their
intended function. On the other
hand, the results accumulated in
the course of developing these
valves proved to be great asset to
Dr. Bay in his radar experiment
with signals sent to the Moon.

The glass-being one of the basic
components of light sourcesplayed an important role in
TUNGSRAM'S history from the
outset. Even as late as the 1920s,
the glass bulbs of the incandescent lamps were still made manually. In the 1930s this method gave
way to the mechanized production-to machines such the one
shown in this picture.

TUNGSR^IM
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A disciplined work-force sorting
tine glass bulbs in the Glass Factory of Utekac (Slovakia). The director is shown in the middle of the
background.

-t'-^Vs

The workers are packaging glass
bulbs in the spacious factory yard
of TUNGSRAM'S glass factory in
Tokod.
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This picture, as well as other contemporary documents, prove that
in the 1920s the incandescent
lamps were still being transported
in barrels.

\ :
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The symbol of a new area. The
mechanized glass factory
of
TUNGSRAM was built in 1931 and
has been running continuously
since 1932. The volume of glass
components has multiplied in the
meantime, which necessitated the
construction of further glass factories.
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The furnaces and the glass blowing machines meant a giant leap
forward, when compared to the
era of manual glass blowing.

This melting block was designed
by foreign experts for the mechanized glass factory in 1930-1931.
The following pictures were taken
of the interior of the melting block
when it had been drained after
three months of operation.
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The strong
erosion
of
the
blockstones, especially of those in
the bottom, is evident in the picture. On the other hand, the stone
of the neck is less worn-out, indicating that the necessary thermal
convection between the furnace
chamber and the work block could
not be formed.

•

*

This picture was taken of the block
after ten months of operation, following major alterations in its design by the company's own experts. The block was fitted with a
new neck above the bottom level.
It is apparent that the intensive
convection between the furnace
chamber and the work tub
strongly wore out the stone of the
neck.
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When the block was taken apart,
the stone components provided a
lot of clues to the experts studying
the convection of melted glass.

Beside the production of glass and
the other components of modern
light sources, the production of
krypton was also given considerable attention when Brody's new
invention appeared. The next four
pictures were taken of the occasion
of
opening
TUNGSRAM'S own krypton factory in Ajka.
Their special interest is due to the
fact that, beside the top management of TUNGSRAM, representatives of the Ministry and prominent figures from ail the associated areas of the industry put
in an appearance on the occasion.

• ><» .'
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A g r o u p of the people taking part
in the g r a n d o p e n i n g o f t h e i<rypt o n f a c t o r y o f Ajka ( f r o m left t o
right);
Bela Namenyl, Dr. N. director of the
legal department; Vllmos Rosenfeld,
Dr., marketing director; (partially covered) Leo Fischmann, vice president; in
the middle of the front row, Fulop
Weisz dominant personality in the
Hungarian industry in those time; on
his left, turning sideways, B6la Janosi,
director of the concern; Erno Haidegger. Dr. N. director of the Electrical
Works Corporation; Istvan Peter, departmental head in the Ministry of Industry; Laszio Heller, lecturer at the
Technical University; between the two
of them is G^bor Bajcsy-Zsilinszky;
chief executive officer of 'Bauxit'; Lipot
Aschner, chief executive officer of
TUNGSRAM; Vilmos Meinhardt, chief
executive officer of the Coal Mines of
Ajka; Jozsef Mados, chief engineer of
the Coal Mines of Ajka; Ignac Pfeifer,
director of TUNGSRAM'S Research
Laboratory; and finally, Tibor Mihalovits, engineer.

•
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Here is a n o t h e r g r o u p of t h e
TUNGSRAM management, visiting
the factory on the same occasion.
(Sitting row, from left to right): Miklos
Hegediis, Hugo Wohl, Vilmos Hirschbein, Oszkar Ronai.
(Standing row, from left to right):
Istvan Gabor, Kalman Sarkozi, Zoltan
Kis, Janos L6vai, Leo Fischmann, Vilmos Meinhardt, Mrs. Cekeliusz, Lipot
Aschner, GiJnther Cekeliusz, Arpad
Aranyi
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And finally, another typical group
photography taken in Ajka:
(From left): Bela Janosi, Arpad Telegdy, Erno Haldegger, Dr., Istvan Petery,
(in the background, turning sideways)
Gabor Bajcsy-Zsilinszky, Laszio Heller,
Jozsef Mados and Tibor Mihalovits

This picture shows a group of the
technical staff of TUNGSRAM
w h e n - o n an unknown occasion
sometime around 1942-they posed
for the photographer. Some of
them became prominent executives and scientists, others are
only recognized by the surviving
members of their generation by
theirface. A number of them fell to
the fascist devastation-their memory is still with us. The names of
those we can recognize are as follows (always from left to right):
First row: Schiller, F. Krasso,
Dr., F. Lendvai, J. Gabor, J. Levai,
A. Telegdy, P. Tury, T, Millner,
J. Gyurikovits.
Second row: S. Szalai, J. Szentkir^lyi,
Gy. Vaszily, Istvan Kerenyl, J. Kaczor,
J. Gazsi.
Third row: F. Messo, M. Stolzner, B.
Mersva, O. Knapp Dr., F. Neuberger, B.
Reiss, A. Holzer, I. Jambor.
Fourth row: J. Adam, J. Bucsovszky,
Z. Kover, Singer, Klein. Rogocz, E.
Theisz, P. Steiner, Appel (the glass
blower).
Fifth row: J. Mikuss, M. Hrabcsak, N.
Jelinek.

-X.
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Already between the t w o world
war the factory hygiene, the public
meal service and the recreation
and cultural facilities all reached a
higher standard in TUNGSRAM
than in any of the surrounding
factories. TUNGSRAM had a culture centre, a public literary lending library, a holiday camp and a
boat house. The company was

•A,

^

The picture shows the assembly
hall of the factory which was used
as a canteen on weekdays and
which could quickly and easily be
converted into a proper theatre
with a well equipped stage.

./ .
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The development boom of the
1930s provided a good opportunity for TUNGSRAM to carry out
a general modernization programme in its existing buildings,
beside starting new constructions.
By looking at the shower rooms
shown on the next two pictures it
is evident that the standard of
hygiene was set high in TUNGSRAM.

';jr.-'. "
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The kitchen fitted with electrical
cooking facilities was adequately
equipped to provide a civilized catering service in the 1930s.
Elsewhere in Ujpest one could
quite often see workers sitting on
the pavement outside the factory
in lunchtime, eating the food
brought to him by his wife.

The TUNGSRAM Culture House
was completed in 1932 and very
soon became the recreational and
cultural centre of not only the
TUNGSRAM but also that of the
entire neighbourhood. This building housed the public library, the
choir, the workers' amateur theatricals, public functions, ceremonies and dances. The hall on
the ground-floor, used as canteen
in weekdays, could quickly be converted into a theatre hall. The only
indoor tennis court in entire
Budapest was here, in the imposing hall on the first floor.

TUNGSRAM
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The tennis court could be converted into a pleasant dance hall.

The TUNGSRAM swimming pool
and boat house was a very popular
place.
V

V
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This is an announcement made by
the TUNGSRAM trade union representatives,
calling
on the
TUNGSRAM workers to make use
of the company's newly built holyday camp. The facilities were available to employees and their family
free of charge.

Cooking facilities in the central
area of the TUNGSRAM holiday
camp, available to everyone free
of charge. All this is still there
today, except the saplings have
grown into huge chestnut trees.
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Today, when there are regular TV
and radio programmes, superb
quality record players and tape
recorders, it is hard to imagine
what kind of a cultural attraction
the TUNGSRAM theatrical performances or the amateur concerts
had, not only for the company's
works-force, but also, for the entire
neighbourhood. We would like to
present a few of the posters announcing the various cultural
evenings. This first one, for example, invited the audience to come
along and see the stage adaptation
of
Jokai's
novel,
"Black
Diamonds", as performed by the
TUNGSRAM Choir and Literary
Society.
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One poster of the many announcing concerts. The programme featured the orchestra of the Ujpest
Conservatory playing a suit by
Grieg and a cello player performing the Swan by Saint Saens. The
works of Puccini, Bizet, Massenet
and Kodaly were also included.
Not a bad selection, by any standard.
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Of the next four posters, two announced theatrical performances,
one invited people to a dance and
one, to a New Year's Eve cabaret.
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This invitation to a cultural programme followed by dance bears
witness to the close connections
between TUNGSRAM and UTE,
the Gymnastic Club of Ujpest. The
company management was the
sponsor and the social background of UTE.
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This is another invitation to the
special performance of'Returning
Ghost', a play in three parts. All the
profits of the evening were given
to erect a gravestone for Ferenc
Kelecsenyi, one of the voluntary
assistant of the Choir and Literary
Society of TUNGSRAM.
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The TUNGSRAM theatre group
scored one of its greatest successes with the staging of the 'Returning Ghost', a play by the internationally
acclaimed
playwright
Lajos Zilahy. This was not an easy
piece for amateur actors.
Nevertheless, they were given a
very generous appraisal by the
author himself, w h o came to see
the premiere. This picture shows
Lajos Zilahy among the amateur
actors, standing in the middle.

TUNGSRAM

XlUhr Lajei aartbjta.-ik usrapKi kOiSlt. y<r«M Imra, Kalenir Siador, K*l*e«tairt Tutmt, ••
Baloch B««k«, dr. Morrar J«a6, Illahy Laloa, Friaeh KArely, J«u*a> Vvtka, Balsgh Btaa, MrkMy
KAroly, BiraaBD B«la, inoevlu latTta, BftrtnpUT I<atw
(FaK IlaaThM)
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This was the stage which meant so
much to the amateur actors of
TUNGSRAM. The stage design,
this time a very modest one, was
most probably set for a concert.
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This picture shows the literary
TUNGSRAM lending library during the 1930s. The workers volunteered to come in and put protective jackets on the new acquisitions. There was a sizeable group
of regulars. In those days there
was still no television to divert
people's attention from reading.

This crowd came to the theatre
(which was used as canteen during the day) to see a play performed by the workers' amateur
theatre group sometime during
the 1930s. The little girl standing in
the middle must be more than
sixty years older today.

TUNGSRAM
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The amateur theatre group of the
TUNGSRAM workers. They just
won a cup on the drama competition organized jointly with another
local theatre group.
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dAa oloPrad^aat. . "Punrtorl Koopsaa" 8caT.l^t oz lzt<5 p. 1 6 . 5 0 0 . X V K — , ^ ^
tukOvel dol4[ozott ns utola^ Mroo ovbaa^ o l g a SpbdPrd ?. IS.OOO.'Ov<.-vdi
- i^cyOQ n kOTMtkssiSkiipaa niW«ik«il«tt:
\T.9A
1^29
44.25C.e7e V
X930
48.20.''.71- •
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1330
38.368.543.
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•jiJix&MJii Pt .tottftPa:

1:^29
1930

fT&naard nyaraa^^^u

i9a
1920

Stencilled illegal message of the
one time underground Hungarian
Communists Party in the thirties
with the heading "Red TUNGRSAM" and with a rather queswith the heading "Red TUNGSRAM" and with a rather questionable influence

?ase.iie P.

3.897.712
3.981. .aa
1.929.840 P.
1.410.859 -

Aulnt I'.tjuk, aiiyi:ilV>ldb^n nua oa6kktmt (i oycrea^g, i vngyoo. *Boi
bar. tiivcdie v o l o . a z t gonaolzrl, bo^y caak Aouyl'A nyer«a«£, njannylt t4a7-]
log bevnllnnflk. Baaokivul oObjoa aok k i m l o v ^ kev»jtei:9Ci VAQ O tfikiaaknak.l
U^yr>av;2<in idjrd oalk a ongy opltkaa^a, n a l t « |{]rdr t«.rUlat^a aaakOaOltak.
A kut'iU l^bor>turlu-;:jal ketdtjk, cfijd A .Stnad^rdaJ h'lVluia oUixilyakoX,"
k u l t u r M z t n , atr'-ndot, kfbtrnkok^t, gdzti.rtiiLlyt, UIJOBUQ uj limf^a^xtx
iA
uv«;«g:/;irnt u p l t c t t a k . SgyedUl bz uj ldupH,{ygr f t U p l t J a u P .S.0O0.OOO.-b«
Kerult. Dc noucs:ik az Izs<S UB ot'.ndara Aoz.^. '. U'Bznot n ru8BV\}ayeeekn<Jc,
bjQOu '. Xokodl Uvuugydr, az Ujpooti Jifldioa r . t . a t b . v u l l a l n t i a . any! ^
p^nzUk <• ttSkuaukfluk ^a blafaorbf^n o fJrAazv^oyub ach.i^r LlpdtnOk, bogy nu.
la iuuj6k, a l t oalnAiynf-k v e l a . . s achnar t6x^cl..aok&t f o l y t x t a Talbot
J t a t m i o OM^-votolorfil. Sou k i t krijedrca d s l j t x S l Tf.n aa^, teluit w n o t t
puox biSvuB.
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The working class movement—
both the legal and the illegal kindwas organized regionally, rather
than inside the factory. Nevertheless one of the important centres
of the political activities was the
Workers' Home of Ujpest. The
building had now to be pulled
down when a vast, modern housing estate was raised in the course
of rebuilding Ujpest.
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.GOZOTT
1 9 2 4 % .^^-.-IG BRODY IM^E
KIVA(/d VfAGYAR FIZIKUS.
EBBEN A LABORATOniblfBAN lALALTA FEL
VALOSITOTTA MDEGAIWIPTON-LAMPAI
INEN HURCOLTAK £L 1(i^4. JULlUS 3-AN
GYILKOS FASISZTA BANDfTAK.
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MI:(il3li.l:Ki;/l:SUI
/l(.Vi:siiri l/M.A.MPAi VII.IAMOVM(,m
MARTIIMAIROI.
. ^^_

KII.IAN (.YORl.Y MiK/FHHs/ ^ ^ ^
U l h ( | | l ( R I N ( M.^/iiviv K(»TM TintIR \IIn'\.^11.1 III
(.linAS I'.l.l \ •iMf.MiNk\s
I Kliri;l.l) MIKI.OS I;\IMM.«S
Nl Ml II IKNd \^/iMnv
\'UNM\M UUm vnu^>/ikii
U\m\M ADllll Mis/iwsz
Even the joy of the peace-time
experienced after the bloody war
and the fascist terror could not
relieve the shock that people felt
seeing the human losses in the
work-force of TUNGSRAM. Only a
few names are mentioned in the
plaques. Beside the known victims
we ought to commemorate the
masses of nameless martyrs.

s/\M

\ksAINKimr VAI A M I M MINHA/JIkkdl

\klh Ml \kA*»M<t/(.\IMI i n r K r N ^ S i r . t i M H T r s I'OIIIIKAI
Ml i,iAi>/n\i\ viihi ui I I I UK \ \\1t\s
UMH(tH \ M.\ \
M\siH>lk \ l l V.IIAC'im \ l l M » / M \ J .

FMU KlIKIJ KEGYELETTri MEdORIZ
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IN M K M O R I A M .
A hiibon'i alall rn ablMil kifolyolag m r f i h a l l , i l l r l v r
• I k a l raasotuk
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

An^l Ulvin
Adirr SAndor
Aratlfr JenA
AaMrr MiklAa
AabI I>«XI
Apprl j6aM-f
A«^UIJ1^

^it nvugdfjaaok

ellial

nfvaora.
•."!>:

47.
48.
l^l^i
f ^ ^ ^

**• ^

CauntiK JAawf
CM Utrpt
r . Ciukar Kiroli
i ^ ^ ^ u ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

" flu ^ "

^

12. H m n U i w
9 1 . n a i l n Gjrala
j ^ r - j i - Crab
V W k v Ana
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In 1945 w e had to rebuild the factory's lost machinery and tools by
the thousands-mostly relying on
nothing more than our memory.
But this was nothing compared to
the human losses, the intellectual
losses. The 538 names listed in the
IN MEMORIAM is definitely incomplete. We had to make a start
from such a 'zero' level. And we
have made a start...
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